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. This thesis _presents an analysis for .. digital 
differential protection of · transformers. For digital 
differential protectiqn of transformers, it is of. utmpst 
I . importanc~ to test th~ algorithms on .simulated data of both 
i -
fault. and magnetizing inrush currents. For this purpose, a · 
detailed ·analysis of inrush current for both single · and 
~ . 
. ·'' 
· three-phased transformers are c:arried out. Computer software~ .. 
. . 
. package programs. are developed to simulate the inrush and 
fault currents. · ·Measured wave~orms of the inrushes are 
. j 
compared with 'the sintulated wavef<?rms and the h~rmonic 
(.. ' .. . . . . 
. o~.nten;:'__.g..:e_bpth the measured and simulat~ waveforms are 
arr.ary;'ed up to 4 cycles. There:exists a reasonably 9C?Od. 
agreement between simulated and measured waves. 
Three algorithms are analysed for the digital 
differential protection purpose. Discrete Fourier t.echriique 
. 
has been used as ~he reference algpri\:hm. Rectangular 
trans fonn and \.lsh function . are analysed in detail for their 
suitability in niicroprocessor applications for both 16 and B 
.. 
' 
·-: ·~ampl~s/cycle basis. Their performances ·are compared with 
. . ... 
Discrete Fourier on 16 · samples/cycle ~sis. Rectangular · ~­
. transfonn and Walsh function are tested on simulated i~rush 
and fault current data under var'ious switching condi tiona. 
. . ' 
' i . 
It is found that the Rectangular transform converges .more 
rapidly ,.than the other transforms during a fa.ul t in the 
·' / ' 
'• 
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trans forriler. Finally, on-line implem~ntation · of ·this new :.. . . . 
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1.1 The Role of P~otective Relaying and Digital 
· Computers for P'ower .System P'rotection 
. The history ·of electrical' power technology 
' . . 
1 
. . 
throughout· the world is one of steady, and, · in recent years, 
I • ' I • 
rapid _ progre~s, which ha~ made ~t possible to degign· ana 
construct economic and reliable . power systems, .. capable of 
satisfying the conti~uing growth in the demand for electr-ical 
~· ' . . . 
energy. In this, power system protectio~ and control play a 
significant · patt, and progress in ·design . and de~elopment in 
these· f .i,elds has n~c-ess\arily · had · to keep pace with advances I . . ,.. ·. 
in the design of primary plant, such as generators, · 
· transformers, switchgears, _ove(head lines and undergr.ound 
~ . 
cables-. Indeed, progress in the · field of protection and · · 
·. ' --~ 
control is a vital prerequisite.for the efficient qperation 
and cOntinuing · developme~t of power s~pply ~ystems as a 
whole.· 
Thus, with the e~pansion of power system networks 
and with the incre_asing urge to go for larger f>ower grids .to 
., " 
increase the flexibility of power transmission, the 
complexity .. of the. system increased more and· more. The 
stability of the ~stem becomes more sensitive as the power 
I • . . . .. · . 
· · fl~ · in the system be,comes ~ore · complicated ~nd t~e severity · 
' i 
• • L • • 
·. 
- ·.;; ...,. ,4'oo;.. t. • ...,., ___ _ . ' 
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of power swings increase in cases of abnormal conditions of a 
system.· The role of -on-line and off-ltne d~ital computers 
.. 
became more prominent to handle normal operation of vast 
networks. The first successful impLementation of ,digital 
computer for on-line power . system operation and control is . ,. 
. . 
the Supervisory Control .' and D.ata Acquisition (SCADA) · system. 
. ' ' 
I 
S-ince then, there has been a contintiit:lg tret:id to extend the 
~evelopmef!t 6f application progr·am9 _for real- time control 
' ~ _, systems~\ to eric.ompass all phases ' of operations inc~iJding 
forcasting, scheduling,· m~:mi tori. rig, . controi, ·secJ ri ty . 
·ass.essment, ec~nomic dispatch and stab ility analysis pf a 
system. Apart from installing a master :computer for a 
central contr~l stati on, digital computers also started being . 
installed i~ .·remote substations with ' data exchange faciliti,es 
with computers qf other selected substations and the master . 
computer. 
. . . . 
The .cbnc.ept ·Of .protecting the substation 
. . . . . ~ . .~ . 
. . . . 
equi_pments by comput~r~ instead o~ coQventional re l ays came 
wit.h! such _: wide appl.ication of digital omputers in power 
• •, I 
I 
. _syst~~~· . It .became a f ield ·of interes 
from · the on-line super.yisocy and rela · ' 
·to see that apart 
functions o f ·a 
sub-station computer, .whether it is · possib~e to em~loy·it for · 
protection purpose. ~nd naturally, the early .. researches were 
I 
-
carried ~ut ' ~n .' the.· pr~tection of ' incoming and :outgolng 
feeders of a substation, rather than ~he .protection of .• 
individual . elements of the power system, . lik~ generators,, 
, D 
' . 
















' I , 




transformers and transmission and distribution lines etc.. 'It 
,,, 
is worthwhile t~ comment briefly on the scope ' of early ' 
. . 
researches. 
The detailed scheme of fa~lt : protection by using a 
s .tored- program digital computer ~as · first introduced by 
• 
Q ' 0, 
Rockefeller in a very well-written paper [f9]. Tbough not 
mu~h attention was given to hardware or programming aspects,! 
' . 
·the feasibility of protecti'ng all the equipmer.ts in. ;a , EHV · 
substation and the transmission lines comi·ng out of it has 
been dealt with in detail. 
( . . 
The paper goes into sub'stantial 
. ~ 
detai~ of the relaying program organ~zatibns and cle.arly 
recognizes the problem~ associated with such a protective 
\ 
scheme u~ing process cdntrol computers available at that · 
time. In· two papers [20,21], Mann and Morrison . presented 
~ ~ 0 
algorithms for the protection of transmission lines with a 
~ r, ~ 
digital comput .. er. They proposed complete computer programs 
and the need of the specific haFdware for the implementation 
. 
t!J! _those program. A feasibility study for both primary and· 
back up protec.tion using digital computer was pre.sented by _ 
Cheetham [6, 7]. 
The first digital computer relay that ~as in 
practice was again for distance protection of transmission 
lines and was deve,loped as a joint project of Pacific Gas and 
Electric Corpo7ation [14,30]. The system, called Prodar-70, 
was used to monitor a 23 0 KV line. A Westinghous~ P- 2000 
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d.i~ital _~o~p~-~~r was .,the heart of this system which performed 
\ l #' n , 
phase and ground d-istance protections. Considerable field 
experience was' gained in that project. 
• r 
. 9'ince then, • the ~opic of compute+ r~laying, in 
general 1 : haS been the" SUbjeCt Of extenSiVe research and ~ 
. . ·l'>. ' 
number ·of · dicji.tal com~uter relaying systems were proposed. 
[B]. . The . heart of computer relaying .for an.y type of 
· p_r9tection is the algorithm that is bei!lg u~ed~ · The . 
~ · . 
algorithm's output forms . a ~sis for the relaying decis'i<:>ns; :· 
(;' . . . 
.rn· the ·case of a distan~e relay; the algorithm determines .- ~he 
~ ; ffJP~·~rJ'l~t impedance of the tran~mission line from the· relay 
. . . \ 
location. In case of trans former protection, which is the 






inrush· frern the actual fault current of · a 
A.n overview on the digital protection of a 
'. . 
· " transformers wi:ll be discussed in section 1. 4. The essence 
of the computer relaying is that, its appr_oach being hi:ghly 
mathematical, new ideas and approaches are·· evolving to solve 
the relaying problems. 
" : 
The algori thins for the transformer 
' 
protection are . reviewed in detail later on. 
~ · · 2 j Mici:opro.cess~~ Based Protection 
Computer relaying started in the er~ · of 
minicomputers. Some early works TQentioned above considered 
. I 
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I ; , 
all the station relaying. · Based on the hardware avail.able at 
. I . 
that time, it was logical tq . consider this as one· possible 
• ~t' 
_approach .. No~, · however,, with increasingly developing -. . 
. . 
microprocessor and, Large Scale Integration(LSI) bechnology, 
' . • I ' . 
special attention ·is di~ec~ed t~w~r~s developm~nt · ·t~ends in· 
·I · . :· . . . : 
· · the protection field, where deoentralized · microprocessor 
( 
applications ·. seem to be .the viable · solution to copE! with · th~ _. 
in~rea~·ingl.y stringent · requiremen~s· for electric power .supply 
reliability. Wit~'thi~ . ap~roach·, , the centrai ·substat,io·n 
. : . 
computer would be · relegated mostly to non- relaying funct:ions . 
• , . . 
and an intermediate . ~in~ between microprocessors . and·. the 
. . \ . .. . . . . . 
... ~-· ·." 
central · systen opera~ion. computer complex: . ~With. ste.ady· ~ . · ·. · 
• , . • • • • • • \ll • • • • • • 
decreas-e in costs of various chips and more · developing 
' . ' 
.• 
.technology, the microprocessors are becom:in9 -more .' popular 
. . . . . '..... , . . -. 




seems to be'come less· obvious as· time goes on. ~he p:totectio~ 
con~ept has also changed. rapidly .to utilize the 
microp'ro'Cessors of present day .. . A.part fran the ad~antage . of .. 
co~t, · ~e relaying operations · ~an be car.rieq out more 
. 
independently by sev~ral processors~ _The basic . disadvantage 
'I ' 
of . the ·.microprocessor based protection. schetne is the ' · 
' ' . " , 
~nability to take high '¢omputational . burden, Sometimes, . . to 
·~ . . . . 
simplify com~utation . by arithmetic shi f t · ope.ra.tion; the 
micr<;>processor takes more . time to calculate .the fault and 
gives delayed signal to -circuit-break-er to trip~ rf it · is . 
.· 
. . ~ \ 
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so, the-!! the main objective to computer relaying is ·lost. To 
.. 
reduce the ·COmputational burden, new algorithms are 
\-
formulated · for·· fa~t:.er computations. Also, hierarchical 
. ' 
methods are proposed/ so that m~j9r calculations are bein,9 
carrie.P out by on-line or off_1(l~ne di.git.al computers and 
microprocessors utilize those ;off-line data· with a minimum 
calculations. Alsp, developments in micro computer 
~ te_chnology permit one to u .se co- processors and 
; multi-processors to reduce th~ . computat.1.,onal ·burden. 
l• 3 · .Expected Benefits of a Digital P"rotection ·system . •, 
........ . .. 
. Gonsidering .the amount ~f res~arch 'going on in. ·the 
! . . 
field of digital rel~ying, it . is . worth cons iderlng the ! • . 
· ben~fi ts that one can ' expect by swit.~hing to digital. relaying: 
· techniques fran conventional relaying. The . most . important . 
..... adyantages of a digital: re~ay.ing syst~m can be summarized as 
. follows: 
(1 ) · Economics: In the .. l ong run, economy will ·be · 
· 1ne ... of' the imp'b.rt~nt consider~ti~ns· • .. The cost .o~ di~i.tal 
. ,ardware has been stea~i~y de~reasing. The . cost _of 
convention'al relaying has increased steadily ·.auring t!,le s'ame 
perlod. . A relaying task that . required a $100 •. ooo 
mi nlcomputer · .in 1970 , · can .no,..r be handl ed by a microcomputer, 
·the cost of which is ·10 times lesser. than the earlier · one . . 
. . 
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\. · 
protection system has increased, 
-"'! .... ·. 
7 
the · · amount of increase 
1' . 'i ' • ' . 
.'Qeing dependent . on · the sophistic~tion involved· in any 
part;.icular relaying· system. Furth~rmore, the digital· 
computer, being a ___ progr~mmable device, can be used to perform . 
mu 1 tip 1 e fu'nct ions: ' ' 
• • - f 
(2) ·Performance: The Complexity of _ele~tric power 
systell\9 requires improved performance - in protectivt:! rd~ying_ 
schemes. 'It is naturally expected, that in all cases, the ·· · 
·performance :of a :digital reiay will . ~ .- at least equal to that-
of its co~vent.ionai · ~untf;!rpart. The highly accuracy ·of a 
. co~ut~r rel~y is'. d~finit.e-1y in comparJ . .son to the 
• • • •• • • -:--- • • <:!' 
·.· co~v~ntiond .relays. As · fa.r as, the -~p~ed: of the relay '{s 
·_concerned, softwa~e and hardware . technology in computer 
' . research~ offers even better speed response than the earlier 
. . . a 
ver'sions • . On the other: hand, certain ·features such as m.emory 
'actioir, cpme more' nat,urally to a digital relay which ·keeps· a 
. . . ' . . - . 




steps 'ahead of the cor responding 
(3) · R'e'iiabili ty: One of the· rrost sigr:tiffcant 
advantages of .a . dig:l_t.al relay is: .the fact that the dig~ tal 
. . . . . ' . . ·.. . . .,.. . :· i .. ~o:mputer i~ COIJtinuously active. Con~equen~ large . nurnb~ljs 
of . self-diagnosis are · goi'ng ~- continou~ly within a di.gital . . 
•• • 0 • ... 
relay. Additional diagnostic f~atures; such as . _rrorlitoring o; 
many of it's other p~ripherals, can be easily done. -It is, 
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8 
digita;t. relayi~g system iminediately,: -~nd necessary corrective 
.. P • ~ ' 
measures can be, taken. 
(4) · Flexibility: ' Digital relay is a 'programmable 
. . , 
de"ice. · H.ence.; necessary modifi~ation requ~red for· ·a- certain 
change in operati:ng conditions ·can. :'he · made rather easily 
through_ a change in the original program. It is also 
·.o possible 'to develop· a common hardware "system tha~ · will serv_e 
·for sevEn;·al relays -througl) different · pre- programmed . memory 
· mo_du·les. This w:ill ·tc;; some extent reduce'. the repair and 
. . . I . . 
maintenance .tasks~ Llke a res~rv~ : busbar ·_of ~ny _substat~on,. 
. I . 
different · chann.els fc;>r -- the . input isignals can be re·seryeci' for 
; ... -
the digital -~eiay,· whi'ch . ~ha-il rem~iri unu~ed ·under'.: normal 
0 : . .. - . , . 
operatin·g·. conditions and ~an_ · be activated . only under program 
control .when trouble' develops· in· the normal inpti~ pa(-hs. 
This flexi~il .. ity in the rO\)ting .·of input <:lata· can be achie:ved 
. 
in a digital relay· only. 
· ( 5) By prbducts: · :r n a 'comput~r based re~aying 
I 
system, several features can 
- I . - . , 
byproduct ~f a digital relay 
be achiev~ as a -. nat.ural 
/ 
. •i-. . . which is. not. pos~ible ·Othe~wise • -- -...  
A thorough ·sequence of . event analysis can be furnished by · 
exchanging t!le post ;transient· data_ :by. $evei-al. · ·relaying 
computers. · In case of · transqt'is~ioQ line protection, · a 
digital relay can furnish · the computed .distance to . a ·fault 
I . 
· fran the source. • 
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Transformer Protection by Digital Relay 
... . ( 
r 
.· 
Most of the . research carried out ·so far has been· 
in the field of digita;l. .. p~o1;ection of : transmission iines ·and. 
not much~ att:,ention has be~n paid for digital protection of 
. -trans ro:I'lners • .•· 
Rockefeller [29} . . suggested a lroced~re for ·· 
proyiding transformer differential· protection as ':'n . ~ntegral 
. I . . 
part of an overall ~pptoach t:o substation prote'ction with a . 
• . • I • ' ' : ' • . 
digit:.al .computer. · He did not app,roach the problem fr~ th~ · 
. . Ill -~i.ewp~int . of individual _microproces~~~ b~~ed .Pr~t~~tion. · . 
· ~y'kes . and Mo.rrison [37] used :~~.cu~s . .ive d!gital fll~e:z:;s in .. th~ 
design of a · harmonic restraint trans former differential 
relay~ Tobey tested th~ p'ropos.ed' s~h~me on digitize«. . 
. • . I . 
. simu lcrted · data from rnagnetiz ing · inru·sh and fa~ 1 t currents~ 
Here, 
... . ' . 
the fault detectl.on ti'me was. more than 3 . cycles on a 60 
. " 
··H; waveform.. Mali~, Pash and Hope [19] also proposed a 
. harmonic restraint · transformer diff~rential relay but they 
used a cross-Correlation 'techn.ique· to determine ·the 
. . . ' . 
· funaamental and sec~nd harmonic quantiti~s fran the .. · curre.nt 
• ' • I 
waveforms which : they used as · "operating" ·an~ · ''restraining'~ . 
cqmpo~ents r .especti.vely. · Their approa~h was tested on 
simulated data • . This algorithm requires the multiplication 
. . . 
of incoming .current. samples by . sine and cosine weight:ing 
factors~ ·. T.Jt~s i~ require~ 'hard..tare m~~tiplyin9 capabllities 
- ;.1 . . • ·. 
in the processor for fast computation. Another recen~ 
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lb ;~ · 
• ... 
·algorithm · for_ transformer protection has ·~en presented by 
' . 
Schweitzer, Larson and Flechsig [32] vhere t~ey used finite · 
)~pul~~- response [FIR] filters' ·for : differentiating between 
• • 4 • 
transfor~er faults and mi;lgne~i~ing · oinrush. The approach was 
basicall~· similar to the. method of odd and even square wave 
J • 
correlation suggested-~ · Malik ~t. al. [19] except that the 
criterion for discriminating magnetizing inrush condi tiona· 
iran int~rn~da~lt~ is dif~m~t:; ~ .. t~e FIR algo~itlun Was 
. implemented by Larsqn et. a'f. · . ri~J on a Mot-orola MC. G800 
. . .--=·-.• ' ' ' . '. . \. . ~ . : ' . . 
· f!d.cropracess_or . for_ pr::otection:. ~f . ao: .-?OOvA transformer. This 
- ~ - . : • ' . • . . ' • : ,' ~ . ' • . • l • • •• 
algori~h~ has yielded fauit . deteCtion · times varyi~9. from 1;25 · · 
• - • • • • J •• • :... • • •• - • 
.to' 1;5 cycles .based on · a .. 60 · Hz- wave-form. : Rahman, Da.sh and 
Downtpwn [24 J -suggested a least square estimation· to 
. . ' . . . 
. establish the . model coefficients fran post fau,lt: diffe·rentia:i 
~~r~ent sample~.· ;{yi~'lded faui~-time ' d~tecti6rl .. in ' about one 
, • . . . . t 
cycle based~· on 12 . samples per cycle on a 60 Hz wavefo~m. Al.l. ' 
· the algorithms ~t.~ted abO've,~ u~e the · curre·nt differential 
.. . ! . 
tec:hnique arid a s·oftwax:~ program_ in ~ dig.ital j computing 
. ' . ., . 
device .. · · By comparing the algorl'thms it . ~as found that. cJ 
correlation with a pair of .~ine ·a_nd cosine wavefqrrrs yields -a · 
~aster fault qetection time. 
Tl\e major pro~lem in testing· any pafticular 
algprithm for transformer · protecdon' is s~mulatdon of . data·. 
Unlike distance protecti~n, trana,former protection has to 
. . . ~- · ~ 
deal ·with single input. . . constraint>1·) i.. e. curr;:ent., It is well. 
• . l . ; 
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.• fill'· ... · . 1 . 
kn~wn that it.has to differentiate between magnetizing inrush 
curre~t duri_ng ene:i:'g~zl~g 'of a ' transformer and fauit cur.rElnt. 
Rockefeller · {29] sugge~ted. that the magnet~zing inrusll 
current can be· ide.ntified by monJ,.toring the time ' devia:tions . 
. . . . . ' 
between s":lccessive .P.eaks of the diff.erential ~rent. ·In a 60 · 
Hz system, su~cessive · current peaks . are 8. rna -apart for ·an 
On the 
• Othe~ hand, two typEtS Of. wavefo·rms are 'experienced du~ tO 
. . • ' I . . 
' . 
. · ·. 
. magnetizing inrush· ~ the . successive peaks are· ei thei: 4·. ms·. or .· 
• 1 • • - • 
16 ms apart. If the. waveformS are 16 · rna apart~ c;tgain ~he . ,· . 
s~~cessi ve .· peaks are-~{•linidi rectional. It was I the~E!fore_, 
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' _propos~ t~~t a~r:'r.~pri_ate fault curre!lts, may be recognized 'by ... _':··::- .-..... ' .; _ ..::+\ 
I . ' 
two successive p~~ks · being ·7. 5 to. 10 ms ·· apart~ Also·; .a.· . 
. . ·' · . . .. 
requirement was imposed · that a peak be 75 to 125 percent: of 
previous peak and of oppost'te sign. · This ·nieans · tqat if two 
succ:essive current peaks · are ~onito~ed in. a · 7 ~5 m8 to -10· ms 
interval with opposite sign, it ~ill be interpreted as a 
fault current; Syk ... ~nd ~~i·~+ [3;) ~sed a 100 Hz , 
bandpass filter to ob,tain the . second h~rmonic component of 
the c:::'uir4:mt waveform·: · and . utiliz'ed it as "restraining" signal. 
A 20 ~ delay was included in · .the "operate" path to prevent 
fals~ tripping on transient fPter outputs associated with 
ma~netizing inrush. 
~ . . . . . . ... 
In this sense,· the relay is less 
efficient and allows . more' .,than a cycle time in case of . an 
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.-·/.)' · ;: harmhnic restr a;int _princ.iple by . cross- corr~la ting the input . 
,':' ':.;. 
• 
currents with sin~cosi~e -functions as well ~s wiJ:,h · odd and 
. even ~;Jquare waveforms. Internal faults and magnetiz:ing 
. I 
currents were simulated numerically ·assuming tha't t~e ratios · 
. . - I ,' 
. - I 
of saturation to magnetizing flux densities (B /B ) , 
· . s m 
2.0 and residual to magnetizing flux qens~ties (B/Bm)· are 
-
o·.,s p. u. respectively •. T. saturateq reactance is assumed of. 
the ~r~e(~ .. ~f o ·.ls p~ u. _ The de~ay. · rate is ~~a sen wi t;.h both 
time · eonstants f · 48 ms .arid · 320 ms. ScP,weitzer . et. al. [32] · 
. .· 
'd~st{nguished .between . the magnetizing eurre'nt. i nrush .and 
· fault current by taking . the ratio of maximum yiUues of each 
_. - - - . . . - . ! . . -
. I -
·pair of four filter outputs • . They· found tl'\at *atio li'es 
, . I . : qo . 
between 0 and 0.146 during internal - faults and between 'o. 334 
and 0. 586 during magnetizing inrush. They have also tested. 
their proposed algorithm on simulated data of both 
( . 
magnetizing as well as fault. currents. · Hence, it is 
imp~rtant ' to sim_ulate .both . types of data correctly 'before 
I 
implementing. the ent:ire sch~me ··in any microproc'essor system~ 
Fault - current ·is basically ·a sinusoid. · I t• s offset and. 
, 
decaying time are dependent on the nature of the fault. 
Hence, . the .simulation of a fault waveform is r~latively 
straightforward. However·,• the magnetizing inrushes have 
typic~l c;haracte#stics which dep~nd on severa.l factors. 
The ~hape of the magnetizing vaveform will vary de pending on 
the !'Oint of swi..tching on the voltage waveform. In 
••• : l ·-
b ' 
. ·< 
-.. .. .... _ _,....-.,.,--....... ._..___,.... __ ~·---
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.. 
case 'of s.ingle phase transformer's, these waveforms . are 
unidi.rectional, . the successi~~ J?eaks· occiux: us~~l.ly .'1:~~\ ;.' 
. . . . . ... . . ~ ". 
apart. Again, ~for thre_e phase transformers, ma9netizirlg 
\ . . ; 
wavefonns occur"under different conditions.- ·~uccessive : pe(lks 
•' 
are 4 ms apart in staggard form •. Thus, it is important to. 
·simulate . accurately the ·magnetizing inrush waveforms. ~· If any 
· · algorithm works on a sim.ulated data-train, it . it;~ sure 
enough to say that' th~ al'gori.thni sh61,11d w~rk 1n rea1~life. 
:·;::::::::n~::::::~::t:::.:: ic:::~:n:::ions ;_uch as .. 
microprocessor and ·· the transformer etb. · . . . 
. Tho~qh riumer,ous r~searches .. [1, 5, 11, i~,-33, 34, .35.) 
. have .been carried ?Ut · ori . the magnetizing inrush ph~nomena of 
tran~:formers, not mu·c~ wor~ 
magnetizing inrush cu rents 
. . 
Blume et. al. [5] explained 
has been done to simulate 
for digital protecti~:m ~rpose. 
I 
magnetizi'ng i'n.rush phenomena· for · 
mainly single- phase trans'formers in 1944. His explanation · . 
was mainly physical and ·he provided ~ analysis to determine 
- . 
the average magnetizing inru.sh. current ·depending on physical 
dim~nsion and flux densities in the · associia~ed parts of a 
· .. t~a~sformer body. Not much of the analyticai tr·eatment was 
present in .the. paper. F.inZi et.. al. [ 11] presented in 19~1 · ~ 
short an~lysis for. predipting the lrirusn current. where the 
.. 
t~ integral was· solved by. _expansion of an exponential . . 
. series~ An AlEE committee ;-eport (1] : ~as presented in the · · 
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, 
·same year which is mainly . a survey on · inrush currents and 
.. 
subsequent behaviour of the system. experi-encing the inrush • 
Malfunction of the .relays· and fuses which protect the 
... 
~ 
trans.:fo:hners, was repo~ted. Means of remedies were suggested 
in analjYtical the report. No treatment was covered. Specht ,_ 
[34] analysis ' presented an of inrush phenomel)a . for. single 
·: phase · transformers and gave an analytical approach to find 
ou.t the .'magnetizing_ inrush current _of transfo'rrner. · He also 
calculat;.ed the inrush . o_f certain transf~rmers and ·co.inpared 
. ' . ' ' 
', I 
those . results ~i th -actuai' waveforms. The paper· presented· an · 
. ~plu:·oximate -~~hod for solving ~e problem and later on, in 
J . • 
"1969, · Specht· . [35] pres~nted an . improved ·analytica1. method for . 
: . predicting the· inrush current. Although, his work suffered 
. from the fact that he a'lways cons ide red energizing the 
~ ;· 
'transf~rmer ~t- ~ltage zero initi:al condition. He ·d{d not 
. find out a generalized expression for magnetizing inrush, 
' ' 
-eonsidering switching- at any· point of . the voltage, waveform. 
Also, to derive s~ion of magnet-izing current, he has 
' . 
' ' 
chosen the axes y 180 t 'from the voltage zero which 
was [33] aiso.,- ·expiained 
'. ,. 
J the inrush pheno na in 1958 .and presented · a somewhat 
, I / 
· ~ifferent analysis · for_ · predicting magnetizing in_ rush currents \f 
I .n a recent p'aper [18] , l 
. . r 
Macfadyen presented. a method of calculat.ing the i~rush . 
in three · phase transformer banks • 
currents of a three phase transformer by solving· ·nine basic 
. 
' . 
. . . . .... _... -
· ~ . . ' ' .· ' 
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I 15 ! . 
differential and five a1gebrafc equa t~Q!1S; N.o substantial 
.. . 
researc;h has been carriect. o~:~t s~ :far to. simulate numeriq!lly 
rnag~etizing inrush utilizing any of the. methods s~ated above. 
· Rahman et · al.. [24l used a relation to · gi:merat_e: rnagnetizirig 
inrush data ~ich was deriv,ed . froni an, expression . -given by 
s pecht [35} ·with 
. .. 
generated ' inrush 
test purp<:>ses of. 
certain rracti~al ~ssumptions. · .They . 
current data wJich ·.might .be su'i table for. 
·. . . . · \ . 
an algorithm, but · it is. an · approximate 
,· 
method and did not generate a true wave.form of the inrush . 
. . . ' 
current . . The harmonic contents · of these waveforms were . ·no~ 
analysed . to . snow their actual ~ese~b1ance with any particular 
wavefonn ~fr(:m a test ~~~n~~~~e·r . . Hence; . to summariZe this : , . .· 
• • .1" - • 
' . 
section, th.e two fol.low:l.I1g bas·ic points may J:>e hi~h.lighted . · · 
which· a_re impOrtant for digfta1· protection of trans.formers·. 






i.nrush current data for the 'off-line testing of any · propoSed ·~. .. 
algorithm. 
- . 
The f,ie~elopment' qf an algorithm which is fast · · 
. eno~gh to detect any fault condition of a transfol;'l'tler as well 
. as restrain .the relay , frOm' maloperatio."·' dur ihg. a -netizing 
surg~ due to energiza~~on-. _The · .a~gorithm ~usl also be simple 
"enough . so that, it can· be imple.mented . on modern . 
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L 5 Objective of This Thesis 






· develop~ent and comparison of algorithms for trans forme:r; 
protection • . The work can be divided in two major .pa~tf!• 
,;-~· 
· 1' ) . The · magnetizing current .phenomena is analyzed. 
I 
This has been dorie ~th for single phase and three phase 
transformers. Numerical · methods · for simulating these 
·waveforms are presented. 
·2) To search for an algorithm which is fast 
. .. - A .. .. 
enough but simple enough to impleme·nt in the microprocessor 
system . 
Three different algorithms Jave ~en analyzed and 
cqmpared to find · their relative suita,ility. Walsh functions · . 
have been tri~d for the first time for· transformer 
protection.! Rectangular transfonn and Discrete Fo~rier 
Tr?nsform have been compared with \'lalsh Function. All these 
algorit~ _:have been tried considering that the fahlt has .• 
ocurred in one of the three-phases. 
.. 
In all the· algorithms, Fourier coefficients were 
derived for the waveforms. Finally, the fundamental and 
.•.·. 
· second· harmonic qu.anti ties were extracted out of these 
coefficients. A.ii the pr~posed algorithms have been tested on 
) 
PDP'~-1.1/~ minicomputer on off-line basis. To test t.~e 
. algorithms .on magnetizing inrush, this phenomena has ;been 






. ~ : 
'•' 
harmonic contents of both the actual and simulated waveforms 
have ·been analyzed on a Hewlett-Packard Fourier Analyzer 
System. A.n analysis to find out an expressi~n for inrush 
current for switching at any point of a voltage wavefonn has 
been carried out . As was stated in Section i. 4, mast of th.~ 
earlier work on magnetizing inrush suffered fran lack of 
' . 
' ' I ~nalysis, _ particular!~ for ~i,tching i t an~ arbitrary poi'nt 
on the. voltage -waveform. Finally, ali these three algorithms 
• . - · -- ~ ! . ~ . 
have been implem~nted on an off-tine basis, on an IBM 
Personal micro-computer with Intel-8088 m.icroprocessor and 
I'ntel-8087 co-processor to find out the sui t~bi lity of. · 
. algorithms in fault-detection time. The last section of work 
.wps carried out in group-work. 
\ 
I 
1.6 Outline· of 'this The'sis 
) . 
Chapter 2 describes the background of conventional 
differ~ntial relays ahd principles of their . operat~on. r't 
.. ~ .. 
ill.ustrates the basic operations of d,igi tal relays. It also · 
gives .a brief sketch of' the function of var-ious acces series 
4 • • . • . 
.. 
needed with the operation of digiti:q. 'relays. Cf1apter 3 
describes the magneti'zing current phE!nomena for both single 
phase and three phase transformetis. A· detailed analysis and '. 
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described in Chapter 4. Three ·different algorithms are· 
~onsidered and are tested on simulated inrush . and fault 
. . 




·chapter 5 contains the conclusiop and suggestions 
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PRINCIPLES OF DIFFERENTIAL RELAYING 
2.1 Convehtional Current Balance Relays _ 
19 
.. 
When· it is desi-red to distinguish between two 
currents I 1 and I 2 in a circuit, the normal pr~ctice is to 
use one current as opera.ting and the other one as a 
res:training quantity. Depending on . -the varia'tion on -the·· 
. · m~gni tude · of"fone . over th_e other,. the ·operating or . the . 
re~training elements a~e actuated • . · A_n early _develope~ 
"balanced-beam" · electromagnetic .attraction ·type relay. 
.. 
~ . . . . . . . 
. ~t:f'ucture is s~hematically shown i~- Fig. 2.1 (a). · It has one · 
. ~.\,1\ ~ ' , • ' 
ov~rcurren_t element arranged to proC:iuce torque in oposition 
to anotber ·overcurrent element, both elements a~ting on the 
•same movin~ structure. -
If the negative- torque effect Qf the control 
I .. • 
spring is negle~ted, the _torque equation of t,he . relay is 
given by, 
' T = Klil 
2 
K2 - I · I (2 .1) 
When the relay is on the verge of operation, ' the net ·torque · 
, 
·is zero,. and 
2 . 2 
Kl Il = K2I2 (2.2) 
Therefor~, the operatin9 characteristic is, · 
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Fig-. 2.1 .(a) -. A balanced-beam type of ~r~ent-balance relay 
(b) Operating· characteristic of a current-balance 
relay (~2): 
.. 








The operating characteristic of the relay, including the 
. \ 
·effect of the control spring is shown in Fig. 2~l(b). Here, 
I 1 is called the "operating"~ cu'rrent, since it·· produces 
. 
positive or. pick up torque; I 2 is called the ·"restraining_" 
c~rrent. 
··should' it be desired to. close a contact . circuit 
.. 
. ' 
when either of the two currents exceeds the other by a given~ · · · 
percentage, two elements - ·are u~ed, as ,?-llustratect 
schematically in· Fig. 2. 2. For some applications, the 
. ' \ . 
- . 
contacts of the two · elements , nf.y be · ar~anged to . trip .. 
different circuit breakers, depe~di~g on which element 
operates.· .. · .. 
&.' J. 
2.2. Differential Protection of Transformers 
A tr·ansformer can be protected ~y a .differential 
arrangement which also . operates on a current balance · 
princip-1:1!'. 
"' . . 
The principle of current comparator ~or a. 
. ' -
' differential scheme is.similar to that of an electromagentic· 
relay type as described in. section· 2.1. It a_~so . operates · on 
the bas.is of "operating" and "restrilining" quantities. 
The restraining and operating .principles_ of the 
differential relay are illustrated- in Fig. 2. 3 (a.) and · (b) for. 
internal and external or through fau l ts res_p~ctively. For 
.· 
external .faults, the di~ference of . the C.T. secondary 
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.~ 24 ' I " ' 
;" flows 'tJ:trough the operating. coil of the relay, as shown in 
.,.. Fig. 2.3(~). ·. For an internal fau~t, the difference I 1..;I 2=10A 
· and the · relay operates. 
·. · One of the most extensively used form of 
di.ff~rentiaL relay·· is. the .. "percentage · differential" type. 
The adv~ntage .of this · type of relay is that it is. less likely 
. to operate incorrectly due . to a C.T. mismatch .. or C.T. 
I • ,. 
saturation during a through-;-fault. A bi~s feature ~s 
: ~ . . 
_obtained ' by . eire lating the ' fault 0~ ex.t~rnai 'fa~lt· . current ' .· 
'in a,n addition~ .winding .which exerts a restraining :force on 
the relay . arma Th~ basic circuit connections are shown 
Usu_ally, no. curre~t flows in the operat.ing 
·coil during through-fault conditions, but due to imperfect 
• l , . 
. ·. matching of the current transformers, some· spill curre.nt may .. 
. be present• ! ·This spill current will flow · in the relay 
operating circuit but will · not cause operation unless the 
relay OJ?.erating bias s'ettin9 ratio ls exceeded. Thus from 
·Fig. 2.4(~), . rte~lecting cont.rol spring effect, 
• ' , I • 
where 
i ' 
• Relay. c:>perating force = .. K.(I 1-I .2 )N0 
· I +I . · 
Relay restraining ·farce = K ( .:_1:.:-~)N 2 r 
K = a constant 
N = ·. op~rating .· coil turns 0 
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Fig~ 2.4 (b) Biased _ _!'_~lay_ chara~t~riatic iifustrating 














When~the.relay is on the verge of operation 
(2. 4) 
or 
' . •. I 
N' 
r 
=. ·N:o (i. 5) 
The Equ.ation (2 .• 5) shows that· the · ~har·acteristic ·has a slope· 
. . 
· . . determine·d. tr the ratio Nr(N
0
, .' and- the relay bias· ls defined 
' I '. ' 
as the · 'di'.fference current · (I 1''-:Il) . divided by the · mean . 
\ 
circulating current, which .is . nda~entall~: ' a . con~tant ratio 
. for all .qurrent magnitudes. This .. charact~ristic is show· in 
Fig. 2.4(b). 
2.3 ;' Differentiai Scheme for Th.ree Pbase--Tr.ansformers· 
/ I~ ·order to apply this principl'e to a · typic~l 
three-ph~se trans former, . a number ~f ·1ondi tiona' _have to 
satisfied. . · ·· ·. · . · 
tie 
. ( 1 )· Transformer Ratio: The rated ·currents of . the 
transformer on the . primary and secondary _sides usually· differ 
. ,. . ' 
.i!'l ptv~rse ratio of the corr~spond!ng voltages. The curre~t 
' . . ... . 
transformers should, -therefore, . have primary ratings to match 
the rated currents of the transformer windings to' which they 
. are applie~ • . 
.  . 
(2) Transformer connections: - If the transformer . 
. . 
is connected in star/delta, · balanced ·three pha~e 
. ·. • 
.· . 
. . 
'1 ··• w ·-- :.:... • ..,..T ''"' • .. ,. ,. , , ........ ,; , ,: _,~_: ... .. ~ ...,,.,.,.. ; . • l"r•;.-....... , ...  · ~ .... ,.....:.__.........:.....-. ............ ~: ·. _·_ • 
. . . 
. .~ ' ' 
: ' 
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27 ··. 
through-current suffers a phase-change ' of 30 °, . which must be . 
corrected in the C. T· • . secondai:y by . appropr_iate · connection of 
the C.T. secondary windin9s. · 
I. \ I' 
Furthermore ... zero sequence current flowing olt the 
I 
star sid~ of the power transformer will not ,pro.duce current · 
outside · the del~a on the other side • . ·The ze:r;o sequence 
· · current .must, therefore, ·be eliminated fran the star side, ·by· . 
' . 
connecting the current transf~rmers in delta, . from which "it 
• follows that the current transfonners on · the delta side .of 
. ·. 
the ·transformer. must be connected in et.ilr, · in order '·to . giye 
the. 30° phase 'shift. This .is ·a general rule, ·if the 
' . ' 
. . . trans former are connected star I star, the . current . trims formers 
, 
on both sides would need to·· 1:Se connected in delta. ~en 
current tran~formers are connected in delta, their secondary 
ratings must ... be · reduced to 1/13 times the secondary rating of · 
star connected curr~nt transformers. This .is done so tha~ 
the 'currents outside the delta may balance with the secondary 
• 
currents of the · star connected current transformers. 
{3) Tap Changing Facility: If the transforrt\er has 
a tapping range enabling its ratio to be varied, this must be 
taken care in the differential relay system. This is 
because, if the current transformers are chosen to . balance 
. ~or the mean . ratio <?f· the power tra~sformer, a variation in 
ra~io from the mean will ' create an unbalance proportional to 
th~ ratio change.- Differential: pJ:'otection shol,lld be provided 
•• r 
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with a proportional bias of an· amount Which exceeds in effect 
.r 
the maximum ratio deviation. This stabilizes the protection 
under through-fault conditions .while still permitting the 
. 
· system to have gooq basic sensitivity. 
Fig. 2. 5 (a) shows ·percentage bias differential 
protection for a . two winding -transformer. when . the power 
. . 
transformer has .only one of its ·three windings connected to a 
source. of supply~ with the other two windings_ feeding loads 
·- . 
·at different voltages, a relay of _the same design as ·that 
· used for . a two-winding transformer can be connected as shown ··· · 
... 
. . 
, in' F~_g. 2.5(~). 'the: separate load Cl:lrrents are summed in the 
.. 
.c.·T. secOndary circuits, and wi.l~ balance w·ith . the infeed · · . · 
· curr_erit· on the supply side. -
2·.4· Differential Relays With HaJ;monic Restraint 
The magnetizin"g· inrush phenomet:lon- produce~ current 1 • 
input to the primary winding which has no equiva~ent on· the. 
secondary ~ide. Th~ whole of the inrush current appears, 
therefore, as unbalance and superficialiy _is not 
I . 
dist,nguishable from int~rnal ·fault current • . Th~ ' _n.ormal bias 
is -not, therefore, effective and increase of the protection 
setting to a valu~ Which would avoid operati9n would maxe the 
protection of little value. The magnetizing inrush-current 
has a high harmonic content, particularly the second 
·harmonic. This second harmonic can be used for· r{straint. \ 
•'· 
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·r t thus desensitizes a relay during · energization. 
Various static circuits are available with 
' different L-C filte~ing arrangements for the restraining 
urpose. Filters are qesigned either ' to pass or to block 
? 
·cert in harmonics during faults or inrushes. Most of the 
. designs ·n be classified under t~o ·categor;ies. In one _ type, 
filters are ~to the_ £undamental and other harmonic_s. ·. 
· · apart from 2nd harmonic. . Thus it blocks the . 2nd harmonic 
. . 
,during . inrush and setting· is. so done that the restraint · .is 
· available · by _arithmet~c sum of other -harmonics. During 
... ' . · .. ' 
. . ·_. fa':ll t, mainly ~e fundamental passes through the . ope~ating 
coil. This type is being. used by the General E lec_~r:i.c . 
' .; .. 
Company. The other type, used. by Westingho~~e Electric 
Corp., . uses are L-C filters which are desi_gned to pass 
fundamental and 2nd harmonic quantities separate~y. During 
inrush, .2nd hapnonic . quantity is fed to the restraining coil 
- <· 
and during · ~e fault, fundamental quanti ti~s . are fed to the 
operating ' coil. There are some·more harmonic restraint 
· · principle!!._ such as double harmonic restraint principle used 
by ASEA and three winding harmonic restraint feature used by 
,. 
GE, b~t those. are mainly for special purposes. For general 
applications, the abov~ two p~inciples are being used all 
.·· . . 
over · the world. Two · sta.ndard circ.ui t designs ar~ 
~ -
·incorporated in Appendix-A to illusti:'at.f. the above two 












2.5 Concepts of Digital Relaying 
Until r~·ce~tly,·o conventionai~relays were Elerving 
the need of · power system protection. The use of digit~i .. ~ . 
computers for protection of power sy~tem elements is an idea· 
of quite recent ?rigiri. N1Jost .of .the cases the digita~ 
relays are faster in operation than their conventional 
. . . 
coun~erpart .relays. They-are more reliable •in operation and 
0 ' have ' quite a number of . specific advantages· des·cribed in 
s ~ctiqn · 1. 3. 
.. 
·The conc~p"t: .. of digit~!. prot.ection ·.is · differ·e.nt from. · 
r 
that of · conven.tional ·relaying in many · ways~ The conventiona~ ··. 
. . . . . 0 f . • 
rel.aying is . prim·ar~t.y -~ependent on the level of analog signal· 
.. 
i :nput to. the r.~l~y ~nd its .effect' on the operating or 
· ·· ·res.tra1ning coil of the relay. The behaviour 'of the· relay 
.. . 
' ... 
' d .epends · on the ci_rcuit . p~ameters of the relay· and the 
- . ~ ' 
electro.:...mechanical respsi"nse according to the analog· 
. · 
. ' el_ectrical· output. However, digital ."relay is more concerned 
. . 
• t • • . - • • r-- .. q • • ' WJ.th th~ 1.nput sJ.gnal processJ.ng and the J.nteractJ.on of these_. 
processed · signals with . the software program· of the .relay to 
. ·• 
determine a trip or no- trip decision . of the relay·. Unlike 
conventional relay, soltware part plays a 
digital relay. Develo~me~t· of algorithms 
<• 
significant role in 
for faster action 
is important ~ri . thi~ case. Also an interface is required· 
,· . 
with the' analog system to ·correctly match and feed the ·input 
I 
I 
data to the Qigi tal system of the : co~puter relay. This' .: 
, . '. 
" . -· ..... -: ...... ~ .. - · - --· --~· ·.:::~·~· : ' -'10"' ' ' ~!~ ~ .... .. ~ . __ .,.,. _ _ ·-: ·· • ... . 
I . 
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' additiona+ requirement of interfacing is absent · in 
conventional relaying • . A functional block diagram of a 
digital relay · is shown in Fig. 2.6. 
The inputs to the computer relay which are 'both the 
analog and digital signals, consist of iystem currents and · 
voltages - primarily 60 Hz quarftities .,. in steady state, The 
primary· analog signals are: measured in KA and KV. The 
conve'ntional current and voltage transducers I · like CT ·and PT 1 
reduce these · signals to SA and 120V- levels. These signals. 
from the secondary sid·e. of. the transducers must be further 
attenuated to· the acceptable · computer ~ input levels - usuaiiy 
. . . • I 
±lO_volts maximum. This level reduction ·must be accompli~hed 
I 
r ..... 
by circuits which shield the computer from the transient 1 
voltages that exist on the secondary side's. The attenuated 
signals are then converted to digital · form by Ana~og to 
.... 
Di"gi tal (A/D) convert~rs. All of, these functions are 
... 
performe_d py the analog input subsystem shown in Fig. 2. 6. 
The digital input subsystem handles the contact or voltage 
· sense information needed by the relays. As in the case of 
0 • 
analog wiring 1 the.re are transient voltages on the t digital 
"· 
input s~des also. Shielding of the computer input ports from · : 
. . I 
r, 
.these yoltages is the functio~ of the digital input 
subsystem. 0 
.. The output. of a digital · relay is processed through 
its di"gital input subsystem. Digital outputs are usuafy 
\~'" 
. . 
· - .. t-
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Fig. 2.6 .. Functional block diagram of a digital' · relay . 
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from -its parallel, output port, and in most cases these are 
Transistor Transist<;>t' .L.og.ic (TTL) level . signals. suitable 
voltage level is derived f:rom these signals to. fire thyristor 
gatings to finally operate th.e circuit-breakers. 
The analog data is sampled continuously. The 
sampling rate depends on the Nyquis~ Sampling :rheorem~ the 
·princip~ of which have been described b~iefly· in Sectio~ 
. . 
2~6. The other factors on which the sampling rate . depfi!nds 
are the caba~.ility of A/D, the . speed of tl1~. _I:>r.o~~f?sor its·elf 
.fmd the suitability of 'the al,gorithm used for: t.he relaying 
P,rogram.. The cOntinuouslY. generated sample set ~s- entered . .. 
into the computer memory. The data is maintained in .. a 
scratch pad ·Random Access Memory (RAM) • 
In most digital relay applications, the · raw data 
samples are also stored in a secondary data file for 
hi.storical recordin_g of significant transient events on the 
power system. The organization -and length of this historical 
dcita file depend upon the specific needs of the user and th~ 
available RAM. . . 
It is understood that this . data is moved as .soon as 
possible to a secondary storage, thereby making roc::m for the 
next occurrence of a transient. A sui"table span of prefault 
data as well as' approJ?riate time periods are also saved i.n 
this historical data file. The f i nal disposition of these 
.. files depe~ds upon the details of individual system design. 
" 
• .. ' 
-: 
..... 










' The digital filter program is essential - to all the · 
I 
relaying applicatiC?ns,- The analog data .. samples are ·corrupt'ed 
by noise from many sources. In order to obtain accurate 
results'.: the digital filte': must separate the desired 
components of the analog signals from the noise components. 
This ·function is handled . by the digital filtering program • 
.; ... . . ' . . ,\ ~ 
In . mo~t applications, · the filter· equations are recursive. 
Reseqrches are going on to ~roduc:e f.ast digital filter 
algor-ithm~ • 
. The riHay logic program . de~ermines · the f~nc_Hbna'l 
u ' ,, . , 
behaviour of · the relay. For example, the harmonic r~st:i.-aint 
differential re~ay requires the computation of weighted · sum 
of certain harmonics. In most of the cases, the rel-ay logi~ 
program is . combined ~ith the · filtering program which requ.ires 
the computation of weighted· sum of certain harmonics. Th~ 
relaY. logic program i_s_ COfJibin~d wi t:h tJ:!.e - ~ii teri?g program so 
.. 
,· that the ~ocessor computation t:Lme is evaluated on the basts· 
.of tile -whole program from sample to sample. 
The· derived ·quanti ties fran algori'thm are . compared 
with preset relay charac~eristics. The _size and shape of 
these characteristics are fed into the computer by the rel~y I 
' ' . sett1ng . program. 
. ' 
The relay compares continuously the va1·ue 
\f of the derived quanti ties f~an data on sample- t~ sample basl-s ~ 












Fig. · .2. 7 ~ill serve as an illustration of how an 
analog_ ~ignal is converted to a . digital signal. · Fig. 2. 7(a) 
shows the analog signal! which is to be converted. The train 
4 
of pulses in Fig. 2. 7 (b) represents a fast-acting switch 
wh~ c~~nect's the data acquisi:ion system to the analog 
I 
signal for a very short time. and remains open for the rest of · 
-- ... . 
. the period. The result· of tllis operation is identical · to 
.....~~~ 
multiplying the very ·short .on-time of the sam~l'ing ·switch ."and 
t 
the · signal. The resu.l~ant modulated pulse train is shown in 
. . I 
Fig. f. 7 (c)'. ' Here, the amplitude-~6f the analog signal is 
. preserved within the signal envelope at disc·rete times. 
Replacing th~ - sampling switch with a . switch-capacitor 
combination enables the signal to be stored or held until the 
next :samp·ie pulse arrives.. This type of signal acquisition, 
- I . 
as illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (d), is known as a sample and hold 
. technique • 
To determine, how often the ·sampling pulses shou'rd 
occur: that is, to determine t~e "sampl_i'ng rate"' for 'a giv~n 
. . 
·· system, one must examine .the analog signal characteristics. 
Obviously, the ·sample rate must be faster than any 
significant changes -i.n the analog signal in order to retain 
all the useful information. : The Nyquist Sampling Theorem 
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Fig. 2.7 · Illuatraticn of converting an •nalog e~gnal to 
digital fonn 
,• • 











no .frequ.ency components higher than ~ fc',. then t .he . o~i,ginal 
signai can ~e 'completely recove~ed without oistor.tion if it · 
is samp~ed . at the · rat.e ·of at least 1 2fc samples· per second. 
Fig. 2.-8 illustrates··the samp-ling theorem. Fig. 2.8(a) shows. 
the. frequency spectrum of the desired signal: If the sample 
.. . . 
rate is chosen as 1 f 1 , thEm the sampled signal will' be 
. • a . ~ 
modulated . by .the frequencies in tqe analog signal, as· is 
shown in Fig ·. 2.8_(b). Should • f · 1 be less than 1 2f 1 , · the 
s •' ' . ' c . ' . 
high'. :Ereqli~ncie~ of the . signals cannot .be' distiriguished 'fr6m 
.the. low frequencies .of the sampled signal: thu~ .distortion 
. . . '. . ' . · , ' . . . . } . 
• ' I . 
error exists which is termed as ".frequency . . folding" ·. 
. \ 
Another error related to a low sample 'rate. is .·. 
'. 
"aliasing". Al:lasing error occurs due .to, th.e fact that th.e 
sampied signal· may contain low frequencies that actually dp ' 
not exist in the original signal .• This is shown in Fig~ 2.9. 
2.7 Digitai 'Differentia·! ·Protection of Transformers 
A· schematic diagram of digital differential 
I 
protection of a single-phase · transformer is shown in 
I 
Fig. 2.10. As seen from the figure I c.T. '. s are connected in 
both the primary and secondary sides of the t 'ransforrner. 
Each C.T. secondary is connected in series with a shunt. The 
' . ' 
values of the shunts are srnal~ to avoid unnecessary c. T. 
seco~dary burden. This is unlike .to the nor'mal current 
balance connection. ·of', conventional differential ':r.elays • 
·. ; 
.. ' . 
,.. 
: . 
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41 
Drops across each shunt which are proportional to each C.T . 
output are f~d into ·amplifier A and B. The output of the 
amplifer C represents the differential current. The low pass 
fi_lters prevent aliasing and frequency folding effect 
- .. 
described in previous section. Separate Sample & Hold · is not 
I 
necessary for a single-phase transformer protection as in:-
built S/~ of the recent A/D serves that. purpose~ After 
" . 
processing of each sample by MPU, it gives signal to A/D for 
., 
. a start-conversion of signal. 
For steady st~te operation and for :through-
' 
fault, theoretically 1 Idiffeq' -will be zero. In pract ice, 
C. T. mismatch and saturation effect do not make 'I diffeq 1 
exactl:t equal to zero. · A threshold value is incorporated in· 
the relay iogic program to avoid undue tripp.ing in such a 
I 
case. F.or a fault in the protected · zone of the transformer, 
, 
substantial amount of 'Idiffeq' is produced. When ·it exceed$ 
the threshold value of the present· relay logic, · a trip 
decision bf the relay is initiated. __ 
The magnetizing inrus~ causes a substantial 
flc:::w of 1 I d. ff ', but tripping is prevented by comparison of 
. 1 eq 
the second harmonic quantity with t he fundamental component 
provided in the relay program. 
A scheme for three-.phase protection of transformer 
. is shown in Fig. 2.11. The c.T. connections are the same as 
conventional 3-phase transformer protect i on, 
I . 
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. . . 
the ·star-side of the trans former ar.e connected·· in delta and · 
., .. de.~ta side C.T. 's are cofl:-~ected -- ln. star.·\ B~as .and : opera~i~9. 












.- Instead .of, drops ·across each 'shunt which are _ ~t:oportional to 
the differential currents in each phase 1 . ar~ fed ·to _ the 
Q 
. l · ' 
individual ampl..ifiers A, B, c~ Each of th~ outputs of A, B, 
·· ·. ~- are , fed to individual. S/H. A. signal from MPU through a 
ConUnOn ·bus S.YS·tem enabfes all the analog sampies ?f·~ three 
· phases . to · be. held ,by each S/H .at the same: instant. ThEl 
., 
. . \ ' . . . 
. mult~plexer,. up6n' ·getting signal fran MPU .next, selects . one 
. . . . . 
of the signals -- from its·· t~ree input channels L . Thus one 
s ilgnal fran' one of the phases is selected at a . time by 
rnultipiexer and passed to the ll./rr. Upon receiving a signal 
fran ~MPU, A/D converts the ·. signal:: and sends it to MPU for 
. .. !. ' . 
.. processing. When processing i.s completed; MPU sends its next 
. _; signal to ·select sa~ pie fran the next phase by multiplexer 
(lnd the . pr~ce~s i.s. repftated •·.Trip .. or ~~trip ·decisi.ofl-by th.~ 
r~lay as well as preventio n of t r ipping due to inr~sh i s 
followed )~'. a preset. relay . . logic · in the same way as ~described 
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MAGNETIZING INRUSH PHENOMENA FOR SING'i: .. E AND 
THREE PHASE TRANSFORMERS 
44 
... . Magnetizing Inrush Current in Single Phase Transformers 
3 .1.1 Inrush P11enomena 
When a single phase tran'Sformer is energized .· • • 
· fran the 'ti.i,.ne, at every instant, th~ applied voltage is 
ideally balanced by induced voltage due to the magnetizing 
. ' - ~ iJ 
current •. ·. T.he. magnetizing current is produced by the flux 
~ssociated in the core. The nature of' the . flux produced 
· depends .on . the magnitude, polarity arid rate of change of the 
applied voltage at the_ instant .of switch~ng! Assume first, 
that · the core is· initially unmagnetized and ,that the switch 
is closed · at voltage peak. 
rl 
The condition is sh,own in Fi<j. 
3.l(a) where • >.' is .the switching· instant. The balancing 
e.m.f. demands a flux havinc:r- maximum rate of change, . so that 
the· flux starts fran zero in the · requ~red ·_direction, as also 
./.· 
. .., 
does· the magnetizing current. 1\S observed from Fig. 3 .l ra> , 
. . 
if the switch. ·is closed at 90 ° of · the voltage waveform, flux 
- will start growing. from zero at that point. The flux will 
gr<>< . up as lo"' as the ~ol tage is poa it i ~e and starts 1 
decreas.ing when the voltage is negative. Thus the p6sitivEi! 
half-cycle ·o£ the flux will correspond to the positive· 
half-cycle of the voltage waveform but ·with a 90 o phase 
. 
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'Fig •. 3.1 
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Effect of switching angl.e & residual flux 
. : (a) switched on at 90. of vol.tage wave 


















·voltage waveform, · if the transformer is switched on at go•. 
{" 
If, however, the switch is closed at a voltage zero as in 
' Fig. 3.l(b), the voltage is positi~e during the first 
half-period, throughtout wJ:lich th,e flux mu'st, therefore, 
increase, w~th a total change corresponding to that of a 
·•normal' half-perio?· · It, therefore, reaches a maximum of 
twice the normal peak, i.e .•2 4l •, a phenomenon called the 
-m 
~doubling effect'. 
In subsequent half~periods, the effect of losses 
..... 
rapi~ly · reduces the flux waveform to syrrunetry about the time 
axis. 
.. 
The resfdual flux in the core can aggravate the · 
condition. The residual flux is the flux in the core prior 
to energization of the transformer. If the ~rimary voltage 
I 
is applied at a zero instant and in s~ch a d~rection that the . 
-. 
rising field augments the existing residual flux • ~R·, aa in 
Fig. 3.l(c), th~ sinusoid of flux variation has still the 
. . 
amplitude '2 ~m •, but ~s. entirely offset from zero and rises 
' . 
to a peak v~lue '2~m· + ~R· • 
I 
, i' Fig. 3.2(a) illustrates the effect of positive 
residual fluxes on inrush currents due ~o the switching of a 
trans,former on -two sucessive cycles of applied voltage 
0 Wave1lorm through thyristors. In . Fig. 3.2(b) the'· applied 
vo-ltage.wave'form ia shown as inverted. The switching is done 
,, 
at 90• of th~ positive voltage waveform. 
So, the inrush will be maximum if the transformer , 
~ -
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Fig. 3.2 (a) Effect of Positive Residual Flux 
(b) Successive switching by point-on-wave switch 
, I . f 
•, 49 
is switched on at voltage zero ~ It will be ·minimum if 
switching is done at 90• of any half of the voltage waveform. 
Th'e phenomenon of the inrush is physically explainable more 
easily with the help of 'transient flux'. o Fig. 3.'3 shows the 
-i' 
fluxes for maximum inrush condition, · wherein, the total flux 
is the actual flux for the first cycle. 
r • •, 
The t'<;>ta 1 flux of Fig. 3. 3, . may be viewed as •I> 
. · consisting of two components, 
, A) Steady State Flux: . the normal flux 
:r::equire_ments corresponding to the ·~teady-state magnitude of 
the existing voltage. 
B) Transient Flux: the flux required . to be added 
• to the steady- state flux to make the total flux equal t~. the 
residual flux at the instant of circuit closure. 
In Fig. 3.3, the residual flux · is shown in the 
. 
positive direction and is presumed to be max-1rqum on the 
assumption that the existing current has been extinguished by 
. ' 
circuit-breaker operation at a normal current zero following 
a positive half-cycle. 
The maximum transient flux is produced by 
·' 
energizing the transfo~er at the zero point on the voltage 
wave when the voltage is rising in positive direction to go 
' / 1"" -- • ---·· - · 
•' 
with the ·assumed positive residual fl"'ux. Wi.~g~t.i.ve_:...-- -
residual, closing. the circuit 180 • later, would produce 
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closes '90 • later at poi11t :'X' of F:tg. 3. 3, the instantaneous 
value of th~ steady state flux is zero, ~nd .the {transient 
flux, therefore, is equal to the residual flux. If the,. 
transformer is energized at point 'Y' of Fig. 3.3, where the 
.. 
:steady s'tate flux value equals the residual flux value, no 
transient flux is present. Under this condition, there would 
be no magnetizing inrush current • 
' In Fig. 3.4 ·(a), the formation of inrush current is 
·' . ~ ' -illustrated with. the help of. exci.tatipn curve. A simplified 
excitation curve has been assumed as' two straight linea, from 
. . 
0 . t.o S, and from s to p. . The inrush cu-rrent I I I for the 
conqition of maximum transient: flux was .dete:z;-tnined 
graphically by entering the eX"~itation cu.rve OSP with the 
. 
·instantaneous . flux values. For example, a value of flux 
'' ', has been determined at 90° of the flux waveform '9 1 • X . . 
.By projectin.g thil.~. value on the left-hand side of excitation 
curve, the instantan~ous value 'I ' is obtained on the 
X 
figure. S imiiarly, other points of inrush current waveform 
can be .determined. H011ever, as explained . later on, the 
di,gital simulation of these waveforrrs are simpler and less 
difficult. 
. If the' actual exc~tation rrve is ~sed, .~s shown by 
the hysteresis loop, legs will be prrduced ne.ar · zera on the. 
current wave, as snown by the dashed portion of the wave • 
. These .legs result ~ran the bend in the excitation curve near 
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Effect of re&idual flux on inru&h current 
. ahape with former equal to saturation denai t.y 
... . 
Effect of ., re&idual flux on inrush current 
shape with' tormer less than the saturatipn 
density 
. , · 
I 






• ... the saturation point. By assuming, that the excitation curve 
consists of two straight~' ne~, intersecting on the flux axis 
at a point S, called "sa ration density", the iqrush q.trrent 
. . 
legs are eliminated and the inrush current becomes an off- set 
sine wave with 'the negative portion of the .current cut off. 
. 
If residual flux could ever be equal to saturation 
density, the inrush current would become a pure sine· wave, 
fully offset as shown in Fig. 3.4.(b}. In fact, .the res,i.dual 
'is always le·ss · than the - saturation density. Hence, it is no 
. . . 
longer an exact sine wave but close to it as shown in Jig • . 
3.4(c} • . The inruso damps out in subsequent cycles and hence, 
• the similarity of its with sine wave gets more and more 
distorted as its base becomes narrower .. .. 
The whole process has been illustrated in Fig. 
I' 
3'.4(d}, where, ~Rl' ~R2 are the re~idual fluxes, est' e52 are 
the saturation angles, i.e. where the inrush currents start 
rising from ze·ro and are measured from. t=O: Y l, Y2 ~nd y3 are 
the conduction angles, i.e. the time-period in terms of 
angles, during which the inrush current occurs . . It is found . 
frcm the Fig. 3.4 (d) that the magnitude of the inrush current 
is more if the residual flux due to previous turn off . is 
more. If the transformer is switched on at an angle-·of ·9o• 
. 
of the voltage wave, the inrush current Im3 is smaller than 
Iml and 1m2. Here, I e I s3 is measured fran 90° of the voltage 







.. .... . 
56 
.l f switching is done later than 180 o of the voltage waveform, 
# ' 
·the inrush will occur in the negativ~ dire·ction. 
3 .1. 2 
' 
' 
Analysis of.Magnetizing \Inrush For 
S lngle-}?hase Transformers · 
it · is well known that when a single ph.ase 
. 
transformer is energized · at no-load, the steady 'state no load 
current 'r0 ', has tw?. components I 
(1 ) 'I ' m. I which is responsible for· f?roducing the 
main flux '~· and. is in phase with '~·. 
(2) Ih+el .which s'upplies the hysteresis and eddy 
current losses and in _phase with V·1 • 
.·· 
Thus, ' · . '. 
Io = jim..:' Ih+e (3 .1) 
The phasor diagram representation of Eqn. 3.1 is shown in 
Fig. 3. 5 (a) and the equivalent circuit at no-load is shown in 
~ig. 3.5(b). The component Ih+e is very small in comparison 
to Itn and stea~. state value of .. lm is small in comparis~~ to 
the normal fuli load current of the transformer... From a 
simplified equivalent circuit, th~ value of I is given as, 
m 
I = E (g - jb ) 
m 1 rn . m 
where, grn is the conductance,· bm is the susceptance. 
Hence, it can be written as 
= I (r +j xm) 
m m 
\ I 
( 3. 2) 
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Fig. 3.5 (a) Phasor diagram of magnetizin 




. . : 
(b)· Equivalent diagram of .single phase transformer 
under no load condition 
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In Eqn. 3.3, zm is the coce impedance, rm is the· core 





The above eq~ations are valid under steady state condition, 
i.e .• when the flux is ·below the saturation level of the 
transformer~ But during . switching on of a transformer, .the 
flux is driven. well-above the knee on inagneti zing inr_ush. · · 
So, · the watt component of the current can be disregarded on · 
the. basis that it is small compared to the magnetizing inrush 
current. When the flux is above saturation, the inrush 
curr:ent is 'no longer confin~d in "the core, but flows through 
the s.eries impedance between the transformer' and the source 
as shown in Fig. 3. s·c c).. Then the e~fective inductance of 
t 
·:t;he coil is the leakage inductance and not the inductance ' of 
the core • . It ·is designated as ·~t' and, the source inductance . 
' 
. can be . added to it so that effectiv~ inductance of the flux 
path is • 
L ·= L + L ·-s t . (3. 5) 
Also, 
; . . ' 
the circuit resistance · and transformer resistance can 
i 
be combined to give a total resistance of 
( 3. 6) 
. , 
R = Rs + Rt '\ 
induct;.a~~e of Eqn. (J . .'s) is also not a constant parameter 
and depends on the behaviour of the circuit on a particular 
... 
. . . 
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switching position · on the voltage waveform.· It • s value also 
varies from cycle to cycle as the .inrush current d?mps out 
subsequently. 
To obtain suitable expressions of inrush current in 
·~ '. 
case of a s~!lgle phase transformer, following three cases are 
··.:l • • • qo.ns ~de red. 
I . 
(A)· ·Switching is done at switching angle >..=0 o 
(B) Switching is done at switching angle >..=180°' 
-(c) Switching is done at arbitrary ·angie'!.>..==wt • . 
Case A: Switching at >.=0 o 
Let the applied voltage· be given by 
e = {2 E sin wt . (3. 7) 
From Fig. 3.5(c), ,.the voltage equation of the circuit can be 
written as, 
4' di 
e = {2 E sin wt = Ri + L dt 
. 
(3.8) .. 
Where, E is the R.M.S\._value of . the applied voltage. ·The 
solution of Eqn. (3. B) is obtained as, 
where, 
~-. 
·i = {iE [sin(wt-41) R/X( e sl - e . wt) sin(e · c~>J 
. s • . 
2 · · 2· -1 X 
X = wL, z = I (R + X ) , ifl = tan (R), -and 
~ =· saturation angle in the. first ,cycle. 
sl 
(3. 9) 
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. ~EX R . 1.=--y- . [X !3in wt - cos wt 
z 





The detail derivation of Eqn. (3.9) and · (3.10) are shown in 
Appendix B. 
,Eqns. (3.9) and (3.10) represent th~ · fi.rst cycle of 
. . 
inrush current which changes f~om cycle to cycle depending on 
the variation· of the values 'of Z, X and 9 sl. The equations •• 
... 
. . 
are valid . as long as the flux is above the saturation region. 
This is shown in 'Fig: J' •. 6 (a) · where the instantaneous values 
of 1 i 1 are de~ignat_ed as I ml and I m2. 
From Fig. 3. 6 (a), the current becomes 
...: , 
_Substituting in Eqn. ' (3 .• 10 ), . Yfelds, 
Let 
'R 
X sin <:" -




~ . e <x sin 
zero at wt=a. 
e )=O 9 
sl - cos sl . . 
(3.11) 
·Y = · conduction angle of. the inrush current 
Subs.tituting in, ~qn. 3.11 gives,~ 
e 
(R/X) y 
R . i v v X • s n 1 - cos 1 
(3.12) tan a= 
R (R/X )y R 
X • e - X cos y + sin y . 














values can be computed from Eqn. 3.12 and 3,11 respectively. 
The peak value of the current does not occur at the ·same 
' 
angle as that of the flux waveform but· occurs at. an angle 
'6'. These are shown for two successive cycles in Fig. 
3.6(a). ' This is found by differentiating Eqn. 3.10 with 
respect to time, and equating it tb zero. Thus, 
di 12 EX [ R . 
. dt = -;2- w . • X c~s wt· t. w sin wt t 
cos a )J' 
sl 
·(3. ·~3 j 
For maximum current, di dt = 0, and the currel1't is maximum at :an 
angle wt= a. using tqn. (3 .10), the expression for maximum .. 
current can be found in a conven:i,..ent ·. form as; 
. I = 
p max · sin a (3. ~4) 
.. . 
Detail derivations are included in Appendix B·. 
Case B: Switching at >.=180 o 
. . 
If the switch· is closed at . >..=180 °, the 
instantaneous value of the applied' vo~ tage, in the interval 
n< wt<2'1T is given by, . 
e = liE. sin (.w + wt) · 
= - -12 E sin wt (3 .15) 
So, it is ~he same thing as saying that the ~.itching . ..is done 
at >.=0°, of the negative half of the voltage wav.e. This is 
shown in Fig. 2.6(b) where the axis .has been shifted and all 
the angles are measured frcrn t=O as shown. Thus, the vo~ tage 
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equation can be ·written as 
_, 
di 
e = - 12 E sin wt = R i + L dt· 
64 I 
(3 .·16) 
: Following the s arne procedure, as in Case A, the . solution of 
. Eqn. (i.l6) is obtained as, 






12 E ; 
-.. -z-[ s 1n ( wt- ~) 
R/X(e 91-~t) 
- e 
can be r~written in the form, 
R/X(e 81 -12 EX [.!! 
z~ sin wt - cos wt - e . X 
(R ." • ) ] • X sin e81 - cos e81 




~A,s the. current i=O'at wt=a, from Eqn. (3.18), it is found 
R X sin a. - cos a -
'• . (3 . 19) 
If ' y' is the conduction angle, the value of · ' a• can be found 
...... ' ' in ~rms of· 'Y • as before 
·' 
tan 
R/X y R 
e - X sin Y - cos y 1 
(3. 20) a = 
.R. R/X y R . . i 
· x e . - . X cos y + s n y 
' \ 
·The expression for '.a•. in Eqn •. {3.20) is the same as that in 
Eqn. (3'.12 ), but all the angles in Eqn. (3.20) are measured 
.. 
• • J 
~rbrn the ne.{ reference as shown in Fig. 3, 6 (b). ' 
















obtained by differentiating Eqn.'. (3 .18) and setting .it to 
zero as in Case A. Thus, . if the current is maximum at. an 
angle 1 8 1 , the expression ·for maximum current is obtained.· as, 
. /2 E 
= - <-x--> . (XR-) • sin ·8 max· 
Case C: Switching at an Arbitrary angle ·i.;::lllt!' · 
·' 
(3.21) 
This i« shown in Fig. 3-G(c), where switching is 
..... 
done at an arbitrary angle 1 A1 of •he positive half cycle of 
·the voltage waveform . . If the time of inception . on the 
. voltage waveform is taken as >.=lilt and set ·the new time a~is 
I 
as t 1 =0 , so that 
. 
t' =t - )..'/'Ill, 
then the transformed voltage equation is, 
where, 
e = 12 E sin ( lilt 1 + )..) · . 






Hence, the voltage equation can be writtert as before in te~s 
o,f new reference frame, 
12 ' E ( lllt 1 .\) di .. (3. 23) e = s i n + = Ri + L dt' 
,. 
The solution of Eqn. (3.23) in terms of It' can ·be found as 
' · · -R/X( wt-6 -~) 
i = {?../- [sin(iilt-f)- e sl .sin(es1+~-t)J 
•' (3. 24) 
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12 EX [R . -R/X(Clt-esf"".q 
--2--. x sin wt'- cos wt - e 
z . 
• (!! . 
• . "X s1n (3 •. 25) ~ 
.... 
The detailed derivation .of Eqn. 3.25 is included in Appendix 
a.· When the current is zero at (l)t'=a, 
R X sin ( et+- >..) - cos ( et+- >..) 
(3.26) 
~ 
If Y = a - e sl, w~ere y is the conduction angle, . 
it cah be shoW!) fran Eqn. 3. 26 that the value of a as 
tan( a+>.) 
\ 
The ~ight hand side expression of Eqn. (3.27) is similar to 
that· of Case A when switch~ng is done at X::O •. The only 
' 
difference is that, in Eqn. (3. 27), ' y• 'and ' a' a~e measur.ed 
from t' ==0 and not from t=O . The peak_. 'current express i?n can 
be found using the same procedure as in case ·A and the 
· expression for peak current is obtained as 
... 
12 E X 
·I = -X--, (R-) • sin(~+>..). p max (3. 28) 
Again, the detailed derivations are included in Appendix B. 
I 
. I 
,: ... . . . I . 
3.2 Magnetizing Inrush Current in 3-Phase Transformer Banks 
I 
3. 2.1 Inrush P'henomena ,, 
., 
Inrush current phenomena are more complic~ted in 
I 
/ 
.• •4 'I' 
.·, 
. - -·· ---_  ,__._ . 
I 
' ! • 
·'· 
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the case .of a 3-phase transformer bank. It is difficult to 
switch on all three phases 'at one time due to the inherent 
~hase angl~ differe~ces betwe~n the phase~, ',thus Lwithout 
producing ·inrush currents in two phases at least. Again, the 
instantaneous values of the inrush currents . in different 
phases will · be different· depend,ing on the electrical 
; . .' 
. , connections · of ·tJ?.e . energized w~ndings · ~nd by magnetic 
coupling with a~y other closed windings which are present. 
Residual f-luxes in the core also . is not as simple as in a 
•. 
., .· 
single phase case. As mentioned previously,· the ;<\mount of 
residual . fiux left in . the core 'of .a transformer depends upon 
' the· point in the cycle at which the ,exciting current was 
. I 
interrupted at the time of bank de- energization. It is most 
likely, that one phase will be interrupted before the other 
. ' 
two because of the phase differe'nce between the total 
. 
. currents'. Again, . with a star-delta connected bank, 
interrupting the first-phase on the . star side does not 
extinguish · the ~.xcitation for. the first phase core because of 
an electric?l connection •on the delta side. When tnese 
,, 
contingencies are taken into acou~t, it - follows that the 
amount of the 'residual 'to. be expected in the three phase 
cores is rather unpredictable. 
As the inr'ush current phenome'na and ·SUbsequent ' 
analys;s are different dependi-ng on whether the transformer 
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69 
both the cases are explained here as follows. First, a 
trans former: with no closed winding is considered. 
(A) Core-type transformerVlil:h primary winding 
grounded in star having no closed winding present: Let the 
\ 
switching of the transformer be done at such an instant when 
the phase 'a' voltage is maximum. For simplicity of 
~ 
analysis, it is also assumed that there is no residual flux 
in the cor~. In such a case, the transient assymetry of the 
fluxes in each core, will be the ~arne as separate single 
. 
'!_hases. Fig. 3. 7 (a) shows the flux condi tJon in phase ' a' ._. ___ _ 
As switching of, phase 'a' is at 90 o of the voltage waveform,_ 
. \:.; 
practically the inrush· will· be ne'gligible. The transient 
flmc swing in phase 'h1 will start from zero and the inrush 
-will occur when the flux crosses the saturation level. As 
shown in Fig·. 3.7(b), the inrush will take place in positive 
direction of voltage wave: For phase 1 C', the relevant 
\ . 
diagram is shown in Fig. 3.:7 (c) where the inrush takes place 
. I -· , 
\ _ - - -.J 
in the negative. direction of voltage wave. It is also to be 
noted that the inrush in phase 'b' . and 'c' ,occur in two 
different times in cycle. These · currents have a return path 
"' . 
to .su£>ply through the grounded neutral • 
• (B) Cor~type Y-~ transformer with · neutral 
grounded: I e the switching condition is same as · in· 1 A 1 , t[le 
" exciting ampere turns required by tl'\e core will 'remain the 
-
same, since :i,t .. is of no ·importance whether the core of the 
I 
.. 
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Fig. 3. 7 
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(b) l>-phase conditions. 
N orrnal f 1 ux ,..-~v 
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(c) c- phase conditions 
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trans.former obtains its existing ampere- turns from the 
pr .imary windi':lg capab~e of supplying ampere- turn~ o:r frcrn any 
othe'r 'linked winding capab~e of supplying ampere-t-urns. So 
c1,1rrents may shc:M up in all three phases while only one phase 
is experiencing the inrush. In this case, any core-limb 
demanding inrush ampere-turns during a certain part of a 
. 
cycle is provided by the other two phases with an auxiliary 
source by 
I 
virtue of the magnetic coupling of the closed delta 
, 
winding. This is exp~ained in Fig. 3. B, where it ,is presumed I . ~ 
that phase •a• is experiencing an inrush. In this \ case, 
i 
-----·-· ---- -· ···-·· . --· 
· .. 
phase • a 1 , needs an excess amount of exciting . current for the 
dur~tion of the inrush and an auxiliary source of. supply is 
available through \its secondary winding energized from the 
I 
d~l. ta connected windings of phases • b1 and • c' ; The 
direction arrows for the currents flowing in the wind,ings of ·· 
phases · ·~ b 1 an4 1 c• are in opposite direction. This is 
because phases 'b1 and • c• are helping the in'rush in phase 
1 a' • Hence the incoming current in phase• a• is being 
neutralized by outgoing current in the other two phases. If 
the conn~cti~n to the ground were open, the magnitudes of 
· phase • b' and . phase 'c• currents would each be equal to 
. 
one-half the n:'agnitude of phase ' a• cu.rrent. With the 'ground 
.connection comple.te as shown, the magnitudes of phase • b' and 
.phase 1 c' currents wi 1.1 be something l'ess than half the~ 












Fig. 3 • 8 Instantaneous current directions for 
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current 3I 0 flowing in the ground. 
Typical star currents with u'ngrounded neutral aie , 
show!} in Fig. 3:9. The helping effect of· :two phases 't<;> the 
. . , . 
third phase is evident in the traces for the thr'ee star 
currents I I Ib 'and JI • 
a · c 
' 
Inspection of these t·rc;1ces indicat,es 
. · that the ·inrush current starts in phase · 1 a 1 ·first.· For the 1. · 
first portion Of the Cycle, ' phaseS 1 b 1 and . I C1 are helping 
phaSe I a' . aS indicated by , the Wave-trace frO~ the Startin~ 




1 x' on I cl phase, 'c1 begins_ to experience its own inrush, 'as' 
the current begins to increase rapidly in magnitude.·· This 
' \ 
d 
pres~ntS a • new problem in phase I b I 1 in 't)'lat it is nOf/ call~cl 
On tO, help SUpply the demandS Of ·both phaSe I a 1 and phase 
, 
I bl • Since the two , demands are in opposite directions, the 
current from phase 1 b 1 •• flows in the direction of max'imum 
·' 
' . 
instantaneous demand. From point 'p' to point 'q ', · phase 'a 1 
requirements are g~eater than p1{Jse 1 c': therefore, t.h.e 
in.stantaneous value of Ib remains with a negative polarity 
but rising towards zero •. Frompoint ·1 q 1 topoint 1 R', ' the 
requirements · of phase 'c' • exceed that of phase I a I • Phase 
.. 
1 b' current therefore increases with a positive polarity to 
help supply the demand. At the peak of phase 'b', 
curr~nt 'R', coincidental with point 1Y' on the trace for I a' 
the inrush for 'phase 'a 1 .,.as temporarilY: subsided, and phC)se 
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I j . 
. . 1 . . ~ f . Typ1.ca 1.nrus,. currents o a Y~6' transformer 
'ener:giz.ed from .Y.-side 
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. . . . ! . . .J 
is .repeated 
. ' ... . . 
in . the 11ext~ ha~f cycle. · · -. 
'· . . I 
(C). Core-ttpe A-Y transfoirne'r ~en· a. A-~nnected·'; 
. primary is energized, no -heiping effect· is .. found as the 
. . , . . ' . 
·' 




' ,' f 
.. . - sec'On?~ry is .Y-bonnec~ed. _ T~e · cur!'e_nt tn'.each : I?has~ is . 
. -~- iridepen_dent . of. the·· other phas~s. and - the· .. inrush_ phenom~n~ . of . . . . " 





:each ph~se · take· place individually on · a · si'ngle-phase basis. 
~s · f~r as· t .he · ii'l'le - ~urrents .are concerne<f.'.' .·.th'ei wilt. be . ·the 
'.f 
. I. ' . ·• 
. ~ . 
·.· \i$ 
. ') ' 
. . - ~. -- · · · :.: _ .inst;.a~~ane~:>u~ ~iff~~erices · o.f:the··· respective ph~s-·e·s ·~ .. ·· A 
.. :.. . ' .· :·i· . . . . -. . ·. . . . : . . . . ' . . . . .. ... ~ .... , . . . - :· ' . . . ·. ' . 
; .! · · -: . .' .. typic~ . delta _ conneci;eq primary . inrusl'l is . sh_ciwn -in F.ig._ 




. • • • ¥ : 
. . ' . 
-·J::ro ~ ' . . " . . : : ! •• • 




· 3~~2 •. 2 ·.~ AnC)lY~i.s of · f-Ph~§e Inr.ushes 
' ' . . ~ . ·. ' . .·. ·. 
As explained 'in Section S .• _2 ~. ·the analys.is of. 
' ·. ' : 
. ~ . 
' ., ~ . ·. . :.· ' ."\. : 
'"' '\. • • 1 
. : . · . inr~~h- aurr~nt . ~or '--co-nnec~ed ~ri!Uary · "is rir::i~e:cempl1·6ate'd. 
. . . . . ··:, . ' . . . \ . ~ . 
, • 
r 
' ... · 
. . ~ . . . .... . 
than that, .C?f. a . A~ connected: p~ima.cy t:ra·nsformer: ;·Also,.,tQ.e 
- . -~ 
' . . ~ . 
. · i,nrush waveform .contains a number of. harmonics. ' Hence, the 
. , ... ... "' . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 
. . . . . ~ 
. seciuence impedance . -value_so- will change "in actua],. ·cas·es 'wherea's 
. . . . · .. ' .. ' ·, 
. ·the ana1ysis :is restrict~d . only 'to fundamenta~ quant-ities. 
Due· ~ to · tnese l .illl;itations, a · quantitative -analysis is done 
which can be appiied l~ter on . ~or simulati~n purpos·es. .\ 
(a) Y-Connected: Primary It is first . pre-sumed th.at 
the total ~mount of magnetizing\ current required for the core 
of each of the phases wi 11 be .a known quantity ~ich can be 
. analysed as des'cribed in Section 3.1. 2. These inrush 
,.. 
- currents are· designated as I ~a' I mb and I me . for ph~ses ' a 1 , 
I 
.I'·· 
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77 
• b' and 1 c', respectively. Fig. 3-11 (a) shows the equi vaient . .,_ 
'circuit for the phase • a' transfOJJI\er, where I .. =is .the 
! '---· . . .m,a 
. current flowing through the magnetizing branch ·of the -· 
trans former. : 'l'he tqtal leakage impedance of the trans former 
is ·split into two . parts, Z and Z • Z represents .the p as p 
· primary leakage impedance~ represents the secondary 
. ~·" ss 
leakage impedance referred to the . primary side. ~x I 
m 
magnetizing branch reactance and 'E • represents the· 
A. . - .. . m .f 
is' the 
excitati.on voltage: Similarly, for each of the phases', 
.equivalent circuits can be drawn. 
Fig. 3.ll(.b) shows the circuit used for the· 
' . 1-. ~ 
analysis. The generated voljages at the ultimate ·source are 
shown as E , Eb and E • The 1 total system impedance up to the I a c i 
transf~~er inp~t terminals are shown .. as Z a!)d z 0s . Z . ~ : s s 
I 
tepresents both the positive and negative sequence ~mpedance 
. · J~ the ~ystem, while z
0
s represents the zero-sequence 
lmpedance of the system. The f.-terminals A., . 8 and C on the 
I 
. . 
secondary side is disconnected from the:. rest ·of the system. 
J 
The only reflected .curreht . that o~n flCJ.r{ in the delta winding 
·.is Id. In Fig. 3.ll(a), the sign of Id is negative because 
it flows in opposite direction to that .of the primary as . 
shown in Fig. 3.11 (b). All the input currents in Fig. 
; 
3.11 (b) · are unidirectional. 'This is done so as to facilitate 
having general form · of ·equations which will. allCM for the . . 
possibility of any ·two phases helping the third, regardles.s 
,· 
.. 
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Fig •. ·3;.n . (a) 
;_ ; 
Equi ~~·ient··. ~iagram :··for ·.ph~se a :tra~~foimer 
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Fig • . 3.11 . (b) .. A Y-'tl . ~onnected ban)t .·with aource impedance on · 
._.......--y;;;&f de 
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. ; . 
of whi~h one 'is involved. N~, from 
Fig. J:..ll _(a), o~ie ·Obtai~s: --
: , I 
- I = ID 
;,. a ma 
I_b l~ = ID .· 




c me , D 
' ... 
·Fran· F.i 9 • 
' . 
3.ll(b), 
• . I ' + Ib .+ 'I a Jr0
· 
a c;:, . . 
·- ·--.~- E -+ E.b t E = 0 . a .c 










~ . ~ . ' ' . 
, · &. •. 
(_j. 33) 
I 




.. '(3 ~4)· .. 
·. :· ; ~ 
·. The ·in~ividual vol;tage eguations. c~~ - ,~ .. ~ri-tt~·n ~s 
·. ' 
,.. ' , . . . . : 
E =E - I Z -:-- I (Z : . -z ) - - . I Z - ·- I .Z AB a · · a s o·. Os s _ .a•p D i.ss (3. 35)·. 
·-
Solving the Eqns. (3.29) to (3 •. 37) the phase : inrush currents 
can·· be found as (the detailed solutions are g~v~n · in 




s +_·2_z 08i . z +'z0 ' · . I I ( ) I ( ss ·. .s . ) ' 
a., ma· 6Z · +· 3Z :- .- . 6Z 3Z 
·· as · . Os me ss - Os · 
.\ 
.· . 
.. (3:. 38) . 
·'(3.39) 
'(3. 40) : 
·· · -The ~hove equations ,,iere developed on th-. ·assuription· that 
I . 
' . 
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the inrush occurred in phase 1 a 1 and ;n phase 1 C 1 , wherea~ 
the . inrush ~n pha'se 1.b'.: is zero~ ··For other conditions, 
similar. set of·· _equatio'ns can be developed. 
-;. Eqn •. (3. 39) y.ields an oscillatory- type .wave . 
. · ..-. 
whe~1ever ~ma and· Imc~l:e of oppo~i.te . polarity ~nd are shift~d. 
~ · in. the time-phase· with respect to each other. 
. . -
. . ' ~ ... . " 
• • • t , , ' ... 
_The· boundary value of Eqns. (3.38) ·to (3.40) will 
· d:e?end' . upon .. ~ ~e · value~ .of the sequence \ impedances ~o 
extreme c~ditions which yielded simpli-f~ed resu1~ . are 
. . \ . . 
cdn~idered. . ·. · . · . . < · ~ 
I. 'wh·en ~ero sequence · impedance is zero .. / 
' 
J 
With ~he.l·imit, +z 08 +0, 
. . . . .. I 
I ~~·r !_I l 
a 6 rna 6 rc 
. I 
I - ~. I · l i I b = 6 rna - : 6- : •me 
. . s t• . . 
I' ='- I - 6- Ima 
. c 6 me 
"'· 
II. When zero-sequence impedance · is infinity · 
With the .. limit, "1z 0~ ·• · •, 
2 1 . ., 
I a r Imc 
. J '. "' 
.. 3 3 ma ·.-: . . : 
1 . · . '··. 1 . . , . .. 
. Ib I' Itdc . . • - 3 3 ,, ma 
. 
2 1 I ' 
"" ' 3 Imc . - 3 Ima c 
(3. 41 ) 
(3. 42) 
(3. 43 ) 
(3. 44) 
. (3 . 45' ) 
• (3 .4~) 
Hence, the accura~ of tl)e predicting inrush c'urrents will 
.·.·· . 
'. • 
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· ·· (B) ll-connepted Primary: The inrush phenomena of ,. 
each phase of the delta-ttide will take · place ·individually on 
. ' 
a single-phase . basis. ·So, tl}e currents .t.n · each phase_ wil.l be 
the instantaneous difference of the respective . cut:rents as 
shO'ttm in the Figure 3 .lO. j Hence,_ the .inrush currents .in · the 
., 
three. phases are . as follows, 
· I . ;,. I ·· - I 
· .A rna me 
I ·= I . . - · I 
B mb · · rna 
. ' ~ . 
· I •I -Imb . 
· c .· me · 
3. 2. 3 Anl!hysis T aJdng Into ·Account The 
_Mutual Inductive -Couplings 
- ., 
. ' 
. ' . 
(3."47)' '. 
(3 ~ 48.) 
• •• f' . 
.. 
. ' / ' ' . · .. . · 
. ~,'rhe _ analysis . of :three-phase transform'era carried. 
out in the · earlier subsections did not · take : into~ account the : .. 
- : ' . . . . " ' 
,, 
. effect of m.ituai · magnetic co~p-llngs ·betw~en th~ var.:j.ous limbs 
. of transfo.rmers. In other words, · it . was done· a8. if the· three 
phases are elec_trica~iy cOnnected but magnetical~y isolated • . 
This is true if· three iaoiat~ aingl~phase transf~rme~s . are 
e~ec~rlcal~y connected for three-phase representation. _The · 
. i 
i 
·. , . ' . · .. . . . 
accuracy will ·be impx:ov.~ if mlt~al . cou_pli.nga are taken_J nto 
• ' ' ' I ' • • ' , i ' ' • •, 
ac·count in the case· of analysis· of a ~~phase, -~-limb •· 
' · . . ... . ·· 
-A Configuration of a .3- ~lirnb "transformer·. is · shown il\ · 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ' 
Figure 3.-12, where ·the magnetic. flu~ · ~ssociated with the . ~ 
' o ..:...-- I ' 
.· tt:ans.fornier ·can -158 subdivided. for analysi~ into three · . 
. . . . . . . . 
·. diff~rent··~ate~~rlea as fol lCMII ·: 
' . . . . . ' . . ' ' . . 
·· . .. '\.: . ·. 
: ·.\ .. \ . 
I : ' 
. '· 
~ . . . 
. ~ . . ~ . . 
. ~ ' . 
• 
: .... - ~ ·: j : 
. f1 
. i' 
... . ~ :; , 
.. ·. . :, . -~ 
0 • . ' 
. . · . 
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Diagr.am of a . 3-phase, 3-limb transformer 
showing assumed flux paths and: reference 
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(a) r-tagnet~c f~ux which · links mai~ly the coils ·of · 
. .. I" . 
t"he .same. phase · and has o;.~magnetl;c . path . which is m_ainly 
confined ·to -the ~;~-~;Jte.ri~l. . _. 
and has a 
~ .. . 
(b) Leakage flux ~i.ch · links with only . one coil -. 
I 
., 
magnetic path which ·is mainly in . the air. 
b i - - . - - - . . . . 
(c) Interphase leakage flux whicll _coup~es. "!'the 







. , acco~ding{y, 
sections of the transformer: I •. 
I 
fluxes can be" split .as shown in Fig. : 3 .. 12 • . . 
I . . . . -. . . ... 
I 
r· 
' . ' . 
' ! 
. +t, . +2, I· 
1.":. 
" . ~ 
• 3 ..; fluxes assoCiated . wi"th limbs 
. . . . . ' ' 
., -- . ·' . . 
fs, .6- fluxes . associated "-'ith phase-leakage ... ~ I . . . : · . ·.. . 
.. \ .· paths l 
.:..\ fl':lxes assoCiated "i.th yokes 
. 
NOiilir, if. the secondary~antities of the transfor.mer are 
< ~ 
'referred to the ·primary side, the voltage ·equation- of phase· A 
. . . 
· can ·be written as 
• 
' (3. so) 
. . . 
. where VA·' R~'-: !A are . t~ appli~ · volt~ge, resistance of ·th'e 
. . . ... 
coil and l_!!akage ~nductance of _·phase:-"-. r.esp~ctive.1y ·and 'N ' : .: :. 
· ~ . . 
.is. the num})er of turns in t~e primary~ ··p• - is·~th~ 
. d 
differential operator '.crt.• • Now, 
. , . 
+="BxA a ~i ·x A .. ~ , . 
·_( (3 • 51) 
. . . . 
. i . 
,, 
·· . . 
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( ;3 • 52 ) 
I£ tne magnetizing pur,rent for the l. imb of coil • A I is 
.f _· . 
defined ~ · .i,_; =. H1 _£1 /N, then by ·s~b-st~tuting this value. in 
, Eqn. ( 3. 52) gives: 
. \ ' 
It is t9 be noj:.ed 
iA·.+ R.A piA.+ ~~ ?;d1 . , (3. 53} 
tha~.·-~~n • . (3. 53)' : is . nQ...r · i~6ciifi~- . w~~ the 
. 
mutual f?<>Upling ·term · ~M1 ' ·her~. 
· Simi-larly~,· ~or tbe other phc,-ses :.in the primary a,nd 
. . a~~ :_i>?aset i~ .·_the second~? side, . the ·,e_quations .. can be 
written as, .. . . . • . . 
-
v~ = RBiB + 1B piB · + . M2 - ~i2 




v = R i + 1 pi ' T Ml~ _pil a a a . . a· a. 
.. 
. vb = Rbib + 1bpib +' M2pi2 > 
. 
•' 
.v(: ::z R .i + 1 epic + M3 pi~ · c · c 
· I .·. 
. (3. 54) 
' (3' ; 55) 
(;3.56). 
(3.57), ' 
.{3. sa r· 
< 
. In the · above equations, the subscr::ipts A, B, C .and a; b, c, · 
. refer to ·the. "P.rbnar;y and secondary respectively and subscript I . . . . . 
- . ·1, 2i, ' 3 ref!!r -t~ ' the respective limb' . section of .F i.g. · 3. 12 • . 
'· . . .. : : . . . · .. -. : . . ·- · - . - · . . 
· .. The :resistance and · inductance. of the source pan be . added t~ . R · 
' ' 
· 0 ·' • ,and. 1 in the primary equations. 
·•, . . . ·. . . . : . . . ·- .· 
: By · apP.ly..ing the · magnetic circu~t - equation, E+=Q at 
.. any •junction, ~nd express~ilg the resul.!-in4'· .,equatlons in t 'erms'' 
' • . . . 
of inductance and .branch> magnet;Lsing C)Jrrent:s, t_he · fo.llowings 
. are qbtained: . ; · 
.. 
-;.' 
- 0 ' v -----,oa:~--~--------~-..,_.__,..._.._.,.. _ _.. ,..-, .. ''lf0'0( • \-~ > ' '''0 •-:•• ·~ 
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~- ~ - 0 . = M3piJ :. M 6 pi6 - M8pi8 
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Appty~~g tHe magnetic circuit daw,. 




! I .: 
f ' \. ·.'. 
: I 
• • • • J 
· .. . · 
, · ,I 
• . ' ' I . 
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' ' , C 
gives, : __ ·
.. .... · ' 
. ... 
' i ,' = i · + i ~ i-
~- .. A a . - -1 -: 
.. . . ' ' 
' •, , 
' .. 
- ·I - ~s ~ 1-a _·+ 1b - . . H<··. 
· ~ •' 
. ' 
•' ', 
. . .. 
· . ... 
. ' ~ .· . . 
.· 
.,.·. 
-(3. ~2 ) 
ii!t"· ' .. . 
(3.63) '' ' 
. • . . . · 
. ' ' 
; ' 
. . , · 
' .-
· i6.~ ic + ic ( .'.J. . .. . · . . .. (3-.64) ·_. _.· -·: . . _ . . : ' .· ;~ 
. · ... . :· ... 
i7 = ~A ~ ~a - ~-:.iB _ 
i = ~ .f - ~ ' - ' i ·- -a. . c . c . s 
' . 
i -b · . 




i - + --·J.·· 3 - 2 (3.66) ' 
. . 
-~-.rTh~- abo-~e Eqns. '(3;53 t9 - (3. 61)! co~sist _of ni:ne differential 
. _ 
6 
_ _ - equations · ~d · Eqns_. · (3 _. 62 ·)· to -!:3. 66) consist · of five 
• , • .. • • . : • 0 
.. ' 
~lgebra:i6 equat-l:ons.- :so_lvlng .~hef:fe ·fourteen 
·. • . . • . . .- .; . J.-~ . \ I : . . 
..generali_z·ed matr~x ecjuatiqn ·can be found as . · 
·-' . - ;~.-
nq_[pi] = ··t~:·J [VJ - [Y][I] f-· 
equations,_· a 
(3.67). 
~ -~- . 
. I 
. r 
The derivaiton of _Eqns·. -(3,67) is snown . in App~dix s ·, for _· no _-· .. 
.. ' . 
. . . . 
I 
.load condition • . 
. . ~ ' 
The different mat.rix_ el.~ments o; Eqn •. -.3~ -6-7 , · _. ... -. '.~· -
' ' 
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be \ . in the · following form, can wr~tten f . 
i_ - ~:. -1 [pi]=· ~H] [Z ](V] .... [X ]-l [Y ][I] (3 ~ 68) 
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If the right hand 'Bide matrices are known in the above 
\ _equation, .then magenetizing currents can be found . 
For a system, where the secondary ·is connected · to· · a 
. 
load, .. the system Eqn. (3. 9.7) is valid but the dimension of 
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· 3.:3· Experiemental Results 'and Computer Simulations : 
S ingle-Pbase Case 
.• . ' ' ,. ' 1' 
For modelling ·the inrush . current wav~form,1 a __ .l~A, . i 20/120 . volts, 60HZ trans fo.rmer is ·selected. · The p~ramet-~rs . 
' , have been determired from standard o.c and S.C.t tests ·~ · Th'e · 
. ~ . .. ! 
transformer _pa'~anieters · are as foilowes: 
Full load current·. in Pr~mary, 
Full load current ln secondary, 
Magnetizincj current ( st.eady ~.ta~~), 
core_ R~sistance, R 
. . ~ m 
Core Reactance, X 
. m 
Equivalent Windihg ,Resistance 
referred to primary R01 ~-- ' 
' Equiva'l~nt Winding .Reactance .~ 
' ': I. 








• ' ' 
' .. 
. ' I 
IA . = 8.33F>. 
~a = .. 8.33A 
ro = LlSr>. 
.= 600! 
























. Fo_r 'roodelling the current for a ·particular value of '>. 1 1 a . -~int-;-on-wave switc1't is required. Su~h a .swi.tch usin~ . a ·- / 
·simple circuit cons_isting· of a single-phase· thyristor· bridge 
al)d a 'contactor arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.13. If a 
. .. 
particular switching angle 1 >.' is desired, either·. in · the 
positi~e or in the negative direct.ion, it cim · be set in the 
bridge: circuit .accor'dingly •. As ~oon · as· tne thy_risto.rs fire 
. . . 
at the specified angle ori the. vo1tage waveform, . the . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
. transfm;mer primary . gets . ~ner~i~ed • . 'Also, .the coil ' 'X I gets 
energiz~d and changes contact_ X-1 from NO to NC and contact· 
X-2 fro~ NC to NO. The co~duction through thyristors ~top 
and the current · is bypass+ through the shorted path via X-1.: 
Fig. 3.l4(a) shows . the 8\>{,~tchihg_pf the transformer 
., ~ I I ' 
at >.=0•. Fig. 3~14{b}'shehl~ - the ·co~responding inrush for the 
first five cycles~ :· .The applie.d ·volt:,a:cje ·waveform i~ to ·be 
seen actually inverted because of necessary oscilloscope 
arrangement to keep a_ common · grounding • . The . first inrush 
' ' t;...,-: 
.Peak is 24,::-; 60A. . Fig. 3. !'5 · shows the inrush at the· same 
e 
switching "'angle 1 >.,;..0 •, wher_eas the peaks can be seen as 
'" different from 'those of Fig.· · 3.14(b}. Here, the' first peak 
is 36.40A and it. shows that - even the 'trans(ormer is switched 
' 
on at the sane ang~e, - . t he inrush may vary, due to the 
.,., 
·, 
. ·variation in . residual magnetiSJ:!I· Fig. 3.16 (a) shows 
' _.•• • ' ' 'I 
. . . 
:. swit~hi.~9 at an angle >.al80° {the applied .vo'!tage to be seen· 
as _. inverted) and _the cor~·espon~ing i.nrusb in Fig. 3.16(b) 
~ · 
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Fig~ 3.13 circuit .difagram of single-phase po~~t.-· on-"!_ a. ve_. __ ./!1.."-· · 
switch •. -C) 
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Scale: lOms/div (b) 
(a) Switching at A-0° 
94 
(applied voltage inverted) 

















Scale: lOms(div (b 
(a) Switching at A-180° 
(applied voltage inverted) 












which is obviously ·in negative directior)~ The magnitude of 
. . 
the first peak is -44. 3A~ . 
It is ·important tliat '-inrush val !lea· to . be_ "simulated 
digitally stay within a . given accuracy, so ~~at "algorithms 
for 'digit:al relay can be :-test~d fi~st: on these- simulated ' 
--· 
data·.. For any :CYGle of -fi!xper-imental inru:sh .~ave form, 
. . I j 
·current. can_ be calculated · usi.~g _eith~r Eiqn • . _<3~ > o~ l _ 
Eqn. 3. 2~ _qepending on-- the valut: ·of, · the swi·tching ·a1gi.e . • x··. 
l~ a generai.:i.z.ed way, Eqn. · {3 .24 ) . may be used so · that in case 
. . . ~ 
. i 
. I 
of . .>.=0°, it reduces . to ·Eq~ • . (3.9). The value of 1 R' is the 
resistance of the w:i.ndi~g·- to which the source resistance can 
·be· added depending on the particular system. If the KVA of 
·· the tr-ansformer is small _in ~ compariso·n to t1le IWA · of the 
system frccn ;..hich . ~t . is energized, the source resistance. '·and 
. . 
inductance may be as·surned as zer.o [33]. It:t equation 3.24 
;I . . . • j~ 
•x• is not the normal leakage reactance of the transformer. · 
·.our~ng each of the 1nrush cycle, the excursion of the · flux 
. . . 
. · path. is not through the core beyond saturation region. Also, 
· (· 
1iri ~ubsequent cycles,. · ·the cur_rent. d_amps out~ It is difficult 
to find out the value of the 'saturation angle . e -- which 
s 
depends upon the amou'nt of residual flux due to previous 
- . . I . . . - . . 
t .urn-off of. the transformer. A~ attempt · has been made. to · 
ascertain these values . theoreti~lly using th~ derived . 
equati.ons. An iterative program is developed accordingly 
with different' values . of R/X ratio. The fl011 chart of the 
. . - ~ 
.·' :- ._: . .-: i.- .' ' . :.. . . .... . : . - ··--:~-~~~-~':"-·~~.,...,~--~---h~---~- -~ .. :-:--· -· -.. 7--- ~ .-,- ~ ....... --- ~~·- ... 
, .. 















.· .. ,· 
I 
prog.ram is shown in Fig • . 3.17, wh~re it is' seen that the· only 
parameters to be known are ; ).' and 'y',. fran which the 
• 0 ·' : : · : i . # 
program generates different sets of values · for I ·, a , X, 
- . . pmax s 
a and; a. These sets of ·values for different parameters are 
utilized to simulate the inrush currents for various cycles. 
· '~Normally, the fi~~t four ·:to five cycles of simulation · for 
. .... . . . 
. . ' 
.. · inrush current i's sufficient as the inrush dec'ays down ;t<;>_ a 
. . 
·· . consid'erable lower val~e after. that~ .. Obviously, ·_it depends 
. . upon ·the rating of a transformer. Also the choice· ;is left . · 
.; 
whil~~ d~s-igning a particular· -sy,stem and . the limiting values 
for I · , 
.· · · pmax e , x, s a, and 
. . 
a a~e -.:being cal·culated ac'corqingly. 
. f ' . ' •J ' 
F fg. 3. 18 shows the flow · chart· of the programming for 
' " . . . ' . 
sim~lation ·where the subroutine calculates the· transcendental 
function .for 'current using .Eqn. (3. 24). This program --
calculates tqe positive : value of i'nrush. For n~. 
. ' 
inrush :curr'ents, the- expression for the negative current ,is 
to be used. 
/ Fp.r simu'tatiori purp()~es, a · tyPical Wa.veform from : 
the test .. trans former was ]iecor~ed on a ·magnetic taPe arid · th~ 
trace was reprod~ced from a Hewlett Packar~ . F?U~ier ~nalyzer 
.. 
- . S~SlB system. This is shown in Fig. i. ~ 9 (a) < The trace is 
for a positive . inrush at ).=0··. The relative· magnitudes can 
·be compar~ ' 'fr:em the · ;left · hand side scale,· wh~re the first 
~ is ·1.38V. , It corresponds to 24.6QA. ·- The simulatlon of_ 
---- . 
. , ' 
' ' 
"\ 
the respec'ti ve current · cycles are shown ih Fig. 3 .19'( b) .• · The 
.. 
. ·, ·. . 
• . 
. ' 
• t : 
·.· . 
• , ;r.. 




' , . .. 





·. , " 
Read . 






,.,1 to rad~an 
Calculate . 
' ~y Eqn. 3.44 
Change 
,.,1 to degrees . .. 
Changt> 
os,o,l-,_"W · 
~=( ~-0.05011.) /190 
Calculate 
t.he expression . . 
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Fig. 3.18 . F l~ ' chart of program for ~igi t.a~. cirnula~ion-
.of •ingle-phas~ inrush . · '·. 
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101 . 
magnitudes of the respective current peaks for the first 4 
c : . # . . ' 
r 
0 ~ 
·. ··: ·. · · cycles. are · c'Ompared in Table 3 .1. 
,- .,· ... 
a and, y vary from cycle . to cycle according to ·;the 
s 
• I . · 
. 0 : . ; •·. : . •. change in otl}er parameters. 
• I 





. ·. L ·. · .. · : . flowchart is _shown 'in F~g. 3 .18, - determines 6 
5 
ar,d 'Y frpm' 
. · cycle to cycle • . ~A typical case is -simulated here. Fig . 
·. 3 ~ ·20 (a) ,shows the reproduced trace of the inru,sh · curren!;.__~ at 
· ··. ' 
. ).=0° fran Fo.urie:c Analyzer • . The time scale is · different from 
. . . . 
·. ~ 
, · 1 .: .. 
-· ~ . 
·' . . , . . 
that of Fi'g, 3',19{a) ~ The first pe~k. is 1.08 V whi.ch · · : -: ·_:·_' .' : .· . _:· ~ . · 
·. · .<'··:~·:~ ·:· ~ . · · .. ' . corresponds · to i 9. 22A. Fig. _ 3 . ·20. (:b) , shows its simulation~ ·· 
. .. 
· ... . 
, · ..... 
. ·. ; .. ~ 
· ;·· 
. , . . . 
.. 
'W . . 
. . 
• 0 
.·.· ·: ·.·. 
. . ···•· .\ ~ --
.... ,. 
I · , '. : f.-,:;- ' • 
• ' 0 1 I • 
. ( .. . 











.,, t . 
wi:th ' th~ respective conduction _.a~~ies. Table. 3. 2 · ~mpares . · · : , " 
... 
. ' _. , . 
·.the peak magnitudes and the -conduction angle~ of both the 
the 
However I keeping the CQl'\dJJCtion angle constant at : 
. - ·. . 
. . . . I . . 
value . for the first cycle, does not · affect the oper,a_t "_ion-
· ' . ,. . ·I 
. . of the relay as will be seen in a later chapter. In such a 
' ' . 
. case, .the program also becom~s simplified ·to cert~in extent 
.. . 
as 'e • is also can be taken as constant . 
s 
Similarly, . a neg~tive inrush is recorded for which 
.... I 
I • ' ).='180°' and reprod.uced in Fig. 3.2l·(a). Fig. 3.2t·(b-) shows 
the sim1:1lation of the same waveform for 4., cycles in bigger 
s~aie~ { Tabl~ 3 ,; compares the .peak magnitudes and c~nduction 
I ' o . 
angles of the mea~ured and'simulated waveforms. The 
~onduction a'ngles of th~ measured waveforms are found ·from 




,_ .... ....-- .-· 
· ·. ·. i-
. : ' 1. 
·· .· 
.' 








the inrush which are · shown 'in Figs. _3. 21 (c) to 3. 21 (f) 
respec't.ively. 
One will be rrost interested in the ·harmohic 
c~mponen~s. of the waveforms~ .beca'use the · alq~rithms ·b~ock . the_· 
. ~elay from c;>perati.ori during inrush on the 2nd. harm9nic: 
I • I 
restraint principle·. An · atterrpt was made ·to analyze th~ 
' . 
. . :harmonics of the ' individual .cyc.les for both the measured as 
. I . 
well as the simulated ·waveforms. For an, example; the 
.. 
ha;-monic . component~ .bf' the first four oyci:es .of ·the · 
. I . 
individual peaks. shown in Figs. 3. 21 ( q} to 3. 21 (f) are 
• ' ' • ' •j 
. •' · . . 
.. 
compared in Table 3.4 ·With . th~-. corresponding' ' s~~ulat~d 
• • r • • , • • 
cycle~7)~e individ~al peaks +~e :a'g~in amplified in F.igs .. 
3.22 (b) ·.to 3.22 (e). Fig. 3.22 ('a) shows the same ~utput . 
trace of. Fig. 3.2~ (b); ·this time ·reproduced from Fo,!lrier 
A_nalyzer. ;ne left hand scales ·of Fig. ·3. 21 (a) and Fig • . , · 
. 3. 22 (b) are not col_llpatible as the ~nput to the Foude'r system 
for the measured and the simulated data are different. Figs. 
I 
3. 23 (a) to 3,. 23 (b) shew the · continuous and discrete frequency 
. . 
•• 
spectrums from the '1st to the · 4th cycle · of the measured · data 
respect:ively. · Similarly_ Figs. 3~24 . (a) .to 3.24(h) · shO\T the 
continuous and discrete frequency spe'ctrurris of the 
. . .... . 
corresponding s'imulate~ cycles respectivel~. 
· The dis'crepency in the -respe~ti ve h'armonic conte~ts 
of the mea~ured and ' the simulated wavefornis can· be. explained 
due ·to two reasons. 'l'he prime reason . for the dis crepency is 
· . . 
. : 
~ ' ,. ' I • ; I 
·' " 
' I 
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. .. the shape of the wavef~rms. ~ . When . ~plified, ·the individual 
• peaks are found to have _ irregular trace _while the s_.imulated 
,~aveforms ar,e' qUite _ regular.. These assymetries between 
measured and simul~ted waveforms change · the resp~ctive . 
harmonic components of each cycle. · Ano~her reason is ·the 
"distortion of . the actual waveforms due to · the noise 
introduced while recording the waveforms on .a tape recorder. 
·It .is not much pro~inent· ih . the results for lower harmonics, 
hut . while going. towa.rds higher· o~rmonj.cs, 
. .· . . 
• I 
the effect · is quite . ·: : 
. pro~in~nt due ,to' the fai'rly :high signal to noise . rat·io. A.s 
. it - is seen fro,~ T~ble~\3·.4; percentile discrepenc·y is higher 
· as one goes · for the higher harmonics. 
. . . 
HoWever, practically, ·a-~ter the- 5th harmonic, the 
,/ effect o~ · the other harmonics in p:r_ot~ction algo.rithms are 
insignificant. All the algorithms described . in the next 
chapter operate on th·e 2 rid harmonic restraint principle. In 
such a case, if the ·algo_rithm · restrains the relay during 
inrush with simulated data, it will surely r,estrain in case 
of actual inrush a~s, those will· c6ntairi more 2nd harmonic 
• . f , 
.( · content. ; Numerous tests were made t;or recording inrush and 
· corresponding computer simulation Of inr~sh were carried out • 
. . ··subsequent successful tests of the ·algorithms on these .. 
. \simdlated data. pro~ed 
the inrush waveforms. 












3. 3 •. 2 Three:- phase Cases 
; 
· T1'1ree-phel:se· inrush currents can ~ simula.ted in two 
.ways following tne expressions described in the text. If it 
is ·chosen to simulateinrush following equations 3.44 to 3.46 
or Eqn. 3. 47 to 3. 49 depending on whether the· trans former is 
connected in Y /6 or A/Y, it is importa'nt to calculate the 
individual phase inrush as is done in singl.•e phase case. · But· 
the choice of parameters l.n simulating · the individual -p1'\ases 
is not as sj.mple as in the single phase cas.e. As the 
steady-·state flux wave varies in the thre6! ·limbs with 120 o r . 
phase differences, the apparent reactance of the core seen by 
the magnetizing curr~t is also different in. different 
. . 
phases. Also, 'those are different in different connections.. 
This phenomena has been described in Append.ix c, and the 
various parameters in Table 3. 5 have been determined by o.c 
and s. c tests of the phases as described therein •. 
It was described in earlier section that the inrush 
phenomena of · the Y /t.. transformer is complicated rather than 
in AJY transformer while. energized fran the primary_. Tests 
wer.e carried out on a 3-phase, · i20 /120 V transformer with 
. full load current rating of 4.55A both in the primary a 'nd 
secondary. The parrne.ters of this transformer are shown in 
T-able 3. 5. . ·l\ . particular · case · of . a Y I A trna s ~o~er energized · · 
. . . . 
from primary is ·_consider.ed here. A 3-phase point-on-wave 






done in single-phase case. The parameters used for the 
. sim~lation, taken from Table 3.5, are 
Equivalent resistance 




referred · to J?rimary ·side = 0.857 g 
·for Phase-C . 
.; 
The indiv~~ual ·simulation of A-p'has~ and c-phase ,depend~· . on 
·, 
-the determination of the conduction angles · of the indiyidual 
cycles of respective phases. The simulation of B-phase is · 
dependent on the inrush of the A and c phases -respectively, 
if the I .). I for- A-phase is 0 °. The accuracy of simulation, . 
however, depends on choice of the value of the zero sequence 
impedance of the system. Roclcefeiler [33] · arbitrarily 
suggested a zero sequence · impedance equal to 10 times .the 
·value of z 
ss 
HoWever, . this value is not . a fix•ed ·one and the 
' ' 
., 
· constants related to Eqn. 3. 46 to 3. 48 are changed 
accordingly for simulation of a particular waveform. 
The progfam developed for a numerical solution is 
. much alike to that of the .single-phase case. · A flCM-:ochart is 
shown in. Fi'g. 3. 25 which is a generalized v~rsion for the 
'•. 
J:..phase programming. The major difference is that it· calls 
two ·different · subroutines for the . individual . phase inrush 
calcul~tions. · It also fli.nds out the •. resultant inrush for 
' .. , 
. . .' ,· 
·.· .:..; 







any · of the three phases. 
However, · for protection· ··purpose,· the 'A •· and 'c ' 
pl'\ase currents· for 'A'~phase ·switching being done at ~=0· 
. can also be . simulated using single-phas_e programming with the. 
appropriate values of the parameters. For th~· B-phase 
simulatiol) usi,ng the t;~in'gle phase programming approach is 
. . ' . ' 
-~ - . . . . 
comparatively difficult to achieve- res'ult up · to the desired 
· per.fection·. ~igs. 3. 26 (a), (b) and (c) show the measured 
. ·._. . . . . . 
wav~ traces of · inrush currents in phase_s A, B and C .· . · 
r~~pectively • . The switching angle_ .A for phase 'A I is o•; 
. . . 
.. ~ ' 
Figs. 3 •. 27-(a), (b), _ and (c) aha,., th.e .simulation for the .first · · 
fou·r cycles of inx::ush in A., .B and c phase respectively • . 
Fig:!~. 3.2S(a), (b) and (c) shew th:e same simul?ited data 
· reproduced · fro~ the Fourier Analyzer • . Figs. 3. 29 (a), (b) and 
.· . . . 
shC7.ol the· discrete . fre~ency spectra of the first cycles . 
for the measured waveforms of A., B and C phases r~spectively. 
Figs • . 3 .. 30(a), (b) ~nd ·(c)_-~h~ the di~c~ete · f.requency 
spectra. of the same for the simulated waveforms.. 'fable 3. 6 
compares . the respective current peaks for both the measured 
and · simulated data waveforms for four ·cycles. 
The harmonic contents of the respe.cti ve cyclea are 
shown in Table 3. 7 • . The discrepencies in the harmonic 
·~-· contents are evident as can be . found fran the amplified ' first 
cycles for both the measured and the ·simulated wavefor·m·a 
shown in Figs. 3.3l(a), (b) and (c) and Figs. 3.32(a), (b.) 
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Fig. 3 •. 25 Flew chart of the pr09ram for simulation of 
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Fig. 3.31' (a) A'mplified 1st _cycle· of inru~h current in 
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for the discrepency arises out of the fact' that simulated 
wave forms are more regular thus containing lesser amount of 
harmonics than measured ones. The irregularities in the 
. . 
measured waveforms are difficult to achieve in the simulation 
as is reflected in Figs. 3. 32 (a), (b) and (~) for phases A., B 
/ 
and c respectively. I . 
·.• 
Simulation of the magnetizing cur:rent for 
three- phase tr~ms :formers can al.so be carried out using Eqn. 
3. 68, provided that the parameters pertaining to the 
different matrix elements are kr:town. A. flo.t chart of the 
progr:-amming using Runge-Kutta-IV method is shown in Fig • 
.,., 
3. 33. The advantage of this methOd is all the three- phase 
magnetizing ·inrush currents can be obtained by this method. · 
A. particular case, while switching is done on a 
120/120 V, l>/Y transformer is cons ide red here. The angle of 
switching A is 0 • • The parameters · used are as follows, 
.. 
!A= 0.00620 H, .t6 = 0.0060 H, .tC = 0.0060H . . 
RA = 0. 8650 n, R = 0.48910 n, Rc = o. 60280 n B ' 
Ml = 1. 360 H, M2 = r". 790 H, M34f 1.120 H 
M4 = _Ms .= ~6 = 0 [18 ],. 
~~ M = 2. 1760 H, Me = 1. 7920 H ~ 7 
The values of M7 and M8 are taken as t ·. 6 times M1 and M3 
. . 
respectively fran the design consideration. The meas·ured 
waveforms a re shown in Figs. 3.34(~), (b), (c) for • the phase 
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Fi.g. 3. 33 Flow chart o' progranuning three-phase inrush 











A, B and C· respectively. Corresponding simulations for the 
phase A, B and c are shown in Figs. 3. 35 (a), (b) and"'( c) 
respectively. The magnitudes are compared up to 4th cycles 
... 
in Table 3'. 8. 
As it is clear from the table, the simulated peaks 
. .. 
are not as accurate as the previous method. The feason for . 
this is, the values of the self as well as ihe mutual 
inductances do nat remain constant fran cycle to cycle and to 
ascert~in the values of mutual inductance above saturation 
levels is a very difficult task. An exponentially decaying 
. . . 
constant ·has been used for this reason in the programming. 
The accuracy obviously will depend on selecting the 6orrect 
.-
values of these· parameters. Whereas, in ·the other method, 
all the parametric values can be determined numerically 
-before hand, and the flexibility is more in simu_lating inrush , 
in different· co~d i tion6. However, for protection purpose, .as 
shown in the next chapter, the algorithms . ate tested on both 
type of simulations to find out their suitabilities • 
. 
3.4 Discussion on Application of Simulated Results 
A.s it was indicated in Seeton ·l. 4 earlier, the 
. 
simulation of magnetizing inrush' current is very important 
from protection point of view. For designing a digital · 
differential protection .system of power 'transformers using 
microcomputers, it is absolutely necessary to test the relay 
, 
•. . :, 










on digitally simulated data for both the fault and 
magnetizing inrush currents. To test the restraining 
charac.teristics of arty algorithm during inrush • cUrrent of a · · 
. . 
. tr'ansformer, accurate simulation of the inrush currents for . 
different conditions are necessary. Hence, for accurate 
simuia.tions, proper understanding. of the magnetizing inrush 
phenomenon and their mathematical formu·lations are requir.ed. 
These have been carried out in se-ctions 3 ~ 1 and 3. 2 of this . · 
-
chapter. Performance of va~ious algorithms on these simulated 
data w·ill be shown in the next chapter. Obviously C. T. 
\ 
saturation effect distort the original signals to a large 
extent. This is to be taken into consideration wh-ile 
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Fig. 3.34 (c) 
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Recorded vavefonn of: phase-c . inrush of a A-Y 










































e.ea 8,92 ·-~ e.ae a.ee 8.18 ~
TIME(sec) 
.. . 
Ftg. 3. 35 (a) s imule1tion·· of phas~a· inrush showt1 in.; 
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TIME(sec) 
F i 9• ~ .·Js .(b) r I Simulation of phase-b inrush shown in 
·rig. 3.3S(b) • 
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TIMECsec) 
. Fig. 3.35 (c) Simulation of phase-c ·inrush shown in._fig. 
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i . 
Comparison of Measured and Simuia'ted Positive 
I ·nrush Current Pea~s In A . Sing ~e-Phase Trans former 
' ' ' 
,. 
. -Imi (A) . , ·im2 (A) .. 1m3 (A) im4 (A) 






23.80 15.65 10 •· 30 
' 
6. 79 " ; 
. ; 
\ 
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Table 3. 2 Compad.s_on of Peaks and Conduction Angles o~ 
Measured Apd Simulated Positive Inrush Currents 
· in ~ -Single-Phase Transformer 
Current I~ (A) I~(A) Im3_(A) riM.().) 
Peaks:· ' 
-




Si,mulated 18.84 9'.97 5. 72 3.62 
' . ; 
. 
Conduction y1 y2 YJ y4 
Angles 
Measured 167 .ag• iGO.o4• 154.14. 148.25. 
" 















































· ' Table 3. 3 c6mparison of Peaka ·and Conduction Angles ·of ~ 
I 
.. 
Measured and Simulated Negative Inrush currents In . 
A Singl-e-Phase Transformer · · .~· ·· "'·. · 




- • - •."V- . ' . . . I 




~,/' . . 
':"'10. 54·· 
.. 
Simulated ..:2o; 1a -12.79 -:-7.71 
.. 
; . -· 
, . 
.. ~ · -
. . . 
, 
.Conduction y . 
· 1 y2 y3 ' y4 Angles ' 
Measured 147.33. 
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Table 3.4 Comparison of Harmonics in Measured and Simulated 
































Jnd 3rd 4th 
. 5th 
74.42 39.15 16'.30 4. 37. 
' 58.01 16.31 6.11 7. 74 
71.49 '39.91 17.02 5 .ll 
54.58 12.00 . 7.77 6. 29 
70.09 38.08 17.76 5.84 
56.21 14.00 7.06 7.02 
69.42 37.-33 16.79 6. 30 
' 





















Tabl• l.S, ~ thc••-ph••• tranefocmec para .. tera und•r different mode of connection• · 
-~ 
Mode of Connectl.ona XM,B,C, ' ' -cora Rm,a.,B,C -core XOliA,B,C •Equ_l.valent ROlA,B,C •Equivalent 
(not according to • · Reactance • ReaLatance ' Reactance referred ' Reactance relerreJ 
vecLor qcoup) X~B,BC , CA /Pha•e ~B,BC,CA /PhA•• XOlLAB,BC,cl Lo primary/ph••• ROlAB,BC,CD LD pri .. cylphae~~- ~ 
~ B A xM•5lln ' . ~·7Bln _ xouA•2.uso - . : ~~ou·Ll 
'-/ -- -
A ~ c b X.a•&Olo - ~-~37BOn · . x 0118•2.243n R010•0.917n . 
C , XIIIC•SOSQ A,nc•J606Q XOltc•2,J6D • flotc·0~761J 
1--A--8 a • X_,•579Q. RIM•853D - XouA•l.9l7~ , R01.,..•1.~760 
It y · 4 X,.a•840o R1118•22001.l Xol 18•2.l7A Rot;.-1-..l.l\-L}_-I.l------4 
c: b ----- -- ----------1---------4 
c X..c•48lll Rne•4846u xouc•2.llln ·· · · R01c•o.as7o 1----------_...----------+---- ----- -----------~----t 
A . B a~b X-•S7BO AIAA-&530 x 01 tA•2.12211 flou•l.llSD 
c Y ! x
1118•77Bo ~t.a•22~oa x 01 18•2.332u rt0111--o-. e-7_o_o------l 
c X..c-4&ln R..c•4400I.l , x011c•2.17n Ro1c-o,..,J'sa ·. 
o I+ . x111•860n ~·466ln Xolta•2.249o ~to18•o.CJ2CJ9 , 'ri a~b X-•SlOO / . R,.,.•75SO • X01.&A•2.1480 R01,.•\,llll c - ---~____. 
· c X.,c•5l2o R..c•l03So x 01 tc'""2.1307 R01c~O. 7SOSQ 
. ·. . 
- -t 
· A •y Xlllo\g•5121l Jlw.s•672D '·. x 01 L\S•4 .64890 _ ·aOlAB-:::.:~lo 
__ - .::..£t- /\.. · X.uc•676o a..ac•224Su Xouac•4.5417u Roiec•0.97B9g · · 
·C~ . e . . X.C~•42411 -· RIIICA•l0091Q .. ~ XoltCA•4 , S3850 - ROlCA•0 . 7815o 
. 
! 
··A -·~ ----~~8·5~on -.:-'"-· -· ~8·~~~~- ~--:.~x011A~:~~~~----~- · Rous•L2056n 
. r ~ . . .. ~ X.ac•676u · - R.ec•2240u · x 01 tsc•4.5132u _ Ro1 ac•0.96607a 
C • II c X..0._.230 RIIICA~l00921l X0ltCA~ . 5385Q RolCA•0,78150 
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Table 3 .6 co!l'par'isor\ of Measured and Simulated Inrush 
Current Peaks In All Three-Phases of a Y-ll 
TransformM' Energized From Y-ai~e 
' 
\ 




·A 17.81 l. 2.10 9. 39 7.58 
Measured ' 




· c -14.26 ! -10.41 
·,· 
-a. 32 -6.98 
I . 
~ .. , 
I. · A 19.83 12.58 9.11 7.39 
.. 
" 
Simulated B 5.97 4.26 3. 24 . 2. 72 
w 
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· Comparison. of Harmonics in Measured and 
Simulated Inrush Waveforms in a~l 
Three Phases of ,a Y-t. Transformer ·Energized 




' Fund 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
A 100.00 58.71 31.03 .16. 31 5,63 
. 
' 
B 100.00 89.92 47.37 19. ~6 , 11.09 
c 100 .oo 62.73 32.93 18.33 7.40 
' ' 
• 
A 100 .oo 18.28 '7 .49 0. 37 2.74 
B 100 .oo 21.28 11.05 1. 09 2.18 



























• \ I 
I 
·j 
' I t Simulated 
' ·.' 
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'' i \ 
.· 
Comparison of Measured ·. and 
Current Peaks In All Three 
Transformer Ener~ized From 
• Iml(A) Im2.(A) 
. 
A 11 . "8. 56 
. 
. 






A· 9.52 7 ."10 
B -5.59 -4.71 
' 
' 
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. ' .\ 
Simulated Inrusn 
Phases of A' A.;Y 
A~side 








































































· ALGORITHMS FOR TRANSFORMER PROTECTION ---- ·- ~, J 
4.1 Clas~ifi.cation of Algorithms 
. 
' . .. As was stated tn an earlier section~ the algo~ithm • ! 
I I 
· to ~- us~ for trans former protection must have two basic 
. \ : 
I • 
characteristics, namely: .-
(1) they should be able to clearly ~istinguish. 
between the m~gn~tizing inruSh .and 
. : - · · · · · transformer. . 
. . ' . ', . ' 
fault I cur~.e~ts . of a 
I -· 
. . (2) . they should be ' simple ·_enough ' so that 
computational burdens on' the . microco~·puter is less and . a fast 
detection of fault is acnieved. 
/ 
Th.ree .different algorithms are described here, 
(l.} Discrete fourier 'l'·ra.nsform . 
(2 :) Rectangular Transform 
(3) .Walsh Transform 
All the above three algorithms distinguish -between the 
·magnetizing inrush and fault currents. us.ing the_ second. 
harmonic r~straint principle. · Fourier coefficients generated 
I 
.' .. ir\ the · Dlscrete ·Fourier Transform (D.F.T.) algorithm .are ·· 
• 
utilized in the fault classification routine. Rectangula~ 
f 
and Walsh Transform Algorithms generate. the Rectangular/t:lnd 
. .... 
Walsh Coefficients respectively, from which ultimately, 
Fourier coefficients are extracted. These coeffi~ients are ~ 
' . 
\ 
-.---...,.- ... ~- .... -Y ~nd"'- -_..;.--,-.,_~....---.-... __ _..~ . .-..... -... ......,....,,~' •.! ' 











































then used in the fault classification 














Of a laboratory t~ansformer. · Their performances are compar~d . 
for both ,inrush and internal .fault condit~ons. Discrete · 
F:ourier Transform . is· the basis · of major protection algorithms 
.and discUssed h~re · as refere~ce; However, . its .hig~ · . 
computa ti~nal ·burden makes it incofpetent for microprocessor · 
- ~ . I 
applicati_ons .. wi~hout s~ecial arraJgements. That is why, .this 
. algorithm is tested here on simulated data with a sa!Jlpling; 
. . rate of 16 samples/ cycle .to show(, i.ts performance -~r: . 
. i ! . . . . . . l 
· comParison to the other .. two algpri thms. The~ Rectangular . and 
;: { . 
Walsh transfonn have. ·been tested with sampling rates of b~th 
~ d . B samples/cycle. 
4.2 ·Discrete Fourier Transform Technique . 
t 






p~opose that the desired fundamental voltage or current can \ 
.. . ' 
·. be extracted from the f~ult transients by corr.elat~ng one. 
~ .· . / . . . 
··cycle o~ data samples with the stored samples of reference 
· fundamental sine and cosinewwaves. 
· Theory: 






having a finite .ener~ in the interval (0 ,T) can be ·expressed \ 






. I . 
,i 
! . . 
I : 
• 
- . \ 
I 
__ _ , __ __ _____ .. -~· - _,,.. . . . ·-· - ·-Clt....-
~ I 


































g( t) • 2 + t 
· .K=l 
c . 





l I T 









- .. s'k- = ~ 







I g( t) 
o. I . 
.· 
c1t 
cos k Cdt dt 
s'in k wt <;1~ 
: . 
. ao 
Flere 2 is thel average value ~d .St amd sk ~.are the 
·respecti've cosi'ne and sin.e -· components of the Fourier I . 
. (4.2) 
j . . ' 
coefficients·. 1In a ~ d:l,screte mode, if the waveform is sampled· 
' i 
at .'equispaced intervals of time tj, spaced At -~part, so that 
·' 
.. 
' ~;here are n=T/ «r samples, then the expression for ck becomes, · · 
t . 
n-1 . =~ l: K(t . ) 
T. j=O J cos 
(~i~) At 
n 
•. n-1 = ~ E X(t.) 
.- n · j=O J 





(4 . 3) 
\ where,~x=(~~,> are the discrete samples at the times tj·. 
c..: ~S-littllarly, ftthe sine coeffici.ents sk .. are · given by 
.. . 
• 
2 n-1 2 ':k 




<rd . ' o 















• I 179 
. ; 
For transformer prot~ftion, . X ( tj) are c~rr~t samples.· For 




+ •• ~ "+ x(n) 
x(2) cos(2 11'· 2 ·~) 




2 {x(l) si.n (~!.~)i: x(2) ·. (2w.2.'k)' • - s~n .. -n n ! n . 
.. 
.. + . .•... + x(.n) · sin (~!1~) } n 
. ·, 
. 
' (4.5) .. , 
! .. 
-a ence, for a full cycle data windO, with 16 . samp1es/cycle, 
... 
Fourier ·coefficients wil1 · be ·an array of dimension 16 x 1.0 • . 
• • ' -~J) 
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. (2w.-1.1) '1(2'11.2.1) ~10 --r6-- ,8:1. --[6-,-
• .( 2 'I!. 1 • 2 ) . ' .. ; . ( 2 11. 2 • 2 ) 
s1n .,.-16-:-:-- s:1.n - 16--
. . (2'11.16.1) 
••••••.. s :1.n --1~-
....... 
•. 




. ··- . 
.• . ... 
' · .. 
. ' 
. . 
. . . 
. ( 2 11.1 -. 15} 
810 -----
. 16 . 
~ ·<2'11~1.16) .. · c2w·.2.16> · .·· ·. (2w~l6.16> 









. (2 'If .1 ~ 16) cos --
. 16 ' 
16x16 
( 2 •• 2.1) cos----
.. . 16, ~ . 
I •. 
. (2 •• 2.2) (211.16.2) 
cos 16 -. • • • ...  •. c~s --1 6--
I 
·I 
,I ( 2 If o 2 , 15 ) 






(211.16.15) ·. co.~ , 16 __ _ 
'(2w.2.16) : (2w.16.16) 








x(2 ) ' . 
. . 
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Eqn. (4. 6) enables one t6 .'utilize. · 
'i 
·i it in· .the _fault ~lassi,ic'ation routine. T-he constants . of · 
-~~ ' . 
: .-.. .. sitle and cos-ine ···ma'trix are stored in the memory ,;-n~ · the··. 
., ... 
"'( . . : " ' . . 
' 
·se~'uenS{ bandlimi ted fault. signal is correlated with · · -I. 
cort;esponding .sine, a.t!d coa~rie coefficients. The 'coefficients 
sk ~nd Ck thus g~rierated will giveflll"an ampli.tude value cif · · 
Fk. - l(s. 2 +·c . 2 ) (4 •. 7) k . k · 
where 
' . 










Q I• ' . 
k · = l ·, t; ..• , n.· 
I 
. I . I ' . ' 
Accor_ding· ~~ -Eqn. · (4. 7), F.1 _and·. ~. 2. . ·repres .en.ts . the ··C:ourie~.· -. 
co~ff .iciierits :of.· F~ndam~ntai ·: .an.c(2~d · h~rmoriic ~om~on~nts · · of. · · . . : 
. . ' . . . . :. ' . . . . ; ·. .: " .... : ' . . ·. ·, . . . .· . :· · . . ,· 
the wa'vefo~··re·~p~cti~ely • . In ti\~ ca_se ·of . m~gnetizing'· .8 •. · . 
. 
inru~_h, the valu~ ·· ot'· .~2._is· usually higher than the v~lue 'of . F 2 
·. 
' ' 
. for a fault. ·. !\.' weighting factor is needed (o multiply with 
~~~ : so that F2 :r::-emains aiways .'higher than F1 i~ . c:ase of 
. . . . . . 
inrush • .. F 2 will always be lower in case ·Qf a fault. A 
weighting :t;actor of the · ord-~r 4 is found · suitable~. · This 
. val~e is not a fixed · one and - depends on the tra~f~r~~r . : 
·_equf. valent -circui·t· parameters. Aqain this also/depends . on 
. ,• 
" 
· tlle number of samples/cycle as well em .the wind011 .siz-e. · If 
. ' . . . 
. -. 
the. value of thi's constant is increased, the· a~~orithm used 
~... . . . .,.,..----·- -
will provide good r~straining feature during inrusl\. but · the · 
operating time during internal fau 1 t may be affected. 
:. 
So, 






' ~ .. 
J j ~ • 
. · ~ / . . ·.: · :,- -----:_~---~ 


















both .for.the inrush as well as internal fault for any 
particular tr~nsformer. · 
The nature of a transformer internal fault current 
is usually ~n undamped sinusoid. Fault current data were 
I 
simulated on the basis of a current expression [24] ~s given 
by: 
parameters and the type of fauit. 
>rh~ curren\.based on Eqn. 4.7 can be considered as the C.T • 
secondary output of the post fault .!=!urrent l:1f choosing the 




A recursive programming is carried out so that the 
algorithm reads equally-space? data from data-file to select 
16 samples/cycle and'calculate the fundamental and 2nd 
. 
harmonic compone-.ts from the inrush or fault data. A· trip or 
no-trip decision is initia.ted by 'the relay from the generated 
· Fourier coefficients. A · flC7w'-chart of the programming for 
computing above is shown in F+g._ 4. ·1. The flow-chart will be 
I 
I( 













I ~~----:....... 0 .. 
Initialize with all" u 








ixl, . x2' xl • x4 " 
. : . 
Set No. of samples 
in a cycle (N) . 
N=l6 ·or a· 
Fund. · & 2nd H ar. 
. . 
Calculate 
sin( 211 ~'k) :, 
cos ( 2•j'k ) , 
jx'k•l6~16, · or · 8)(8 ·-·· 




samples_ (~k) ...... 1----~ 
Skip ·necessary· 
samples to select· 
correct · 'N' eamplie·s/ 
cycle 
Corelate Ik with 
s ( j, k ) • c ( j -. k ) 
. I 
I . 
FJ.g. 4 .1 F l~ chart of programming logic ·of .. digital 
differe'ntial relay by Discrete Fourier algorithm 
;, 
- ··:--. .. _, .. - ... .. -...... - ·- · - .... , . ._..., __ .., ____ . ._ .. ...... _. _____ ---· ... . ' 





- • -~ t .. .. . ::. . 
.. ·· •' 
184 
· slight~y different in a re\!ll-time processor relay. It is 
.. 
shown in Fig. 4.1 that the program stops after computing· ·from 
· a · f~~ite data lil.e and there is no trip command: The · 
transfoi:m _performance is being c~mputed fran the programming. 
'\ .... . - ' 
The_ data-ttain iS continuous once the· transformer is . switchedtt 
/·· . 
on, unless an internal fault causes the relay . t9 trip. The 
right hand column vector of E;qn. (4 .'6) is the continuous data 
train ·and 'the relay continuously monitors the system, 
·irrespective o¥ fauit .or steady state co~dition. A threshold 
limit is also to be' chosen in actual pract~ce· .to. distinguish 
t!te faulty system with its steady state conditiC?n, ·as F2 will 




~he performance characteristic of the,transform 
,, . 
with 16 s~mples/cycle is shown through F-ig. 4.2 to Fig. 4.4 • 
. Figs. 4.2(a)- 4.2(c) show the comparison of the restraining 
prope~ty of the algorithm with operati~g · quantity during 
magnetizing inrush in the three Phases of a y/A transformer 
~- · energized fran · the Y- side. The simulation of the· magnetizing· 
inrush 'is done for · >.=0 • switching of A-phase. ·T~e following 
data are used for Phas~A and Phase-C. 
. ~ 
ROlA = l. 3760 0 
ROle= 0.857 ll 




c = 78.3 • 
The B- phase inrush is due to the "helping effect" of A and C 
phases. The figures show that the algorithm develops enough 
restraining force to block the relay frcrn operation due to 
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. I I . 
OPERATING QUANTITY 
• ' I 
13.33 26.66 
TIMECms) 
Performance of Discrete 
16. samples/cycle during 




66 . 66 
\ 
Fourier algorithm with inruab in':7• of·~ · 
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ri.&. 4.2 (b) Performance of Diacrete Fourter. algorithm · with 
16 aamplea/cycle inruah in phaae.;.b of a Y•A 
trans former · 
. '•. 
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· · lb-MEC~ns) . ,. 
Perf~rma~ .of·. Dl~cret~ Fou~i.er algorit~ ,.,ith 
16 aample I cycle during inru1h in phaae- C. of a 




y..;6 .t~ranaformer . . .. , 
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Pig. 4.3 (a) Performance of. Diacrete Fourier algorithm with 
16 samples/cycle during an internal fault 
( fault .tni tiation ~ngle - o •) · 
~,- -- - ·· :.. ... ... -- --- -- ----.. - .. " 
. 
~ ... . ::
•• 
/ 










·I · ' 
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'i 8.81 14.21 
t~g. 4.3 (b) 
~-
t ' t •• - - ·-····-- ·- - · .. - -- - ... ... ,...,._ ' 
.. . '~> •· QUANTITY . 
21.66 . 42.84 &7.12 7L~ 86.88 
, ·TIMECma) 
Perfo~ance of D1•crete Fourier algorithm ·with 
16 eamplee/cycle during an internal fault 


















































. I . 
STRA~NING QUANTITY . 
•j 
. 28.68 .. 2.84 
- ----*' -
67.12 • 
TI:MECm•) - · 
QUANTITY 
. . 
71.<4a . ..... 
Fig. 4.3 (c) Pe~formance of Diacrete Fourier algorithm with 
16 aamplea/cycle. ~llring . an .. internal fault 
· {fault initiatiOn angle - 180 •) · · 
.... . j 
IJ 
' 
( . . · I 
..... . .. 
• • ~ - • • I • 
, 
















! . . 
inrush in all the three phases. 
-The transform is applieq to the case of · an internal , 
fault at al~ the possible angles of inception of fault at- i 
I 
current waveform from a·· to 180 • .. at a step of 30 ° . intervals ~ 
. \"\The ,convergence time of the transform varies from 11.8 ·,msec 
~o 13.8 ms~c depending on the angle· of the current waveform 
.. \ w:here the fauJ,.t is ini.ti:ated~ : · The time is minimum if the '/ . 
. I ;:;1 :ndoo;:;• .:~ ~:. o:.::~::::n:f w:::f:::~ri :~· :u:~~ a:: 
' # • • • • • •• 
. internal fault at fault initi.ation ·.angle- of. o•,. 90• and .t'8o• 
'' ' 
' . . ' . i 
respectively. The transform converg_es at 13.8, 11.8 and'· l3.8 
I 
. . I • 
· msec respectively. For a three phase fault', · t;he transf<?rm .'\ 
I ' . I 
I convergence in three phases will be different · because d£ t,he 
. \ 
' 
120• phase shift . between Phases. i put whichever phase. :the. 
'_transform converges earlier, 'the trippi'hg will be ini,t~ated. 
·. ; 
·An. assymetrical fau l t cu;rrent ls considered in Fig. 
\ 
4.4 where it is assumed 
0 • • . } T~e . per~orrnance' ·of 
I . 
I . 
that the fault · initiation angle is 
. ·' d:' 
the algorithm is ' showr:i in the; safrie 
£-igu~e where, .it is e~en that the transform converges · in a.a 
msec. 
i . 
• , '1 • .. In all ,cases, the' performance . o~ the algorithm is 
\ ·less than . a cycle in case . of an internal fault. and the. 
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Fig. 4.4 Performance of Discrete Fourier : ~lgorithm w~th ·16 
samples/ cycle· during an-- aaaymetrical internal 
fault (fault initiation angle -o•) 
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· In thfs method, the sinusoidal waveforms · used ··in 
. the Fourier ! Technique descr~bed .in the previo.tis sec~ion are 
replaced by equivalent rectangular waveforms. The fact that 
t/ . 
. these per.iodic . rectangular. waveforms can . be directly 
. . 
expressed as Fourier Series can then be us~ relate · the 
qoefficient of the 'Fourier series of a block of · data to the 
. c:oefficients . obtai_ned fran the rectangu!ar waye transforms. 
· .... . 
It turns out that the colum~·~.~ti:ix defining . the coefficients 
. ,..·"' ' . . 
· generated by replacing sinusoidal functions with t~~ 
... \.') 
. 'l . ·. . . . I . .' . . 
. recta'ngular wavest .can be · equated to• . a sparse :infinite; ' 1'!1atrix . 
. I . . . . 
. . " . . . . \ . . . . 
multiplied by a vector · containing :the\ true Fourier : 
-: 
coeffic,ient~ ~ · Although, this equation con1;:a.ins infinite -
' .. 
matri'ce_s, the Fourier coefficients ~F~ .. negligible. at high 
' ·· 
fr;.equency, and _it ~a . per~is~.ibl~J to tryn;~,at~ ~e equations to ··. 
a finite se'::____";he -infinite matrix equati011 +~ be ;·inverted · . · · 







L~t. the terms ~k . and . ~ of Eq~. · 4.4 ._and 4.3 
~s ~ . ~~d ·So and the reCtaf\gula~ CO~fficie~ts 
as Sk Jld ~· If the sine and cosine t~rms in Eqns. 
· 4.4 and 4.3 are ·r;eplaced with ' the equivalent rectangular 
" .. 
functions .(12], 
sin, Yt'( x) = sgn (sin x). } 
' ·' 
(4 .a> 












. : _:. ~ . 
-~ 




·• " ' ;V....o •• '. 
' ' 
: ' 
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- u._ 
where, 
sgn (y) = y/ IYI I for yt-0, . ··' _ .-{' 
= a · 
--- .. 
Then the corresponding 
and . ck are defined as 
for y=O '(4.9) 
I 
rectangular transfo~ coeff~cients, Sk 
n-1 
E X ( tJ. ) sgn sin 
j=O 
'. 
(2 1f j~) 
n · 
(4'. 10 ) 
~ r··:·:.:J. 
' ...... 
_, _./ I 
n-1 
ck::::e ( (II. ) = · · · E X ( t . ) sgn 




FOr· a band limited signal X(t .), ;· these rectangular 
' ' ] : ' ' ' 
(4. 11 ) 
... /· 
, ' . co~fficients arerelated to the .Fourier sine andcosine 




. ( 4 .-i2 ) C = : [B]C' 
where~ 
.. 
. ' (4. 13 ) 
T = transpose of a quant.ity · 
'~ . -~ 
' . . .. . 
[A] and (B) are infinit~ .sparse· matric~s. 
~ : ' 
The elements of 
' .. 
·[A] and : ~B] ·are formed~ by the following Fourier series · 
. I • • 
expansiot:' . of sinyt(x) an(j c~s . . yt(x): . .. . 
. ) ' .; .. " ' ' ' ' ' 
. · [A]= [Aij] = · ~[ 6 { (2m-l), j/i }i/ j] 
for ( i, j > 0) 
=
1 
o(i, j) for (i=b, .·or j=O, ' (4.14) 
and 
.· 0 
... -··-·~J( - ·· .· . ····- ·-· ..... _ ....... -- ....... ... ,-" . .. ··. - ., .. ..... ... ... _,...--.. ... ~ .. --~ ---.. ----~· -···· ----- -· 
./ ' 
-.f-. 




-- - ~ I • . _1!~5 .. 
. 
• 
for (i, j>O) - '· 
; = 6( i, j) for ·( i4o or. j=O) (4.l5) 
where m is any positive integer, o(i,j) is the Kronecker 
.. 
delta, :such that o(i, j)=1, if i=j and o(i, j)=o, if i *j· The 
'-
matrices A and B 
I . 
are of the form, 
. . ! . 
r · 
1 0 1 · o 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 3 5 =r .9 IT· 
,f 
' !· ,, ... 1 1 0 1· 0 0 0 3 0 0 o· 5 0 ... 
. . . 
0 0 1 0 ·a 0 0 0 1 0 "0 3- t 
'i 
0 0 0 1- 0 0 0 0 0 0 : 0 ~ 
0 ·0 0 0 i i 0 0 d 0 0 0 [A]=! I I 
.() 
. • 1f 0 0 b'· 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ... 
. I 
.. 
0 · 0 .. 0 0 : 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 . . 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
•' i 





















.. J\ . • .•• ••.• ·---....... ... - .... : .. ~--, ..... ~ · •' •• - .. _ .... _, ... _ ,.. , .... 1'"_" 
















• ·. ~' " . .. . 
... 
. 
· -- - - -r-
·, ~ 














. 1 ·o 1 0 J: 0 1 0 l 0 1 
-3 5 -r 9 -rr 
r 
# 
' 0 rl 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ' ... 1 0 
-3 
·S 
.- o . 0 t. 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
.7 -3 
0 0 0· lo , 0 0 .. ~o 0 0 0 0 
-_,. ~ .. 
0 0 0 0 
'-<,·) 
4 .. -.. . 1 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 [B]=-
11 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ·o 0 0 0 
o · 0 0 . 0 0 ~ . 0. 0 1 0 '; 0 0 
0 0 o · 0 " 0 0 . . · ·o 0 1 0 0 ._, 





0 · 0 q 0 0 o' 6~ b ·0 0 1 
' (4 .1 7) .. 
.... \ 
.. 
Both the matrices -above are sparse matrices. In the absence 
' • 
of aliasing, the inverse of these matrices can be readily 
-...... 
. ,; 
obtained as, .. 
. -1 ' • [A] =[A .. lJ (j/.~)J for i, j>O 
. l.) 
-
=o(i, j) fpr i=O, .or j=O (4 .18) 
. -1 I '-[B J, =[B ... ( j i) for i; j>O 
0 . l. J 
"=6(i,j) for i=O, or j=O .. (4.19) 
where I is Moebius function, is positive ~( T) the and t any 
i . I ~a trices [A]-.1 (B]-1 int~ger. The and · are given by, 






























0 0 o. l ' . 0. 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 




1 5 · 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 













0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 . 0 










0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 









1 0 0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 .0 0 . 1 






0 0 0 
1 0 ' 0 
0 ·.t 0 . 























0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
.. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 o o o ·a o 1 
' . . 
. I 
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I I ; . . , . . . .. 
Again, bot;h .. [AJ-1 ~nd . [B]·-l L~~re sparse' _mat-~ices. • J : 1 
. Using · these 
inve~s~s, th: Fourier coefficients. can· rea~ily be calculated . 
from the rectangu·lar coeffi~ients as 
sk = [A]-l[;k] 
Ck. = . [B)-l[Ck] 
I 
( 4. 22). 
. ' 
· The above principle' of Rectangular transform can be applied 




of 16 samples/cycle, the actual · system matrix ·· is as . 
follow·s, 
. s 1 s 1, 1 
S2 s 2' 1 





s 15 s 15, 







s 2' 2 
s 3' ·2 
. . 
1 s 15 1 2· 





. . . 
s.l' 3·:· ... s 1, 15 
S2·· 3-~ ~ • _. · • . s ·2, 15 
s 3, 3 s 3·, -15 
s 1 5' 3 ... ' 5 15 1 15 
5_16 , . 3 ·· -~ · 5 16•16 
16xl6 . 





. s 1' 16.: . . 
s 2t 16 
s 3, 1.6 
.. 
. 
· sis~ 1s 
5 16' 16 












. . ... • , t. 
. 
. ' · 
. .. 
























c 1 c 1'. l . c .1.:-2 c 1' 3 . ... c l I 15 ,c l' 16 x(l ) : 
c 2' c 2' 1 ,' c 2' 2 c ~. ·-3 ... 
' 
Ci•1.5 C2, 16 x(2) 
· c3 c 3• 1 c 3, 2 
. I c 3 1 3 c 3 I 15 c 31 16 X (3 ) 
. 





C,· l 5 c, 15 1 1 c, 1 s• 2 c I 15.1 . 3 C, 1 s• 15 c, l 5 I 16 x(iS ) 
' 
•x(l6) c, 1 C, 16' 1 .c, 16'2 c;, 16' 3 C, l-6' l 5 c, 16 I 16 ~ 
16xl '16x!6 I 16xl 
-I •• ,•(4. 24) .. : )• 
' ·' 
In Eqn. ·. (4.23) ·_and (4.24} above, the Sk and ·· C~ are the · 
. . . 
_re_ctang_ular coefficients ~hich correspond to the sine and 
cpSine terms of the - Fqurier coefficients respectivel:y. sk,lt 
and ck, k 'are - the e1ements of the rectangular matri.ces and ·'are 
defined as~ 
sk· , k. = . sgn [ sin ( a } ] ,. k,k I 
(4.2~) 
\here, _ 
a - 2 • j'k 
k,k - n 
. q .. 
~ 
.. I 
The right hand colurm inatrix· [x] contains the differential 
current samples which are correlated with the matrix elements 
sk,k and cJ,~ to fonn.rectangular coefficients. For a 
, sampling rate of 8 samples/cyc·le, the dimension of the 















matrices is given by 
(4. 26) 
The Fourier coefficients can· be obtained using the · ma~rix . 
relationship of Eqn. 4. 20 and 4.21 as-, 
* 1 1 sl = sl - 3 s~ - s 8 s 
• ~$ 1 cl = cl + - · S 3 . . 3 5 5 (4~27) 
.. 
* s2 - 52 . . 
, r . . . 
The ·fundamental and second harmonic ~omponents .·ate f .ound to 
I· be, 
... .. '; -
..... . (~.28) 
* 2 * 2 . 
F 1 = '(~1 ·+ cl ~ 
' ... · 
F2 = I (~ 2 + ~ 2 ) 2 . 2 
Results 
. . <. .. 
A recur'sive programm~ng is car'i:·ied out "to compute.' 
. - . 
the Fourier coefficients from the Rectangular coefficients 
~ 
using the Rectangular Transform :algo'rithm. · The flow-chart of 
the programming is shown in Fig. 4.5. The flc:u chart is 
quite ' similar to that of Discrete . Fourier Transform soown· in 
Fig. 4.1 except that the necessary constants of. ~he matrices 
-1 . -1 . . [A] and_ [B] . is stored and the _r~spective sine l;lnd .. cosine 
· terms of the Fourier .. ser~es are ·r .ep1aced with +1 and - 1 











I . . 
.. .. , 
. . 
' , , . 
' 





I all current 
. · iiarnpiea a a 




Set. -No. o ·f 
lamp lea tn · a 
. cycle (N) 









,. : ... • . . 
.. 






jzk•l6xl6 or 8x8 
Call it. 




If , ; . 
. 
• 
. . lf 
C(L,K)•pc>litl ve · 
.C(L,X)•l•SGNC(L,K) 
If - . 





Skip neceaa ry 
aamples to 11_1 
a·elect eorrect 
N' . . •_a~plea/cycle 
· Col;'retate :Ix 
vitb SGNS(L~ X) 








Eqn. (4.21) . · 
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l'ig.- 4.5 
.  . ~· · ....... ~···- ·· 
. I 
. ·-
. ?) • 
l . • ·~ 
Flew c'hart of prograrnm.ing l.og1e \o~ d~gl~al 
differentl.al r•~·~ . by Rectangular Trana_Eom 
• 
... ... .. ........ .. .., __ ... . ....... -. 
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' Zeros of the Fourier matrix are considered as ~eros here 
. ·.-












simulated magnetizing inrush: data first, with a ·sampling rate 
I 
of 16 samples/cycle. E_'igs. 4. 6 (a), (b) and (c) show the 
performance of the algorithm. on the . inrush for phases A, B 
. . 
• . . r 
\ 
and c respectively. e. • It is observed that the· restr aint during · · .., 
inrush is quite adequate such that the relay remains in t~~e · : , 
blo.cking zone • .. Figs • . 4. 7 (a) ,, (b) and (c) show the 
. . . . . ·. . . , ' 
performance of the · algorithm dUring an in~ernal fault at 
fault · initiation angles -of o•, ·. go• and lao• respectively. 
. ' . 
Similar cases were treated in the c~se of Discrete Fourier 
Transform algorithm, so that the performance of Rectangular 
Transform technique can be ~compared to that of D.F.T. 
Per:formance under similar· condi tiona. I t•' is seen that the 
rectangular transform converges to 12.8, 10.8 and 12.8 ·rnsec, 
if the fault is initiated at o•, go• and 1ao• respictiveiy. 
The inherent gain in the time convergence for the rectangular 
I 
· Transform is 1 rrsec over that required for the Discrete 
Fourier Transform under similar conditions. This is in 
' 
addition to the simpl_icity of the Rectangular Transform as 
I · 
far as digital computation in a microprocessor. is concerned. 
! -~ · ,. 























·' \ . 
. i 
; ; 










the performance of the algorithm like Fourier Transform. 
This is shown in Fig~ 4.8, where it is observed. that the 
. _transform converges at 8.8 msec whi~h is the' same with 
. Fourier Transform shown in Fig. 4.4· earlier. 
The algorithm is .tried · on the same sets · of 
'/ 
' simulated data but with a sampling rate of. 8 samples/cyCle· • 
. ·Figs. 4.9 (a), (b) and (c) show. the performance of the 
algorithm' during an inrush. 
.. . 
It is observed .that ~he 
. ' 
restr~:t'int . is quite adequa-te to ~ block the · relay during inrush •. 
During the second cycle, . the restraining · characteristic 
suddenly drops down I so that. the difference betw_een tne 
restr;ain~ng a-n3. the .,operating qua~tity is less... 'in Cc:iJra.Parison . 
t9 ·.those when tested. with .16 samples/cy_cle. st{t th·e ·. ) ·-: · 
characteriatic ·becomes stabilized 'in s~bsequent cycles if 
' - . 
compared- with Figs. 4.6(a), . (b) and (c) • 
. . . 
Figs. 4. 10 (a'), (b) and -(c) sh~ the perf~rmance of 
the rectangular transforni ·under the internal fault 
. . 
condi tiona. These performances· are similar to tho~e of F1gs·. 
-· 4. 7 (a), (b) an~ '(c). Convergence times of the transform are -
! 
13.8, 11 . 8 andi 13.8 msec for fault initiation a~gles of o•, 
. ·' . . 
90 • and 180 a respectively. Fig. 4.11 shows th'e performance 
of the algor! thm on an assyrnetrical · fault. The time of 
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TIME<~s) 
· Flg. 4.6 (a) Performance of Rectangular Transfonn. algorithm 
with 16 aarnp~e-s/cycle during inrush in phase-a 
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Performance _of Rectangular Transform algorithm 
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TIMECms) 
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-Fig.' -4 .6 (c) P;erfo111lanc:e -~f Rectangular Transform algorithm 
·with 16 · samples/cycle i _nrusb in' phase-c: of a 
Y- A trans .former · 
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28.68 :42.84 D7. 12 71.48 16 ... 
TIME(msi) 
· ,; 
Performance of R.ectimgular . T-ransform algo.rithni 
with 16 : samples/cycle during an internal ·fault· 
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TIMECms:> 
-'Fig. 4.7 (b) Performance of Rectangular Trana~orm algorithm 
with -16 samples/cycle during an internal fault· 
(fault initiation angle- go•) 
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Fig. 4.9 (b) 
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Flg· •.. -4.10 (a) P·er.fornuince of Rectangular Transform algorithm 
. with 8 samples/ cycle: d\olring' an internal fa~lt 
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QUAN~ITY , 
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·TIME.Cms) 
Performance· of Rectangular . algorithm with 8 
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Fig~ 4.10' (c) 
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· 4." Walsh Functon .Tech~ique. 
·In 1923, _Joseph_ L. Walsh introduced a new· complet~ 
set of orthonormal functions £or a variable . 1 t' in the· 
interval (0,1) .. 
m -
Wal(K,t) = n .. ~gn ··(~osKi 2 1~t) 
t=O .. ' ' 
'where the integer 'K~ has the ' binary expansion 
'. 
and where the binary coe;t:ficients K .' are 'either ·o . or· 1. The· 
' ) 
Walsh funotions take only the va~ues ·of ±1 and they._ change . 
. ' 
sign only when · 1 t' is a multiple ·of a ·pclwer. of 1/2 • . ·The 
~ • • ' I 
. . . . . . I . . 
index 'K ' :, te.nned as t;he sequency of a Walsh Function, is 
. . az:ialogus to 'frequency in .Fourie·r analysis~ · 
If 
Theory 1.. , 
. .. 
A function X(t) with f~nite · e~ergy and · a finite 
. number of .. discOntiriu itieB .. J n. the interval ( 0, T) may be 
expanded, in - terms of · the J um of a series o_f Walsh . functions, 
I 
which is similar to . the expan.sion of a· -Fourier series, .. 
"" X~t)=W0Wal(O , t)+ t ·wk _- Wal(K ·,~) , 
. . . . . ... K=O 
where the - coefficients are given _by 
. ' - ~ - ~ - ·f ~T -.' ~<~> - -w;;~o,J> · ~t 
· 0 
. T . -~ 
W = ·!. I x(-t) Wal (K,,¥) dt· 






' ' ' ... 
(4. 32 ) 
-~ 
0 
· ~ ' 
~ · . 
.. 
r 
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· Wa 
. 2 sh·o~n in the expression of Eqn. (4. 32') ·above is · similar ··to 
(4.12) • 
. mean value of 
. . i 
I , . can be, 'however:, · : o\ sequency bandlimited function, 
expressed as, 
n-1 
X ( t) = l: WK Wal(K,• #> 
K=O 
(4. 3_3) . 
.. 
The · function ' is determined by 'n' independent signal .samples.~· 
·The ·first 8 Walsh functions are shown - in Fig~ 4.12 • . 
The _. time consuming. ope;rations, in the Fourier 
. \ .. 
analysis algorith~ ··use.d by Ramamoo.rty ·[26] ·can ~ enti~ely · 
eliminated if the function X.( t'> ·is ·a~~lyz~· . into .its Walsh ·.· 
functions· Wal(K, t). 
This · is possible because, Wal(k,t) has only. two · . . 
valu.es ±1, .and · so Walsh analysi~ ·can be perfo~ed by t~e 
.. 
operati ons of addition and subtraction routine alone. ·The · 
first · sixteen of these ·functions are shown (in terms of ·sign) · 
in ·Fig. 4. 13 •. These ·functions a/e undefined at "the points at 
·. 'where they change from ±1 to +1. 
From Eqn. 4. 32, one can set the sample. matrix with 
Wa'lsh functions · to . f i nd . out different Walsh ~oeffic~ents. as 
• follows, ' 
.· 
. . 
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Wal(O,t') + + + + + + + + + + + + + + '+ + 
Wal(l,t') 
.+ + + + ~ + + + - - - - - -
Wal(2,t 1. ) + + + + + + + + 
Wal(3, t') + + + + + + + + 
·\'fal(4, t 1 ) + + - ~ - - + + + + - - + + I 
I 
Wal(S,t 1 ) 
Wa1(6,t 1 ) 
+ + - - + + - i / + + + 
d J 
.. 
+ + - - + + - - + + 
- -
+ + 
Wal(7, t 1 ) + + + + + + + + 
Wal(8, t 1 ) +·+ " + + + + + - ~ + 
·wa1"(9, t 1 ) + -l- + ·- + - + + .:... . - + + . ...,;. 
_Wal(lO, t 1 ) + - - + - + + - - + + + - + 
waiCll •. t 1. ) 
. ,. + - - + - "+ + - .+ - ..;.. + - + + 
. Wa~(l2, t ·1 ) +' - + - + + + + - '+ - + 
· wal(13.,t' >. + - + + + - + + + - + 
Wal{l4,t') + - + -· + ,.. + - - .+ - + - + - + " 
Wal(lS,t') + ·- + - + - ·+ - + - + - + ·- .+. -
t' ----------:-----------------~-
0 . 1/2 . 1 
. • 
\ 
Fig. · 4 . 13 · The fir st ·.sixteen Walsh Functions of 
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No + ;fo + '+ + + + + · + ''+ 'i+ 1 . ! . 
~· .. 
+ + + + + x( 1 )' 
w1 + + + + + + + + - - - - - - X'(~ ) 
w2 +' + + + - - + + + + x(3 ) 
.~-~ 3 + + + + + + + '+ - - - - x(4) 
Wit + + - - + + + + + + x(S) 
~-~ 5 +' :+ + + + + + + x(6) 
WG ·+ + ~ - + .+ + + + + · x(7) 
~-~7 + +. + .+ + + - - + +' -·- ·:X(8) 
Wa :::: 
1 
16 ·+ - - + + - - + + - :...·+ + - - . +· x(9) '(4.34) 
: wg + - - i- + - - + - + + - - + + - x(10) 
' 
wlO .+ + - + + -j - + + · ..;. · + 7' - + ·x(ll) 
w 11' + ·- + - + + - + - ·- + ~·+ + .,.. x( 12) 
w 1'2 +' :.:..:. + - - :+ - + + - + .- · ;.. ·+ - + ; x(13J 
w 13- . +·- · + - '•+ ·- + - + - + + - + x(l4) 
·, .. · .=: 
w 14 + - + + - + - ·- · + - . of: . . - + ~ + x( 15) 
\~ 1s + -. + + .:..; .. + - + - + - + -. + x< 16 > 
-~ 
----
Usi_~~ a trapezoidal rule ·of integration, the individual Walsh 
.. coef~icients can be determined. . . ~s a rule of trapezoidal 
integration, one extra term comes which is x(17) . The detail 
deriv~tion is given in Appendix IV. The results for 
different Walsh Coefficients in a general form are given as 
.follows, 
. ' • 
.. · 













+_ })C< j.+l 7) 
~x( j+~ rtx( j+l6) 
16W1.< j+l ) . = 16W~ ( j) -~x( j )-~x( j+l )+ x( j+B )+ x( j+9) 
- ., 
.. · l . 1 . 
2x( j:-.16.)-2~( j+l7.) 
16W2 (j+l} = 16W2 (j)-~x(j)~~x(j+l)+~(j+4) 
0 
j=O,l,2,3 
+~( j+S )-x( j+l2 )·- _x'( j+l3 )+}x< j+l6) 
1 
. +2x(j+l 7) (4.3~)' 
The expressions .of . ~qn. ' (4.35) are used to · updat~ the 
-~ 
· coef_ficients every time. as a new ·sample . ~onies, with minimum 
. . I . . 
. . 
.addition and . subtract:l'on · routines.· But, it is clea.r from the 
... ~ . . , . . 
·expressions that the· number of terms increase as higher order 
coe~ficients are determined. . P.!fd it does not .very much help 
in. such ·updating. Hence, the other terms which will be 
ne.ed~4 f9r ·further computations, can be written in the 
' 
o . • • coventional . Jorms as: 
.., ... 
. . . ~ 
. . . . 
- x( j+6 )- x(j+7 )+ x( j+9 )+ x( j+lO )+ x( j+ll) . 
' . • 
. · -X.~ j+l3)-.x{ j+l4 )- x( j+lS >-}x< j+l6) 
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16w 4 ( j ) =i-x ( j ) +x ( j +1 ). - x ( {t-.3 ) -x ( j +4 ) -x ( j +5 ) 




1~w5 ( j .) =!x< j) -f'x.{ j~l) -x.( j+3) -x ( j+4) -x ( j+S) 
' 
+x(j+7)-~(j+9)+~(j+ll)+x(j+l2) 
+x(j+l3)-x-(j+l5) ~x(j+l6) . 
16W6:( j )=jxc j.)+x ( j+l) -x( j+J )+x( j+S )~~,( jt7) . 
-x ( j+S) ;_x ( j+9 )_-x ( j-+:-11) -x( j+l~) +x ( j+lS) 
+tx< j+l6) 
16W9 ( j )~x( j·)-x( j+2)+x( j~4 )-x( j+6 )+x( j+lO~ 
• -x(j+l2)+x _(j+l4)~x(j+l6) "' 
16W10 ( j >=i-x(.j) -x ( j+2) -x( j+6 )-x ( j+8)+x ( j+lO) 
-x(j+l4)+tx(j+l6) 
16_w~ 1 ( j _ )=·tx< j )-x(j+2 )-·x( j+.lO)+x( j+l4.) 
.1x< j+l6 ). 
~6·Wl'2 ( .j) ~x ( j) -x ( j+4) +x ( j+S} -x ( j+;2·) 
1x(j+l6) 
. . 




where j•l,2,3 ... •• ~ (•4.·36) 
. .. 
·.· 
. .. ·----· · · --· ·, ···~·-...... .... ·~- .. ~ "·- ·-+~- ---.. ~"',..,_..,..,...'""._..,.. __ :.._.~_ . ...._~-·-· - ..... ~ ... ... - .. 












The set WK ' 'form a vector in Hil-bert space·. like the Fourier 
• 
coefficients ~K: The two vectors are related by the 
orthogonal matrix A: thus 
W=AF (4. 37) 
-1 T T 
since A =A [4, 15 ], where: A. is the transpose of A., one can 
al.so write 
F=i?w · · · {4 .• 38) 
_. 
· ·. t. ·.rfhe matrix 'A' .. _ha·~- been .found to be,·. inpart· as, 
' ' 
•' 
1 o . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0 .. o ·· 
' . . 
. . 
0 • 900 . 0 . o 0 • 300 0 0 0 .180' 0 0 0 
• •4 0 
0 0 .900 0 0 0 -. 300 0 0· 0 .180 0 0 
a· 0 0 .900 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 300 0 
0 0 · 0 0 • 900 0 0 0 0- 0 0 0 -. 300 
- ~ 
0 -. 373 0 0 0 • 724 0 0 o· .'435 · b 0 O · 
.. 
[A]= 0 0 • 3 73 0 0 0 .724 . 0 0 O~HO 0 
0 o · 0 0 0 0 0 .900 0 0 0 . . 0 0 
.. 
0 0 o · 0 0 0 9 0 • 900 0 (: 0 0 
0 -.074 0 (). 0 -. 484 0 0 0 .650 0 0 0 
.. 
0 0 -. 074 0 0 0 .484 0 0 0 .650 0 0 
0 0 0 -.~73 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .724 0 I .. I ; .. 
o: 0 0 0 .373 . 0. 0 ·o 0 o· · a 0 • 7 24 
I ; (·4. 39 )· 
... 
.· 
. ' ·~ 
·' 
. . 
. . . . . ~-----· -· ·-





. , . 
., 
.. 









and from Eqn. 4. 38, it can be ~ritten as 
~0 





l . 0 0 0 0 . o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
f) • 900 0 0 0 -.373 0 - 0 0 -. 074 0 0 0 
0 0 . ~00 0 0 0 • 3 73 0 0 0 -.074 . 0 0 
) 0 p • 900 ~· 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -.373 0 • 0 0 ..• 900 0 0 .Q 0 0 · 0 0 . • 3 73 
= ~) .300 0 0 . 0 • 724 0 0 0 -. 484 0 0 0 
o o .-.3oo· ·o o 
I} 0 0 0 0 
!1 0 0 0 0 
0 • 724 0 . 0 o' 0484 . 0 
0 . . 0 . 90 0 0.. 0 0 . d 
0 0 0 • 900 0 0 ' 0 
0 
(j. 
} .1ab 'o .0 0 . • 435 0 o . . o .650"'0 o · o · 
o. 0 ~ 180 0 0 
·) 0 ·o • 30o o 
0 -. 435 0 . 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 .650 o . . 0 . 
0 0 . • 724 0 
w '+. 
w · 5 . 
'.v 1 a· 
w 11 
0 0 0 0 • 37.3 0 q 0 0 0 0 o .724 w 12 
(·L40) 
. ' . 
. H
0 
.• efnce, · the: Fourier ··coefficients. are derived from~~~. matrix 
Eqn • . ' (4.40) as, 
'F 1.=0. 900W 1-0.3 73W 5-0. 074W 9 
. : 
F 2 =0 .900W 2+0. 373~ 6~. · 074W. l.o 
:F 3 =0. 900W 3-0.3 73W ll 
. . . 
FIt=(), 900W 4-+0 .373W 12 
·' 
. . 
where F 1, F 2 .are the .£undament.al sine :and~ cosine terms 
respectively and F 3, F'+ are the. 2nd harmonic ::.sine .and. eosin·~ · 
terms respectively. Once, the Fourier coefficients are 
. " 
.derived, the fundamental and the 2nd harmonic R.M.S • 
,. 
,· 
' . ~ .... . , 
.. ' · -
... 
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quantities can :be derived as·, 
· I 
. Fundamental = / (Fi 2 + F/) 
{'4. 42 ) 
2nd Harmonic 
2 . . 2 . . 
= I (F J .. + F 4 . ~ · 
In· a s -imilar manner, 
' . 
the algorithm,- pn the . basis of · · 
·· .· . 8-s~mpl~s/cycl~ .can tJe · ·devel·o~ed ·which .-is· S}er_ived :in 
· ' A.ppendix _o; Due ·to· the reason th~t the co~fficients beyon~ · 
. . •' 
~w7 1 ~e no~- available i~ w_alsh .. ~unction . algorithm 'with . _a -
~ampte·s I cycle·; · Eqn ~- · 4. 41 is truncated as follows, .. ' .... . : 
. .. ' .. . . 
' . .. . 
F i=0,900W 1 -0;373W~ • . 
. •' . . ' . · ,· . -
' · 
.. ~ 2:::(). 900W 2:+<>. J7~W~ 
. F _3 .=o_ ~ 900\oi_3 
(4 .43 ) 
. . 
l • ' • 
• · I 
:F .. =0.9oow .. . 
. . •" 
. . 
_It is obvious fr01n, above; . that the :accuracy of the 
- .~ 
.algorithm 'is hampered to sorre extent, whi~e ,the - speed of 
. p 'roce_ssing · is · increased. It is interesting to note th~t 
' ; _: _ :xcept fof the e~d po~nts_ of the interval- (0, t), the value 'of 
the samples .' is 'zero where the -jump from +1 to -1 or from _-1 
to :+1 occurs . i~ the respective Walsh function. This is · due 
· to ~as on that\ the Walsh _function is· undefined · where the 
signal ch(lnges from ±l• to +1. . I 
... 
· •· An advantage of the Rectangular Transform, over 
Walsh Function is that no sample is missing during sign 
change . be~ause actual valu-es of sine-cosines · are being 
• j • • 
·nrE!pla ced with :tl and o. Hence valuable information are 
.. ' 
.·. 
r . • 
c;- • ,,. ~ --· · ':' r'•" ·· ~ · ...,;_-~·-·-"":'-,..-"""':"-.---. •. ~~~ -:- - • " ·- ; ·----- - -- \ · .• _., .. 
'I ; I 
·. 
. . , 
. . 
.. , ; ., , 
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. Fig. 4.14 Flowchart of progra~n~~~ing · logic ·of digital . 
differential rehy ·by Walab fu~ction· algorit.bm 
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" : 
retained . in the calculation of fundamental and 2-nd · har.moic 
.. 
. ..quanti ties. 
Results 
A recursive programmi!lg is done. to ca'lculate the 




Fundamental and · 2nd . harmoqic quantities 
' 
·theri · computed and tr).p or no- trip. decision is · ini dated.- ·. The 
flow· chart of the .programming ls :s!lown' in . -Fig; 4 .14 wh'{ch . i~ 
. ~ery similar to those ' of . D;F. -T:·~nd Rectangular Transform• · 
- . ' . . . . ·. ' . 
. ' 
.The .major· dift'eren~e ·.is_ •.. unlike D. F. T. _.or ~ecta_ngul~.r ~ . · .. . _ .. 
. . . .. 
various matrix ~lements <fre not· re_quired · to be · computed · · .. · · . :' : ·. 
' . ' ~~ ) ·. . . . . . .· 
~priori. and stored in th~ memory . . · 
. \ . . . . -~ . . 
.. . Figs .. 4. 15 (.a) • · (b); (c) show the _performance of the 
I . . . . 
algorithm dn 16 · sam'ples/ cycle basis, in . case of ~ ',l'!lagneti~i. .ng .. 
· inrush on Phase· _· A, B and c, respectiv'eiy. 
quantity is seen to be greater. than the operating quar1tities ·"' 
· . The differenc~ in rest.raining . and operati.ng 'is slightly less 
in c()mf>arison . to those of D.F.T . . and Rectang:4lar. one of the 
reasoni for this is, here the amplitud1s are calculated in . 
· R.M.S.\ . whereas·, . the - ~mplitudes for D.F.T. _. or Rectangular 
were calculated\ in peak· values~ · Fig·s. 4.16(a), (b)r· (c) show 
the ~erformance o} the algori thrn. in case . ·of internal fa_ult ·· 
Where the' fault initiatiOn angles are 0° I · 90• and 180 e 
, . . 
respectively. The convergen~e time · of 'the . algorithm :_ 
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~· .; 
• ~ ~ 1 , '· ' • • • 
r ~ t • 
•. 
.-- . 
; '· . 
. . . 
. . 
: • . .. . , . 
are iJ.B, · 11.8 . and 13.8 msec. 'respectively. ·simil!lrly,· Walsh 
., ' ~ ' . . : . 
fu.nction ·· technique is applied :t:-o .an ·assyme~rical fault a~ · · 
. . . 
A~: ..  and · ·is shown in !;'ig. •4 •. 17. :The_: con:v~rgence t _ime 'is 
·.seen to be· 9 ~8 ·!llsec. 
I . 
.... . 
rn ·a similar w~y_; -~ the per~ormanee · <;>~ ·this al9ori~hm 
.  
~i th --a ~ampling rate of · 8 samples/ cycle· has b~en tes.'ted on ' · ·. 
. . ' . 
. .. 
. :. ·, : . al). · the: above sim·u~ated .data. " . Figs·.· 4:.18 (a), () .. ' 
. ' . - . . . . . 
(1:?),. (c) .show 
· . . ·_·; .. · · the. p~rf.brma~ce · o( t't1e algorithm on in:r:u~~ :currents .in.· phase 
: ' .. ' .. ~ : . . . . .. . ' . . . . . 
... ·; : ' · 
~; .B ·a _nd :C . res·p_ectiveiy. Unlike ·the oth~r . two cas·es.r, the . · . . 
. . . . . .. )-' ' . . .. _.'.: -, . ....:..,_,_· -· ~-·--- .. : 
. • .. 
·. · 
vai_ue .of ·the .2nd han:nonic multiplier is' . to · ~ r.aiSed ·to .>'G' . · ·., ... .. . . 
' • ' ' ' • ' • I - • f ' • • ' • 
. ··. f~o~ '4' . to Obtain ·adequa.tl;! restrainiri'g . forces in c~~e of . ari . ~ . ' . ·~ . . :- · . 
~ 
I • • ' ~ . . . 
. . . . . . ' . . . 
' '• . 
i . 
. i 
• ' ~- . 
. : ~...~ 
j_ 
~~ . 
·-;:' ' ~·;·,. 
i l ' ' 
,_ 
··. 
. . . ·., ; ' 
. ' l.' ·.· 
, ,·. 
inrush~ Figs. 4.19(a). (b),(~) sh~ the _perforinanee of' the · . 
algorithm in case of int·ernal fault at ').~ • -· 90 • and ·iao • 
I I . • > •• • • I • 
. . 
. · . respective-ly. The ·.convegence times · of the. algorithms are 
·. . .. 
15.8,13.8 and · l5.8 m8e~ respectively.- Th~ performance on ~e 
assymetrical fault is also shown in Fig. · 4. 20, 
~onva'rgence· tim~ i~ found to · be. 11 • 8 msec. 




~ ... . 
. 'The · three ·transforn\· te.chniques desci;"-ibed a}?ove hav.e .. 
·their indi~idual cl:laracted.stics. · The Rectangular and .Walsh . 
F·u~ct:ions were . compar~d -' at identic~l · sdmpl.i.ng r~t-es . of 16 and . 
. I ·· . . 
- ~ .samples/cy,cle,· to, finq out their suitability. for 
;. 
. · · transformer · prote~tion · purposes·. This was done us i ng - o.· F."T~ · 
with 16 samples/cycle as reference frame. 
,, 
The·· algorith'ms . 
· . . . 
·.· 
. . 
: ~ I ' • '. \• 
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could not be compared· with an intermediate sampling -rate .of . 
. . 
. . 12 s.arnples/cycie. . Rectangular transform c.an be applied with 
•. 
·· sampling rate · of. 1i samples I cycle. But Walsh trans form is a 
'binary function . and valid for f}Umbers cif . the order of 2 X I 
wh~re x is any ·positive integer. Hence, the function is not 
valid for 12 samples/cycle sampli~g rate. This is a 
shortcoming of the Walsh Function from the point of view of 
sampling rate. 
For the purpose of digital relaying, these . 
transforms can be compar~ fran two ba'sic points .of view, 
.. 
(1) Convergence time of Algorithms, · 
. . (2) ' Suitability on microprocessor applications. 
(!') Conver nee time 
T inherent property of the ·algorithms due 
·* to which a transform conv.erges during an internal fault of a 
transformer. In the time domain, the time when the 2n'd 
harm6nic quantity ·becomes less than the fuf}damental and 
af.ter that remains less than the fu~damental, is termed as 
convergence . tim~ • . Initially, for all the transforms, ,the 
. . 
restraining ~ntitr is greater than the operating quantity. 
This is due to the fact that~ data windcu starts filling with 
substantial amount of fault data after half a cycle, 
restraining quantity starts coming down and approximately 

















The convergence ,;imes :,of the algorithms are 
summarized in Table 4.1, wh,ich takes into account all the 
types of faults described earlier. It also includes other · 
conditions of fault inception angles which are not shown in· 
previous sections. Table 4, • . 2 compa~es the conve"ence t:ime 
of the transforrt5 in case of an assymetrical fa.ft; initiated 
at .x=a• 
It is seen from Tables 4.1 and 4. 2 , that the 
I 
transforms converge more rapidly in case of an assymetrical 
f~ult rather than a sustained fa~l'tt, Again, with a sampling 
rate of 16 samples/cycle, the convergence time is lower than 
. . I 
that . of 8 samples/cycle of sampling ~ate. This is due to 
the reason that the in between samples a:l"e -missing in the 
case of lesser·sampling rate and it · requires more . time for 
the data winda,.,r to be filled with actual fault data. 
Walsh function has one short-coming in that aspect 
. that it· looses more number of samples than other algqrith~ 
because of the undefined state of the function at the time of 
sign change as described earlier in the text. Hence more 
valuable information are missing in this aspect. 
' 
Rectangular transfo~ gives the best convergence 
time than the other two algorithms under \ any ~nditions of 
ll ' fault initiation. However, all . the transforms converge in 
. 
time 'less than a cycle on a 60Hz wav~form • 
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(2 )' .Suitability on Microprocessor A'pplicati;ons 
Convergence time of a tr-ansform is not the. 
operating time of a relay. · Operating· timEl depe~ds 'on the 
. ' 
computational burden involved in any algorithm. With the 
. . . 
earlier dev,elopment of. digital relays, suit~~:le aigorithms 
. 
·were .. tried in 8-bit microprocessbrs. But no..r-a-da.ys, 16-bit 
. , 
.• 
microprocessors are availabl~ with any ·algorlthm, there are. 
some minimum ·computations which cannot be avoided.- The rest 
· is dependent on the software techniques used to minimi~ th€l 
computatidnal· burden • 
. • . 
In general, it is adviseable to work with lower 
sampling rate to · provide higher sampling interyal~ so that, 
.,l 
even· i~ ~ slow processor, the t:fme of computation per sampl~ , 
remaills well within . the sampling interval. Again, it is a 
trade- off between accuracy and time. 
In ~he Rectan~ular Transfo.pn technique the, time 
. 
consuming computations of the Fourier Transform ~ve been 
t 
simplified by ' replacing sine-cosine terms by ±l and . Q. Most 
• 
of · the coefficients are computed apriori' and stored in a RAM. · 
With a' sampling rate of 16 samples·~cycle, apparently 14 
additions or subtractions·, 16 multiplications, 2 · shift -
instructions and · 2 square roots are involved' per sample of 
calculation. With a sampling rate : of 8- samples/ cycle, again 
almost that much amount of computations are involved. Wit h 
Discrete Fourier Transform technique, apparently the same 
• 
.' 













• . i 
· amou~t. 'of C?Omputations are _requ"!¥-~d as in Rectangular . 
Transfqrm if in the original Fortran programming is 
l 
considered. ·But the nature. of constants which appear in the . 
·Discrete Fourier technique, needs for shi'ft instructions more 
.. . 
.than Rectangular- -.·wh_jle being translated in ASSE!.Jllbly language . . 
for aey pr~cessor. 
. ·"' ' 
In that aspect, in Walsh Transform technique, 
additions and -subtractions are more. This is due to the 
reason that the samples are being set to zero in between the 
computations. ~ ence, . no _genralized technique in programming 
like D.F.~. or Rectangular technique is possible · in such a 
case. With a samplin·g rate of 16 sa,~ples/cy_cle, apparently 
. . 
100 additions and subtractions, 22 shi.ft, · 14 Il'llltiplictions · · · 
and 2 square roots are involved per sample calculations·. 
· However# this can be minimized to a certain extent ~ storing 
the similar type of additions in load accumulators but 
separate "move" instructions are needed to utilize those 
. quantities. With a sampling rate of 8 samples/cycle,· the 
·computation per sa~ple needs 31 additions or subtractions, .!\! 
shift instructions,' 11 multiplications and 2 square roots. 
One advant~e of this method over the rectangular or D~F.T. 
technique .i~ that ·various conrt~nts need not . be stored ~n RAM 
' which r~quires sometimes more . computation time. for a slow 
processor to · move those constants. Rather, the computation 
















be readily applied in any I>ro~e.ssor. ~ow-a-days, 
co- processor ~ike I ntel-:8087 is available to work along with' 
I Intel~8088 such· as in IBM PC. This simplifie~ the 
computational diffic}llty· to a great extent. · once again, it 
\ 
·is a t,rade- off between .algorithms and type of processor used 
. ' 
to ~chieve. a f<lvorable result • 
·,;. 
' 1'\ . . .· 


















T_able 4. 1 : · · Comparison of Convergence · Times of Algqri thms 
'In ·case-of · a Symmetrical Fault 
J 
Fault - .. .. 









tan- Samp. 12.a ms 12.8 ms u.a ms lO.a ms 10.8 ms l6.a ms 12.a 
gular /cycle ' 
Tr~ns- a 











































Table 4.2: Comparison .of Convergence Times of Algorithms 
In Case d£ AIJ. A~~yiJletrical Fault (Fault 
Ini tiatio~~ Angie =·· 0 o) .~ . 




. ~f·T· Rectangula'r Rectangular Walsh Walsh 
· /Cycle) ... ~·f 6) (16) (8) ... ~-;. ( 16.) (8) 
., 
. 
Convergence ., . . 
-Time a.a ; a .a 9.a . 9.a 11.8 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLU S!'PNS 
..... 
5·.1 conclusions 
The entire thesis may be divided into two ~jor 
· parts, 
( 1 ) Analysis of the magnetizing inrush current 
phenomena of trans formers aa well as their digital simulation 
• 
for testing of relay algorithms. 
( 2) Developr.1ent of algori thJM for digital 
.~·~nof ,. ~ .................. .... , trans former. 
T~e 
I 
analysis of magnetizing inrush currents in 
single phase trans formers is first carried out. Detail-ed 
mathematical formulations. have been given to predict single 
I 
phase inrushes. Equations derived by Specht [35) have been 
rrodified ·taking into account the generalized reference axes. 
One shortcoming of the Specht equations is that all 
equations were derived assuming that switching· has been done 
at zero degree on ·the voltage waveform. That shortcoming has 
been eliminated by de_ri v ing a genera 1 ized express ion of 
inrush current where switching may be carried out at any 
arbitrary anglf on the voltage waveform. Determination· of 
I > ' t 
· sat,uration ' angle for any inrush cycle io a problem. This is 
due to the fact that saturation angle is dependent on the 












t:urnoff: A numerical technique is carried out to determine 
the s~tura tion angle with "the know ledge of conduction angle 
of any particular inrush cycle. Resistance to reactance 
ratio of the flux path also changes from cycle to cycle of 
inrush current, which is difficult to ascertain 
experimentally. This has also been oetermined by an 
iterative program. These methods are . used for rrocle 11 ing a 
particular meas ureci inrush for accurate testing of 
algorithms. Having de_termined 1the above parameters, 
/erlmental wavefopTl!i. are s~mulated digitally, keeping the 
._.--" saturation angles, conduction . angles and inrush peaKs in 
different cycles identical. 
Both the measured and the simulated waveforms are 
, I 
. . ... ;.~ 
analyzed on a Hewlett Packard-5451B Fourier Analyzer Systemt 
in order to determine the harmonic contents of the individual 
cycles. The respective harmonic contents of the simulated 
and the measured. waveforms are different for two reasons. 
Firstly, the measured waveforms are not as smooth and uniform 
as the simulated waveforms which have been shown in the text. 
Non- uniformities are present in !UOSt of the measured 
waveforms which are mainly responsible for the difference in •· 
I 
harmonics. This is due to the fact that simulated results 
are based on some mathematica 1 formulation which yields the 
unifonn wavcshnpcs. Secondly, the· signal to noise ratio of 








.. ... . 
·•. 2S3 
discrepency in harmonics i'n 'the measured wa_veforms. These ·· 
are not prominent in the lower harmonics but are mainly ' 
· • I 
reflected in higher· harl'!lon.i:cs. 
an analysis of thj1 For three phase trans formers, 
magnetizing inrush. is carried out using two methods. The 
. . .... 
first methon is the sequence impedance method by which 
individual phase simulation can be carri$d ·out .under 
' . ' ' 
different connection rrodes of the transformers. Rockefeller 
[33] derived the · basic formulation of three-phase inrush in 
this method but he suggested a graphici'il way of deriving 
individual phase inrushes. Use of digital simulation of 
individual phases .applying the formulati6n for single phase 
inrush has' be~ at terrpt~d first in this section. The ul titnate 
line inrush currents, which are the resultant effect of phase 
inrush~s, depend upon the correc=:t choice of sequence 
impedances. 'l'he line inrushes . are simulated using a 
different routine. In this section, special behavi~ur in the 
B-phase of a Y ... connected primary is dealt with in detai 1 when 
the A-phase-s switched on· at zero d~gree 




In the second method, mutua 1 couplings betwe.en the 
·· .. phases are considered and mathematical formulations are 
carried out on the basis of nine differential and five 
algebraic basic equations. The solution for inrush currents 
· .. 












is found in a closed differential mat..r:ix form and4l"nas ·been 
soJ.ved using standard Runge-Kut ta routine • This method has 
.,.., .... 
the advantage of simul<Jting the three phase inrush currents 
.. . . .. . . 
using a singl.e program, but its disadvantage lies in 
. . . . 
-ascerta1n1ng the correct values of mutual couplings in 
different eye les of the inrushes as the mutual couplings 
change in various cyc~es . . Measured waveforms and the 
corresponding simulate<! waveforms are then analyzed using a 
Fourier Analyzer. In both the sing 1. e-phase and t~ree- phase 
cases, the 2nd harmonic contents are always higher in the 
measured waveforms. Hence, it is ensured that when the_ 
algorithm restral.,ps the relay during inrush 6n simulated test 
data on the 2nd ha~monic restraint principle, it will 
, definitely restrain the relay in real. time performance. 
Three al.gori thms were then considered for harmonic 
restraint digital relay. 
I 
These are, 
(1) Discrete Fourier Transform(D.F.T.) 
(2) Recta)lgular: Transform 
(3 ) Walsh Tran~for~ 
Mathematical formul.ation of all these three algorfthms were 
·• . derived indi v idual.ly. Analysis and performance of the 
algorithms were done on simulated fault and magnetizing 
i nrush data. Walsh Trans form ·is the technique which is for 
the first time tried here for transformer protection 
purposes. The D. F. T. has been considered here as a reference 
• 
·' 








frame for co·mparing the perf.ormance of the other ·two 
algorithrm but is not recommended for protection purpose. 
This is due to the fact .. that the D.F.T. has a comparatively · 
high computational burden on normal processors which is 
difficu 1 t to' carry out wi th'!::IUt specia 1 arrangements Like 
co-processors. On the ?ther hat?-d, the suitability of other 
two al~orithms are considered on mic!roprocessor based 
transformer protection. That is why, D,F.T. is tested with a 
\. 
~ sampling rate of 16 samples/cycle bas is, . whereas Rectangular 
~ ' 
and Walsh Transforrrs are tried with sampling r·ates of both 16 
and 8 samples I cyc'le. For all types of internal faults, the 
transforllS converge within 3/4 the of a eye le on a 60 Hz 
waveform. This is quite a sat is factory result. The 
suitability of app1ica'tion of the algorithms is a trade off 
·~ 
between the processor used and computational burden involved 
' • 
in an algorithm, as each of the algorithms· has its own 
merits. In Rectan9ular Transform, the sine-cosine terms of 
the D.F. T~ )lave been repl_aced with ±l and 0 and the recursive 
routine for computation is simple~ ... The respective ±1 and O's 
are computed apriori and star~ in the RA~. 





calculations are straight- forward and mainly involves 
additions and subtractions. llut Walsh Trans form suffers from 











{ l ) The number of comput'at;ons per sample is 
higher. 
{2) Valuable information are missing as ~e 
Samples are Set tO zerO Where the .. function Changes it IS Sign · 
from ±l to +1. This is because Walsh Function is undefined 
where it changes its state. 
(3) It is a binary function. So, Walsh function 
cannot 'l?e carried out with sampling rates which are not of 
~ 
the order of 2x. For example, it cannot be carried out with 4 
a sampling_ r~te of 12 samples/cycle. · 'I'he cpnvergence time 
taken by the three algorithms · for faults with differ'ent 
fault-initiation angles are given in a tabular form in the ' 
text. It is o~served from the table that the rectangular 
trans form yields the best reaul t. The advantage of Walsh 
• 
function technique is that it can be implemented· even in a 
simple processor as th~ computations involve mainly additions, 
and subtractions. 
Finally, group-work was carried out to implement 
two of the algorithms. on a 16-bit IB.J.t Personal Computer on 
simulated data. This section. is beyond the scope of this 
thesis ·and is briefly discussed here •. A co- processor · 
Intel-8087 is iointly used with Intel-8088 processor as the 
CPU. The advantage of using the 8087 co- processor is to ease 
the computational burden. Besides, programming is done in 
. . 
1\ssembl,y Languag~, with every attempt to reduce unnecessary 
.. 
• . ' . 















computations. Recta~gular Transform technique is tried with 
a sample~/cycle sampling rate. In such a case, the sampling 
irtterval is 2083 \lS on a 66 Hz waveform. The computations 
:took time approximately 510 IJS. All the simulated data were 
... ~ 
stored in RAM. In real time situation, .approximate-ly 50 to 
100 liS are to be allowed for A./D conversion. Still, quite a 
fair amo~nt of margin is avaj.lable in the sampling· interval. 
Walsh functions are tried with · t6 samples/cycle sampling 
rate. The necessary additions and subtraction routines are 
~inimized in Assembly )>rogram than those appear in~ the / 
... 
originai · Fortran program. Here, the sampling interval is 
1042 liS on a .. 60 Hz wav~form. Computation time required is 
approximately 790 lJS. Hence, if the co-processor is 
a.vai lable, use of either. Rectangi.l_lar or. Walsh Trans form w~ th 
a sampling rate of 16 samples/cycle is recommended as it will 
" 
• increase reasonable accuracy within the limited sampling ti~e 
interval. AlaP, the convergence time for 16 samples/cycle is 
..; 
. , 
better than 8 samples/cycle for either of these two 
algorithms described above . 
5.2 Scope of Future Works 
Few necessary work was not carried out to fulfil 
this topic , as it is ,beyond the scope of this thesis and 
,. 
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' All testings of the above algorithms are · carried · 
out on .simulated data and no attempt is made to interface the 
microcomputer with a transformer and test the relay with any 
""""' of the· above algorithms. It may be suggested to test firs't 
·any laboratory transformer using any of the algoritht.ns 
described in the thesis and with a proper interface with the 
microprocessor. For proper int~rfacing with either a 
single-phase or a three-phas~ transformer, the basic circuit 
requirements are described in the text. Those are the basj~ 
items but selection of the elements like A/D, sampl~hold 
etc. should be made from a design point of view of tJ:te 
interface which will depend on the system that will be used. 
No C.T. saturation effect is being considered in testing the 
. ~·. 
performance of the algorithms on. simulated data. But in 
actual practice, c.T. saturation effects are:to be 
considered. Sometimes, saturation of C~T. distort the actual 
waveform in th~ secondary side. Algorithms were not ~~sted 
in such conditions. Prior testing is needed for such 
,. ... 
comil'tions on simulated data, before the relay is . being 
tested on a fault. 
.··. ·\: 
be .well' A/D as well as computer outpu.~ ports . are to 
.protected' from spurious surges from analog signals by proper 
logic circuitry. These .logic circuits will attenuate the 
circuitry spurious signals which can hamper the computer 
,• 
relay. Proper thyristor bridges are to be used· to initiate 
. . / 
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circuit-breaker. The trip signal, initiated by digital relay 
' 
will -be. used to ~ire. the gatings of thyristors and ultimately 
... 
energize the trip coi 1 of circuit-·breakers. 
'cer.tain suggestions can be made for simulation 
also. Perfor.iance testing of the .algorithms were carried out 
on simulated data of a laboratory transformer. For a large 
power transf~rmer, ·internal fault may be more assymetrical . 
' 
. • with_ a slow-decay ~ate. In such a case fault current will be 
highly offset from the X-axis for more number of cycles. The 
performance of · the algorithms are to be tested on simulated 
data under such conditions. 
dperating time of digital relay has ~een con~idered 
fundamental became· higher than the 2nd h:~ _rmonic "- .; · 
. , . ~
once t1te 
component, the latter .. being ·multipl'ied wi. th the weighting G 
• • , • • • . •. • . o' .:. •. • •. , , 
factpr. This is an one- sample ·decision. In actua;t. practice·, ., 
it will .not be prudent . to take trip-decision based on one 
sample under a~y circumstances. In case of a fauf_t, a 
. digita'l re~ay -should always look for two .more .samples. after 
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INTERNAL CONNECTION DIAGRAMS FOR STA."JDARD 
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Fig. A. 2: Schematic donnections of the Westinghouse 
make harmonic res~raint percentage f>iased 
differential rela~ . type HU-1(36) . . 
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DEVELOPMENT OF MAGNETIZING' INRUSH EQUATIONS 
FOR SINGLE AND THREE-PHASE TRANSFORMERS 
B .1" D-evelopment of Magnetizins Inrush Equations For a 
S ingle-P1lase T ransforroer. 
' Case · .1\: Switching at >.=o • 
Let• the app~ied_. vo~tage be 
, e = o/2 E sin wt (B, 1) 
Hence fran Fig. 3.S(c), the vo1tage equation of the ·circuit 
' can- be writt'en as, 
~ di 
e = o/2 E sin wt = Ri + L d t . ( B, 2) 
where, E = R.M.S value of applied voltage. The forced 
component, i.e •. steady state value of the current of 
Eqn. (B.2) is 
where, 
iF = I max sin ( wt - ~) 
12 E 1max = Z 
~ = tan -l ~ , X = · IlL 
'• 
(B, 3) 
The complementary function is obtained fran Eqn. B. 2 as, 
. di 0 Rl. + L dt = 
or . 
di +'~ i dt = 0 L · (B. 4) 
,:.. . 

















The ·solution of Eqn. B. 4. is given-as-~--
' 





= integration constant 
.. 
i - iF.+ iN 
.. 
substituting the values, 
.. 
~ R 







Fran Fig. 3. 6 (a), , the current is zero at wt,;, a 1 , so that s . 
6 · t=~!.~ Hence, from Eqn. (B.7), 
Ul 
0 = 12§. 
. z sin '41) + 1\e 
Fran Eqn. (B. 8), 
. ' 
...:.12E sin( e81 - ~) 
A· = · -.----~R.a--r;t;--
. · sl 
· z. e · 
12E 
= - -z- . s'in( e51 
R6sl 




Hence, substituting the value of II\ I in E.qn (B. 7), 





. e . e 
,. 
R 
wt) hE -( o. -[sin( wt- cp) X sl ~ sin (esl cp)] . = - e 1 · -z, • 
..... 











expandini fii,ll..J:, (B. 10), 
- i 
{2E i = Z [ sin wt cos ~ 
~( e -wt) ' 
cos wt sin~ - ex sl 
. ( sin 6 1 cos 4> 
, .· .. s~ . 
cose 51 sinct>)] 
• •• (B.~l) 
Now .._ r- tan-l X 
"' R' 
R . .~. _ X Z' s~n 'f - Z 
Fran Eqn. (B.ll) 
' . ' R . 
; · i {2E . X X(esl-. wt) · ~- = --· [~ sin ·wt ..= cos wt - e . z z z 
'. (~ sin a51 - i cos 651 )] 
R , 
w't) {~~ - [!. ' I -(a {R sin · X sl " = wt - X coswt e 
.z ~ 
, {R sin e - X cos 6 sl) 1 J sl 
(8.12) 
Multiplying both . numerator and ,denominator .of Eqn. (8.12) by 
'X I, the following results, 
{2EX •R i = ---- [- sin wt 






( ~ sin a -X sl cos 
The current goes to zero at wt= a, Thus, 






.. .... ~- ....... , __ _ _ .. - -~ . .-..~; ._. , .. .,...,._....,__.__.a...._.,..., ,_. :r-.Jrr_- , 







































































From Eqn •.. (8 .• 13), 






a: - ~ y 
Substituting in Eqn. (8.14L 
R .. ._. . 
R a in x 
t R . . · . . 
·x a: -· cos a e [-'sin ( cx-y) -cos ( «- y) ]=0 d X . 
(B.lS) 
. '· . 





x 'Y· R . R ' 
x sin a - cos a - e · [X(sina cos y co~ cr sin y) 
~· 
-
cos a cos y -~y] = . 0 
( B.,l6) 
Separating ' sina .and cos a terms 
R R 
. R ' R .. x y X y . / sina[x - e cos y + e sin y] 
tt X 
R · w R 
-x Y . - y 
a[i R X - cos - X e sin y - e cos y] = 0 
' Fro~ above, 
" R R 
.... 
R x y - x y 1 x e sin y - e cos y -~ .. tan a = R R ... 
- x Y . - x y R R 
x - x e c os y + .e sin y 
.. 
R 
x y R 
e 
- x sin y - cos y 
••• ,( B . 1 7 ) . = R 
R x y R .. ~ e - ~ cos y'f s in y ·x 
·. l . ' ~ "' I 








If the peak current occurs ·at an angle 1 B 1 1 
I 
·I 
-.Eqn: ( t:l.l3) I with respect to ' time results, 
12EX [ ,,, _R . t 
-- ... cos wt + w s ~n w 
2 2 x 
. ' 
(!!· sin 8 X• sl 
12 R (~simt} 
= --El~ -[~ cos wt + sin wt + - e . · 




' ' ... (a.reo 
" (f •• ~ ' 




X .. • 
( 8 . .:. B) 
a +··sin B + B e sl cB 
X· X 
R ( 8sl- B) R' .,_. R ( • e e ) c · s • R) X e X s.1.n 51- cos sl .~= - X cos + s~n.,r 
..:(-B.l9). 
Substituting in Eqn. (B.l3), -
12EX [R- X(R I p"'aX = -- sin • B - cos ~ + - - cos B + 
,.. z2 X R X sin B)] 
' ' 
' . 
I . 2 2 
= 2EX (sin B(RXR+~)] 7 
12E 
= --X (~) sin a R 
·, .... -
case B: Switching at >-=180• . 
, ' 
The applied voltage in this case is, 
e = 12E sin ( w+ wt) 
=( -(2~ sin (l)t . ( , 
... (B~20) 
j 















l . . I 












• I di . 
- f2E sin wt•Ri +. L dt 
' . , 
"(B, 22) 
. . 
The forced component of current, 
i = -r sin (wt-+) 
. F · m · 
t2E 
=·- -sin (wt-+) z i . 
. l 
The natura1 .• component of the current·, 
_.. 
. - ~ t '~ = Ae L . 
'!'be total i.olution of Eqn, · (IB.22) · is, 
i=ip+iN 
. R . 
. . -L'.t 
=-I sin(wt-+) +A.e m 
... 
(B .• 23 ) 
, ('B, 24) 
(B. 25 ) 






A = 12E sin ( e -+) e !;if;~ 
· Z sl (B. 26 ) \, . 
Thus proceeding as in Case A, . ·' .. 
t2E ~ ( 8 f'·Wt) ) . 
i .= .- Z [jin(wt-+>. - . e 8 sin(~ 81-+"')J r . ·. ~ .·. 
• •• (8.27) 




s.:i.n 'wt - cos (l)t - 'ex · sl 
. ·. 
(~ sin e sl - cos a sl. ) J 
t \1! II '. 
i · 
•· •• (8.28) . 
I . 
.... .. _ i . 
.. 
•' . • , \ 
.. ~ :, . .. • I 
.. 
' 
. I . 
' . 
' • . 
. . ~ . . 
. ·· ' 
. :• 
·. !\ 





































' • o ), 
! Again - i•O,· ~t wt=a • . ·From Eqn. (B.28_), 
... .... _, .. :. 
\~·· . . ..... ~ 
268 
'· .. . -.._ R(9 : -C1) . 
R • i X sl "[R. i ] O X s n 0: - cos---a - e . . X s n as!' - . cos 9&1 ~ .-




. . I .. 
Let 'y' -is the ;conduction' angl.e. Hence, the value of • a' can 
. ... . ~ 





X y R 
e · - X sin Y, - cos y 
. ~ .!! 
R X Y . . R 
X e - X ·cos y + sin, y ·' ~ 
• ~' ·:.· . f 
I . . 
If the current :b'ecomes maximum at an an_gle '~·, the 





:· I , 
! 
. . ' I,. 
'lalu~ of 
Eqn. (B. 28) and setting it to zero as in Case A. so, 
( nz).(x) • . 
' Ipmax· = - """3{7 R s1.n P.. _, (8.31) .. 
.!, Case C: 
/ 
Sw:i tching at al\ arbitrary angl,e A==wt :• 
W:i th reference to Fig. 3 ~ 6 (c), :if the new axis of 
1) 
ref.erence is from t '=0, so that 
then the transformed voltage equation is 
\ e=-i2E . s-in ( wt' + >.) 
-where , wt' • wt-).. 
The forced component of the curre,nt, 
•. / 
12E 
. - - . z - sin (wt 
1 
And natural' component~ . 
! .t• 
L iN • Ae 
I 







o • ' I 
'• 
. . ·· 






'•O O• • - ·-,...;.._.----j ________ ,....._~ ..... =-,c-: __ __,___,__;.._ ...... , ____,_..., ,, _. ,._ .. :~' , •• 
·l ' . , . • 
' .' ; .I •• 





















. . . 
·. f . 
. . lr 
I 
I 




. .  
. . . 
... - :·- ·· 
'• . 
.. 
. ' ' 
Hence, the total solution of ,-:, · cu:r;~nt. is 




· ' I 
• J~E aln i(111t' 
I 
R t• 
+ >. - +) + Ae- L 













. ~-. . (B. 36) .· \ . . . Ill 
.Frein Eqn. (8.36), 
{2 E. sin 
.< 8 sl + . .\ - +) A ·ca 
R al 
X z.e 
.. ' . 
R. e · 
al 
12 E 
sin (eal + .\ +> e 
X~ 
-
- z- ••• _(B. 37) 
substituting' ~h~svalue of 'A' in (8.35), 
.,. ~ 
.. . R 
. · · - ( e· -Ill t. • ) , 
i • -~~E [sin (111t'+>. -+)-e111L. 81 ain1(es1+>.-+)J 
' · • 
• • :. (~. 38 )' 
sub~tuting .wt'.':"111t-.\ in Eqn. (B.38), 
' 
- . R < 111 t-e ·- >. ) . 2E · X al i • -z[sin(t~~t-+)-e sin(esi+>-"':'+)l 









. . . 
·. ~ . 
.. . . 
I I 







~ ~ ·":":_ -.-.-. --~~-_,..---:---.. ~.----...,...-,.---------...,..---.:--·-- · · ·-·--.--
- .. ' : .. 
\ 
", 




\ '· · . 

































. I . 
' I 
1 I 1 t 










· , - . · · · r 






. 12E · . 
i _• -z(sin( wt '·H.) cos+:-c.os( wt • +_~)s~n + 
... 
R .• 
-( 9 -wt '-) - · · . 
- ·· · · X sl · ~ · · 
- e · : · . {sin(e81+~)cost 
-' 




tan .+ X 
--R' 
R ·· X · 
eos .• ~ Z' sin t:- z• . Substituting ·in . . 
'' ,· 
Eqn. (B.49), .: 
' I 
·-
cos c·e ·1+x> }-J . 8 





R - . 
-{9 -wt')-
_8X al · . 
••• (8.41)_ 
R . 
12 EX R x<l&lt-esl_,_) • ·. 
i • [- sin l&lt - - cos wt - e 
z2 x 
.1•0, at wt '•ex. 
:. Fro~ Eqn. (8.42), 
~ sin( a+).) - coa( a+).) 
. 
I • ~ 
!c e -u) · X sl . 
.... e 
·. 
. -? . 
. • ~ • (8.42) 
0 





--------,"'!'.--------~------....... -...---~-··~ :· .. ···' 
. .. : ,· ·. 
i 






. .... ,•'• 
--'0"' . 
}._ 













. ' } 
~ ( 
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Let Y•a-e • From Eqn. (B.43 ),. 
. · sl 
' . 
. R . . 
-(-y) ' ~ ~n(a+>.) - 'cos(a+).) - ex . {~ sin 
- cos (a-y+A)} • 0 ~ •• (B. 44) 
Simplifying Eqn. (B. 44) ,· 
i 
R' R ~J.;tq[*- . Y - - y Xi R X · · sin y] ·x cos y -+< e 
rran Eqn. (B.45 )', 
I \ . ·a 
. - :x 




y ~· -~ -~ : . . . 




tan( a+>.) • 
1-e X sin Y.- e cc;>s y 
-
R y R y x - x R R 
i - e x cos y + e sin .Y 
- \ 
'. - . 
R y I . ' 
I 


















D (I • 
• •• < 8. 46 l 
R 
sin y 
- x cos 'Y 
·. ' ) 
Differentiating Eqn. (B.,46) . with respect to t~, 
+li X 
. \. \ '· 
.!!.(e -wt') 1 , 
··X sl .R · 
w.e ~ 1 £X . sin(.e~1+ ).)-cos( es1+ A) }J 
<6 . - · \ .. . • 


























• f ); 
. t 









... l ~ -
~ -
r 





















~ . . 
.. . R( ) 
R · · - R X 9 sl- f3 · R 
x cos(f3+).)+sin(~+).)+x e · . . <x sin(es1+).)-
. . . 
cos( e·81 +).).}=0 
From above, separating terms, • 
R . 
X~ ~~1- p) R 
e . <x sin (es1 +).) 
.-
• -.[~cos (f3+).) +sin(~+).')] 
. . 
.(B. 48) 
usii1g. Eqn • . (1!,481 and .su~st;itutlng in (Eqn. a'.41), the peak 
·current is, 
.. ·t 
pmax • {2~X[~ sin ( ~+).) 
·z ... 
Simplifying the above, 
, I 
= /~E (~) . sin ( ~+).) 
·. 
- cos 
sin( f3+).) · 
.. 
.• 
. · B. 2 Development of Magnetizing Inrush Equations 




••• ( B .49) 
With reference to Fig. ·3 .11 (a) and ~l.g. 3 . ·11 (b),_ 
. . . . I ' 
' ' 
·the · following equations can be written c:I_own, 
I a I rna • In 
... . (B.SO) 
-
I · . b Imb • ID ,. (B.Sl) 










•i .. ; I ... 




; ~;. ! ' 
I . 













; . i 






: }. . 









. . i 
. ....,. 







Adding .. equations (8.50) to (8.52\) gives, 
I +I b+I - (I +I b+ I ) ~ 31 D 
. a c ma m me 
·I +Ib+I = .310 . · a c -
Substituting in (B.S3), 
3Io-<1 ma+1 mb+Ime) = ~ 1 0 
.1' 
t 1 o = 10 - 3 ( 1 rna +I mb +I me ) · 
I 0 • Io~(I-ma+I~+Im~) 
Let 
I •·· 0 · 
mb •. · ~ 
Then) ·. 
_ID I · 
1 (Ima + 
·


















. '1 I . 
.. 
Again, 












.· . . -E .;. 'I' Z -I Z -~ Z · +I Z ::r Z - I Z 
a al s a2 s 0 s 0 s 0 Os , a p 
~ -- . . · : " 
~IDZs~ " . 
• E -(I +I · +r :)Z -I (Z . -z )-I Z : -I Z 
. a . al a2 0 a o· Os 8 a p Q &8 
' 
• E - I Z -I (Z -z )-I Z -I Z 
. a · a s 0 0 a s a p . D ss 





























. . , 









E8C = Eb -I-bZ s -:-1 0 (ZO s -z 8.)-I.b~ p1 ·oz as 
ECA = E - I Z - I . (Z -z )-I Z -I Z 





( B •. 64 ) · 
Addlhg Eqna. (B,62) through (8.64) c;rives ' the fo1lowing 









0=0-3~0z -3r0z O +31 0z -3I 0 z -3I 0 Z s 8 s . p . ss 
D-=-I Z -I Z · -I Z 0 Os 0 p D as 
I . 
lz· +z 
_ . ( p Os) 
· . 




= -ID (z ·+ Z ) 
p Os 
Subst·ituting Eqn. (B.68) in .. Eqn. (B.59~ 
z 




"'D = - D Z +Z 0 -3 rna me · .P s 
Z +Z +Z 
1 .. ( p 0 s sa) 
o zP +Zos · = ·-
~ 
Substituting Eqn. (B.72) in Eqn. (8.50), 
.. 
· 1 .z.P +Zo·s 





(B. 67 ) 
. . .. .. 
. I 
. (B. 68 >I 
{B. 69) 
(B. 70) 
(B. 71 .) 
(B.72 ) , 
(B . 73 ) 








. · . ., 
I . 
-. . 
" ; I 















. ,.I . . ' 
.. 
·' · 
... -,· . 




..... .. . 
. . ' 
z ···+Z · · 
1 ( ,. p '· Os 
3 C+Z +Z :> 
p ~8· ss 
-
275 
Z +Z . 1 • p Os 
- 3 Imc' <z .vz +2 )] 
p Os s8 
. . 3Z +3z 0 +3Z -z -'ll0 = I ( p S · ss ·r !. sJ 
ma 3 (z -+2 · +Z • 
. p Os ss 
z + z0 I [ p s ] 
me 3 (z +Z +Z ) . !l Os .ss .. 
z +z0 . .. . p s 1 mc~3 (z -Hl .' tZ · f] 
• . : . J), 08 ss l t 
)' 
. ·= 
2Z +2Z 0 +3Z [ p s; SSJ I ma 3 (z .vz +Z ) 
. p Os ss . · 
t " 
. ' 
• • ,'(B. 74,) . 
" Let \ . 




' (according to usual convention)_. Then, 
·. 
SZ +2Z Z +Z 
I =I ( ss Os) ·ss Os · 
· a , ma ~z · +3Z0 - 1 mc (6'!. +3Z · ) ss s . ~s . .. Os 
.. 
with the. limit z 0-8 + 0, the foll.o'-\'ing results, 
1 I 6 me 
,, 
Usi.ng Eqns. (B.Sl), (B,SS), (B.72) . and (B.75) 
.. Z . +Z 
·) as Os 
Ib = ID a -:- (I~a +I me (6Z +3Z ) 
ss Os 






• • ' I 
. ' 
9. (B.75) 
{B. 77 ). 
·- - . --· .. . _ .... . ~--·-- - ----- - --- - - ·-· - ·-·------ -· "":·~--- ..... 
. / . 
--~--------------------------------------~--------------~---· 
I i .. 
·• I 
~:- . 
. , . ·: 
--~-
. I 



















' . ~ 
( 
. .," I 
\·: 
., 
· I·-I · :;: 
c me 
_I ~=Ime(l 
z +zo ·. ,. zs/zos > 
_!!,!, __ s_) .. I ( ------
6Z +3~ 0 rna 6Z +3-z 0 ss . s· · ss s 
} 
J 
sz _ +2z 0 . z +z0 ., ss 9 ss s 
I c=1 me ~-+fz-0-) - ' I·ma (GZ---+fz-0--) . ss s ss s 
. 
No,..r .. assume that, 
. I II() 
mb 
. . .. "\ 




( ss 1 + z-+Z-->. 
p Os 
= -
Substituting z for Z then 
ss p 
2Z ss-+ZO ' 1 . . 
I ( ------!!) = - ·-(I +I . +I ) D Z +Z 0 . 3 rna . mb me · 89 s 
. 1 z +zo 
I 0 = -. -(-~!!._--~-)(I +I . +I } 
b 
't. i • 3 ( B2Z.8s3s +)Z~s /rna (mbs· Om)e 
.su s 1tut· ng Eqn. ~n Ein. B~ , 
f . 
. . -. 
'Z +Z - ) 
,. ,. I =I ._.fi ·=I _l·(~!:__Q!_)(I · +I +I ) -
a D rna rna 3 2Z 
9 9 
+Z 0 9 rna mb me · 





(B. 82 ) 
(B ..  83) 
(8.84). 
I =I (1- -!~_Q.L) 




( -~---L-) (I +I ) 6Z +3z 0 ma me •• ss 8 ss s 













; ' · 
,·. •' 
• ' ,1. 
I • 
' 

























~· .... - -
. I . 
.• 
... I 
. ·' -. 




· . . , 
z +z 0 ~ SB S 
· (6Z' +3Z }(Ima+Imc) 
.·ss Os 
(B;86) 
SZ · +2Z · Z +Z 
I 1 ( ss . 0 s) ·. ( · ss 0 s ) ). c= rile 6Z +3Z .' -:"' 6Z +3Z . (I.ma+Imb . .. 
ss Os ss Os -. . ·. 
' (B.B7) · 
.. · ' ... 
.. 
. . 
B.3 n~velo ment of Ma neHzi.n Inrush E uations for .· 3~Phase • 
Transformers cons1denng Mutua.1 Induct ve_ coupLings 
. ,': . 
' · 
. ! : 
v ~- ' = IRA -~A _+. R.!'pi~ + Ml ·p~l i . 
' y B ~- ~ RB 1 B + R.·BpiB + M2pi2 . - . . . 
(a.:aa >· · 
• . > (~~8·9? 
_II' 
.. 
V ·-' R i. + t · pi · + M pi c-. c c c c .· 3 . 3 
I ' • ( s .. \90) 
V ·= R i. + .t pi + M1pi1 a aa · aa , (B~lOo·) 




a • (8.101) ' 
. . . 
V = R i. :f- R. ' pi + M3pi3 ~8.102) c . cc cc .. 
By applying tb~ . . magneti.c · cii-c'!it eq.j.;~n. tj=O · at · any 
junc-tion. Hence, . ~~om Fig. 3 .. 12, the foll.owing equat.ions 
~ 
resul.t, . . .. 
... .. 
..  
. 0 , = M1pi'i- M4p14 M7pi7. (_ ~;10"3) .· 
' · . 
0 = M2pi.2 - MSpiS + M7pi7 + Mapi.~ . · { a ·.104) 
I• 
0 ~ M3pi.3 - . M~pi(i - M8pi8 ·(B.lOS) 
) 
Applying the magn~tic circuit law, NI=~Hdl.; 
.. . 
- · 





·: . ... 










i = i '+ i - i 
.4 ·A a 1 
i6 = ~c + i - i3 c 
. 
i · 7 = iA .+ ·i a iB 






- ib - i + ' i 
. ' .1. ... 2 . 
ib - i 








The above 14 equations contain n·ine differential and five 
algebraic ' equations. For np-lokd _  , c~ndition; all· thes_e 
. r :. 
equations can be reduced to the following form 
. . 
i . =~i = 
a b . 
~A = RA~A + . Mlpil .. . 
., 
v = RBiB + M2pi2 8 . 
~ 
vc = , Rcic + M3pi3 
. . . 
.. 
i4 = iA i.l 
• 








- · i (8 .• _117) i6 . = ic 
. 3 
i ' 
7 = i4 is 
1. = iA - il 
i8 = i• 6 is 











+ i ·, . 
. 2 . 










• • • t 
... - ~· .. ---:--:-;---------:-----~-""""'~ ....... ------:--..-_....r------' . ·- ----
• ~ • ' l I .,. t ~ ~ : • 
. . ' ·_ ' '.. . i . .-
.. 
·J. 







. ", i .. 




. . . . 
·-., 
. •'· . 




















= 0 1~·- 1 . 4 4'. 
., 
. . 
. - (M4 +M.7 ) pl.A +M7 pi:8 + (M1 +M4T+M7 ) pi.1 -M7 ~12 = 0 
••• (B.l2i) 
\ 
F rem Eqn. · ( B .1 04 ) , 





·M2pi2""Ms-P-c-iB-i2 HM,p( iA -il-iB +i2) 
+M13p(.iC-i3-i8+i2 ) =· 0 
. -
.•. 
-M 2 pi2 -MS piB +MS pi2 +M7 piA -M7 pil -M7 piB +M7 pi2 +Mafic 
. . . ~ . 
. -M8pi3 -M8piB +M8pi2 =0 
.[). 
M7pi~ (M5~7+M_g) piB +M8pic-M'7pil +(M2+MS.+M7+M8) pi2-
. ' .. . . 












' ... (8.'122) . 
. . . I -I . 
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From Eqn. _(8.105), 














Eqn. (B. 88), B. 89) . and ( B • 99) I 
1A.piA + Ml pi1· = v - RAJ.A A 
1aPiB+M2pi2 = ; !VB 







Arranging the six Eqns. ·(8.121) to (8.126) in proper order, 




(H](pl]::. [Z][V]- [Y][I] · 
- (13.127) 
where different matrices of Eqn. (8.127'), are as . follows, 
.. ' 
~ .· ' 




, ...... ,'-... . 
, . ·.·' . 
'· ' 
# ••• • 
·-. 
! .-
·,' ' . ---...:.....:.--.,..-----:--;.._--.....o-\--~--.. -:-. -~----;- - ~-... -- .. :" '-·  ,, -,; ' 
. . • "' 
. : , 
., 












' LA. 0 ·.o Ml 0 0 J . 
0 R.B :· . 0 0 • M2 0 ':!( '•' 
,~ 
.. 
(H] = 0 0 t .' 0 0 MJ 
· C 
.. 
- (~4+~~) (M1 +M~ 0 .M7 0 -M ; · 7 
I 
~ ~. +.~7) : / . 
\ M7 (Ms+M7 tie -M 7 (M2 +MS -M 8 
.... +Ma> +M7+Ma > .
. 
l~ • . ~ 
' 







pia VB iB 
pic vc • tc· 
: [fJI] = [V]= [I J = ,, . pii 0 0 
I 
I 
pi2 0 I ~ I 
I 
I pi3 'o ~ \ 
e ' 
. \ 
' . \ 
·' · 




0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 ' 1 0 b 0 
[ZJ = ,. ! . l 0 ., 0 0 1 0 o·· I' I ! . 0 o_. 0 o. 1 0 
... 











J ' I .I I 
... . ..__4 __ ...... I ,. 
. ' ... . ' 1:' . • . 
( . ~ 
.. 
, .. 
.. t I 
l 
r :28'2 \. ~ 
~ 0 0 0 
·o 0 0 
' ' ~ RB 0 0 0 0 0 ! . -r 
•' 0 0 ~ 0 Rc 0 0 . o. J [Y] ~ = 
' 0 0 0 0 0 :0 0 .. ' • . .;.·. 
. ; .. : 
} ·· 0 0 0 0 0 o·. 0 l 
" :: 0 0 0 ... 0 0 o· ·O 
i 
.1 




~ • ..,., -n..,-: •• ~. j • ~ ... , ( • .. ... 
-, 
:· 

















( , :11 
~ 
I J,' 
i ·I ., I I .. I I' • I f / .. I . 
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C.l Variation of Flux Phenomena . 
As . Rockefeller [33 ]_ suggestec} that fpr calculation 
of three phase magnetizing current, pe~ phase ;magnetizing 
cbr~ents ar·e to be known, · 'it i~ possible to calculate the per 
. . 1- . 
phase magnetizing • current in the same way as sing. le · phase_· ! . 
transformers. For this purpose, the per pha~e leakage 
· reactances as well as - core reactances are to be 'knowp. For . 
~-
. ., . . 
three-phase transformer-s, o.c. arid s-.c. tests can be carri.ed · 
out ·.in.· the same way as single phase ·tr~nsf~rmers [36] ~nd · 
sequence impedances calli be calculated on per pha~e basis fi'k'e 
single . ph~s~ transformer'~, ' [2] • . But the reactance values 
seen by ,the external :circuit will var·y depending on .the 
transformer connections. 
. . 
Also ' for a core. type transformer, it can be found 
. ~ . ' . 
:~., - . 
that the r~_~e of change of flux in the centre leg is the 
, . 
minimum (se~ derivation). e . . The outer . legs .experience a 
'Jnaximum r'ate Of ~hange Of 0. 625 t tO -0 o 625 t While the 
· m m 
centre leg experience a change -of 0.125 t · to -0.125 · t 
m • m 
ideally. This · is due to the flux. route patterns · through the · 
core as it ~ill be clear from derivation. At any instant, 
·.. . ' l ~ 
the summati:on ·of these fluxes are zero. 
Hence, the induc~d vol tag& in, the centr~ leg for 
· .. · .. , . ~ - . 
the same amount of applied ;~ltage . e · ~ . dt is less in 
-1 i t' 
·It i· . ·. 
I : i ·. : I 
I 
.. 
.R · ·· ·.·· 



























flux-linkage. So, 'the rate of change ~ of current in the centre 
leg is small. But this indu.ced voltage has to be'equal to the 
' 
applied vo~tagE!. . Again, ·we ~n0o11 
e = -L di , where L · = d ljl dt. . dt 
So, this voltage balahce is a9complished·. by a higher 
'th~ right~hand side. of Eqn. C •. 1· in comparison .to the 
(C.l) 
, I 
'L', i j 
otherr 
· legs. Thull ultimately hig~er: re?}ct_ance · values of the centre 
core is. seen· by the ext~rnal circui.t. so,' for . all ·a.c . 
. . . 
tests, the centre core has taken less c ·urrent and this is 
reflecte.d in• the calculated · core reactances shown in 
' 
' Table 3 • 5 of Chapter 3 in the text. 
It is seen from . the . table they.t from A. to D, the 
primaries are Y. The core as well as the leakage ~mpeda.nce .,. 
' values are more or . less similar. The differe·nce in the core · 
reactance values can be attributed to th;e .zero . sequence 
fiu'x-paths depending · on connections of the primary.,. secondary 
and the neu.tral [2 J. The zero sequenc~ fluxes .~dd to 3 t0 and 
. finds path through oil or tank of the transformers. · an 
example, . in Ca_se A,; zero sequence current 'is flowi~g 
through the neutral. if ·any of. ~he phase is 
" 
. I . 
Hence, 
cot;tsidered, it is added witll the normal .: excitation current 
and thus,· offering. lesser cpre reactances in .calcula.tion. 







':· · . ....... . . . 1'!' _ _ ,... . ..... ~:- ...... :-- • • . ' . _...,.:...--.-. ----:--~----------. . .;...._·-;~:T-~~- .. ;.· : .. - - ... :. 
' .... 

































" \ : 









no zero sequence cur.rent can flow .t,n -: primary and .. thus it 
ai • ' • \, I 
. .· . I 
offera .slightly ·higher core reactance. Fo~cases E & F, the 
zero sequence fluxes. circulate in the core and satu·r;ate the 
core of a trans former. Besidss, for ll-Y or Y- f. 
transformers, the · current in the ph.ase of a A- circui ~ is 1 I {3 . 
times less than star. But it is not r~flec:ted as nearly 1/13 
times increas~ ~n - rea~t'ari.ce values, . because of circulating 
zero. s'equence current. ~s presef\t- in the f.-winding. . Whereas_,..:·· 
' t... . . .. . 
it:. . is not present in the: Y-....ii~di.ng witho~t neutral · grounded. 
.... : 
C.2 . Derivation 
. . 




(C~ 3.) ·. 
j 
·~ · = ·t sin (wt-120°) · B m · • 
(C.4) 
Case 1: Phase A Has Maximum ~lux 
' 
• = • sin 
go• = +m . ~ ' m · (c.s) 
. -B. +m ' sin 
(go•-120•) . 
. :· 
='· -... · sin· Jo·• · 
. ,.m . 
. ·' 







:~- ·-- h- .,.......~-----"""':'-----~--------:-~----...;...:--._._· 
I • 
. ~ .. 
·-. 





























. ·.j . 
i . ~ 
'l ·. 













i i . -
t. ' ~ 
I . . . 
·. y 
~' . . \: 
. l 
• -· . I 
.·· , ... 







































•c = +m . sin (90 .+120.) 
-
t ·~~i'fin 210. 
m 
'· ·+m 
= --2 · 





+A + 1 +s +. 0.25 
. . 2 
+m-
. - o.~5 = 4-
·Jtl 
.. +m - 0.25 · ~-
.. 
= 0.625 +'m 








= 0.75 .. -m 0.5 
= -C1.125 + . m 
in LecJ c:' 
0.25 
·+ A + 0.5 •a 
... 0.25 . .;. 0.5 m 
-
0.25 . - 0.25 
- m 
... 
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" 1-
•• ~ (c. 7.) 
. ..• (c. 8) 
• ·- ~(e.g.)' ·,· 




... ... ~-- ~-·--.---.....--...,_..-....-.~----·,-, • --. , ..,., . 4 .... , ;.....~~--~-,__---··-----
t ·• . .,1 ·,· . 









... , ... ,_.,_ - ..... - . 













i I I 














. •• i-. 
. 1\ I . 0 
' ,II·, 
0 
Fi4tP Eqn. (_C.8), (C.9), ('C.10)', 
i •· 
.3 
• ·co.625- o.i25-:- "0.5) +m = Q 
: 
0 
· case 2: · Phase B Has Maximum Flux 
·+ = + sin ·210• A m. . 
+m 
· ' a . -
.. ·. 2 ,, 
I 
.= + 
. - m 
+ · = +m .sin (210 •+120 •), c . 
Flux in Leg Aa 
+m ··+rn 
=--+--2 2 . 
= 0.125 +m . 
.Flux in L_eg Bz 
o.75 ·~ + +8 ~+ o.75 +c 
~, . +rn I +m 
.. -o. 75 - + · + - o. 75 -:----2 2 . : rn 

















( c .11 ) 
... (C.·12 ) 






























, ~· . '\- ·r~·-·-
1 . 
. :1 
----~----•z---_...;._,_ . .,.e .. ....,...,,.,.,__,,....,.-~.....,....,--__;;..,... ___ .... ___ _______ _ 






















.. ,, , . " 
.I 
Flux in Leg C: 
· 0.25 +A . + 0.5+8 + t~ 
-O.i25 
+m 
0.59 •m =!' -+ m- 2 2 
= -0.125 .• + 0. 5+m - 0.5 m 
= -o .125 +~n 
F ran E qhs • ( c . l, S ), · ( c . 16 >. ; "( c . 1 7 ) , 
., 
3 
I +i = (-0.125 + 0.25 
i-=1 
= 0 
~ +a . 
0.25 +A+ 2: + 
• I ~ 
• • • +m . ,. . m 
-+ ... 2. - 4 















~ .... '-~ .... ' . 






• •• (C. 20) 
• •• cc.21> 
... 
~ · •• (C.22) ·. 
••• (C~23) 
•, 
. , .. ... _:___..;.,_ __ _:_ ___ :..JJ-________ _ 
·, '= 
~I '• • . 










' ' · ' 
i.' . 
·" 















Flux in Leg B: 
0.75 ~A+ ~B + 0.75 '~ 
' . 
. ,, 
+ • ' 




' .j : 
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- . 
.. · .  
·· . . 
. , 
. . :· ,. 
• , I 
= -0.125+~ \ I •· •• (C~~4) 
Flux in ·r,.eg C: .. 
o.2s ~A + 0.5 +a + +c . . 
·, 
·-
• • • 
= -0.25 . 2m.:. 0.5 2m·+ +m 
= 0.62~ +m . 
FrQn Equations (C.21), (C.22) and <p:.2~P>) 
.3 
I +i = -o.s +m- o.l25 +m + 0.625 · +m 
i=l 
... 0 . 
• • • (C.25) 
qo(C.26) 
· similarly, for maximum fluxes of opposite P,Olariti's in ~ach 
_phase will result the variation of fluxes same as above .but 
. ' 
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. ' • . 
For Positfve ·Maximum: 
Leg A 
. , o. 625 +m. 
. -0.125 +m 
FQ.r N·egati ve Maximum 
-0 . _625 +m 
0.5 • 
m 
I •. • 
.. , 
. . 




0.25 ' + 
•· m . 
~0.125 + . 
m 
0 '.125 +m 






' · r· 
I 
L _eC3 C 





. . . m 
o."5 · ; 
. m f 
·. 
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APPENDIX D 
. WALSH FUNCTION WITH SAMPLING RATES OF 16 - 8 ST\MPLE.S /CYCLE 
D.l · 16 Samples/Cycle · 
· The waish coefficients bas.ed on 16 samples/ cycle 
\ can be" , d~ri:ved £rem .t,pe matrix of Eqn 4. 34· :as ·follows: 
.. For the first sample, 
. .•' 
1 . . . . : . 
= fx(1 )+x(2 )+:X(3 )+x(4 )+x(S )+x{6 )+x(7 )+x(B )+x(9 )+ 
• . , . ' I . . 
~ • ·. ,t 
x(lO )+x(ll )+x(l2 )+x(l3) x(14 )+x(lS )+x(l6) 
. . . - . . ~ \ 
.. 
. 1 ' 
. ~x(17) •••.. (D.l) 
. . 
For the second sample, firs!: sami?le goes out and the next 
sample comes in. I . 
I 
. . ~ 
1 . 
16 ·w0 (2) = 2x(2 )+J<(3 )+x(4_)+x(.S )+x(6.)+x(7 )+x(8 )+ ... x(9 )+x(lO) 
+x(ll )+~(i2 )+x.(l3 )+x(l4 )+.x(1S'rtx(l6 )+x(l7) 
' 1· -~x(l~) ••• (D. 2) 
1 ' 1 . 1 . . . 
= fx(l )-2:1C(l )+x(2 )-2x(2 )+x(3 )+x(4 )+x(S )+X(·~ )+x(7) . 
+x(8 )+x(9 )+x(lO )+x(ll )+x(l2 )+x(l3 )+x(l4 )+x(J.S j 
1 1 1 . . · 
+x(l6 )+2x(l7 )+2x(l7 )+2x(18) 
. ' 1 '1 1 . . 1 
= 16w0 (1 )-2x(1 >~2x(2 )+2 x(l7 )+~x(~8) . 
~ ""' (D.3) 
S imilar_ly, a for th~ ~i~st· .sami;>le, · 
l 
.. 





, : • .. 'I I' 
-- ·· 





































. · ·, .<\. 
.. • 
. -:· 
.. ~ • • J 
. , .. 
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r - X ( ll ) :- X (12 ) - X ( 13 ) - X ( 14. ) - X ( 15 ) - X ( 16 ) -2 X ( l 7 ) 
. f . e . 
• • • (0.4) 
For the se·cond' sample·, 
1 . . . .· 
16W1 (~) = 2x(2 )+x(3 )+x(4 )+x(S )+.x(6 )+x(7 )+x(8 )+;X(9 )-x(lJ.) 
. . . 
. 
:. . ' . 1 
. ·:- x(12)- x(l3 )- x(14 )-x(lS )- ~( 16 )- x( 17 )-2x().8) 
- }x!i )~~ x(l )+ x(2 )-~ x(2 )+,x(j )+~(4 )+x( 5 )+x(6 )r'7) • · . 
+.~(8 )+X (9 )+X ( 10 )- X(lO )..:. ·~(~1 )-X ( 12 )-X~ 13 )- Xr 4) 
-x(lS ); x(l6 )--~x(l7 )-~x(l.7 >-ix(la) · 
. 
. .. 1 . 
~ (2~(1 >.t.x(2 )+x(3 )+:ic(4 )+x(S)+x(6 )+.x(~ )+x(B )-x(10) 
. ' 1 . 
- X ( 11. ) - X ( 12 ) - X ( 13 ) ..: X ( 14 ) - X ( ~ 5 ) - X ( ~ 6 ) 1 -2 X ( l 7 ) 
. ~ . • 1. . . . 1 : i . 
2x(1,)-2:C(2 )+x(9 )+x(lO )-2x(17 )-2x(l8) 
= . (" 1 1 . 1 . ·1 . 16W1 1. h-2x(l··)-2x(2 >:x(9 )+x(lO )-2x(l 7 ):-2 x( l 8) 
· ••• (D.S} 
' 
' . For the first sample, 
16 ~2(1 )/ ·= }~(1 )+x(2 )+x(3 )+x(4)-x(6 )-x(7)-x(8)-x(9 )-x(lO) 
J • . . 
. -x(ll )-x(l2 )+x(l4 )'t-~(15 )+x(l6 >4x( l 7) 
.. ,_ .. ,_. ___ . . 
·, 
. . 









I i . 
. \r . 
' 
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.1 ' . . 
= 2x(2 )+x(3 )+x(4 )+x(S )-x(7 )-x(8 )-x(9 )-x(10) . 
. . 
. . 
. . 1 . ' 
- x( 111- x(l,2 )- x ( 13 )+x (15 )+x(l6 )+x( 17 )~x (18) 
·1 . 1 1 . . ~ 
= 2x(1 J-2x(1 )+x(2 ).!.2x.{2 )+x(3 )+x(4 )+x(S )-x(6 )+x(6) 
. . 
._x(7 )-x(a·)-x(9 )-x(10 )-x(ll )-x(l2 )-x(l3 )+x(14) 
- x( 14 ~+x( 15 )i-x( 16)4x(l7 >4x(l7)4x(1B) 
' ' . 
1 . -
= 2x(1 )+x(2 )+x(3 Y:x(4 )-x(6 )-x(7 )-x(8 )-x(9) 
" . -
-X ( 10 )-X ( 11 )-X ( 12 )+X ( 14 )+X ( 15 )+;x ( 16) 
·1 1 1 . . . - . 
-f2X(l7 )-2x(l )-_2x(2 )+x(S )+x(6 )-:x(l3 )-x{_14) · 
. . 
1 1 . ~x(l7 >+tx(l8) 
1 . 1 - . . .. 
= 16W2 (1 )-2 xc 1 )-~x(2 )-1: x(5 )+ x( 6 )- x( 1,.3 )- x(l4-) 
4x(l7 )~x(18) .. 
. . 
- ••• (D.6) 
S imilar1y; 
16W3 (1) 
1 ' . . . . ·, • . 
.=.2x(1 )+x(2 )+x(J )+x(4 )-x(6 )-~(7 )-x(8 ) . 
+x(10 )+x( 11 )+x( 12 )-x( 14 )- x·( 15 )-x(l6.) 
~x(17) 
. 
iGw3_(2 > = ~x(2 )+x(3)_+x(4 )+~(5 .)- x(7 )-x(8 ·)-x(9)+_li:(l1 )+x(-12) 
. 
+"x ( 13 )-:- x(-15 )- x ( 16 )- x (17 )-~x (18) 





. .I . 
'-'-+- !0,--......- ~---....:-----------------·------ ··· . 
. ' . 
' ' . 












·'• . .. _ 
16W4 (1) 
' . 
1 . ' .· . . . . 
= ·fx(l )+·x(2 >.- .x .(4 )- xts ) .. x(6 ·)+x(8.)+x(9 )· 
. 1 
+x(~O )-:-x(l2 )-x(13 )-x(l4 )1-_x(l6.)+2x(l7) 
294 
.. 
1 . . . . - . .. 
16W4 (2) = 2x(2 )+ x(3 )- x(S )- x(~ )- x(7 )+x(9 )+x(10 )+x(~l· >.-: 
~ 1 
- x(l3 )- x(14 )- x(l5 )"!" x(t7·)+2x(18) 
.. · i 
. . 1 - . .. . . . . . . 
= 2x(l )+x(2 ~- ~(4 >'- x(S ~~x(6 )+~(8 )_-x(lO >_ j 
. ·, • =. . • . 1 . I 
· .~+x(12 )+x(13 )+x(14 )..;.x~l6 >-;fx(l7) 1 
. 1 . . . ! . . - :- ·' . . . 
16W5 (2) . = 2x(2)+x(3)-x(S)~~(6)-x(7)+x(9 )-x(ll >. 
.16W6 (1) 
. 16W6 (2) 
.. 
+~(1J .)-+x(l4.)+xUS )- x(l7 >-f~(l8) 
r 
1~ . 
= fx( 1 )+.x(2 )- x(4 )+ x( 6 )- x(8 )- x(9 ) 
r · 
-x(l0)+x(12hx(l_4)+·x(l6)+2x(l7) .• · · 
. . ~ 
1 . 
= 2x(2 )+x(3 )- x(S )+x(7 )-x~9 )-x(lO) 
. . 1 
- x(ll )+x(l3 )- x(l5 )+ x(l7 )+i'x(l~) 
••• :(D. a ) 
., 
• I ' • • I - • 




· · ••• (D. to> 
...... .. · 1 . . · . . t · 
= 2x(1 )- x(3 ')+ x(S )- x( 7 )+ x( 11 )- x( 1_3 )+ ~( 15 >~2x( 17) 
. 1 1 . 






·. . . 
• ', l • ~ • (D. 1.1) · 
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. . 1 . . . )' .(. .. 1 
. 16w10 (11). ·,. 2 x(1 )- x(3 )+x(7 )-x(9 )+x{ll -x 1~ )~x(l7} 
.,. 
1 . . . 1 
1.6w10 (2 ) I 2xt2 )-x(4 )+x(8 )-x~lO )_+.x(l2 }-x(16 >+tx(l8) 
••• (0.12) 
.. 
I ) · 1 ) ( · 1('\' 
'16W11 (1 = 2 x(l)-x(3 +x(7 }-x ll_)+x(l5):-2x 17 1 
- 1 . .. 1. . 
16W11 (2) 2x<.~ )-x(4 }+x(8 '-x(l2. )+x(l6 )-2x(l7) . 
I 
; .. ~(0.13) 
. Hence Eql'\S• (0.1} · to (D. 13) can be writt"en ina general form 
16w0.< j+1·)_ = 1,6w0 ( j)-~x( j) .-~x( j+.l )+tx{j+l6·~~x( j+i7.)·. ... 
"' .... (0.14) 
16W1 ( j+l). = 16W1 ( j ):~x( j).-~x( j+l )+x( j+a )+x( j+9 )-; x( j+l~) 
~x( j+l 7) . j=l, 2 i 3 ••• , I 
... (D.lS) 
16W2 (j+~) = 16W2 (j)-~x(j)-~x{j+l)+x( j+~)+x(j+S}-x(j+l2) . 
: - .x( j+l3 >4x< j+l6) 1; x{-j+l 7) j=l, 2, 3, ••• 
... (0.16) 
. I ~ 
··16W3 ( j) a ~ x( j)+x( j+1 )+ x( j.f.2' )+ x~ j+3 )- x( j+S )- x( j+6 }- x( j~7 ') 
. ' ... 
.. , 
+x( j+9 )+x( j+lO )+x( j+il )-x( j+l3 )- x( j+l4 )-x( j+l!?) 
. 1 
-2 x(j+l6) .. 
,J 
\ 
j=1 1 2 1 31 • •. • ·I 
.. • (D.l7) 
J • 
i 
. '\ _ .... ·, 
' .. . 
._ I , 
. ' 
. I 
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. 11 . . . ' ... ' . . . ·: . ': 
16w4 (j) ·.,. 2r<j)+'.x< j+l)-x( j+J)-x(j+4 )-x( _j+S )+x(j+7 )+x(j+a) 
' . 
+X (jt9)- x( j+ll )-x( jH·:i )-X ( j+D )+x( ?tlS) <i'x( j+ 16) 
. .I . . j=J. ,2 I 3 1 . • o o 1 . · . • 
I 0 0 (Dol8) 
l,.6w5 (j) _= ~;X(jHx( j+l)-x( j+3- )~x(jt4)-:-x(j~5 )+x(j+_7 . ).-x(;?> : 
. I . 
I . . 
~ . I . . 
. · I . . 1 . i 
+x( j+ll )+x( j+l2 )+x( ~+13 )- x( j+15 )~x~ j+l6 )·. . , 
. . I . . . 
. . 
j'=l 1 21 _3; • o o ~ 
• 
. • •• (D,l9) '1 
. . . . ~ . . . 
'I\ 16W6 ( j;' ~ ~ x( j )+ x( :!+ 1!-~( ·r~ )+x( jtS ~~ x(,j+7 )- x( j+a )~ Xt ;9) ..•.. ·. : .·· ' 
:.I 
..... ' 
·. . .. 
' . j=l 12; J 1 • o o 1 
• •• (0.20) 
16W9 ( j _) . ·= ~ x(j)- x_~ j+2 )+ x( j+4 )- x( j+6 >.:+:.x( j+-10 ·)~x( j+l2-)+ .x( j+l4 )' 
. 1 -
2 xq+16) . 
. •. 
. j=l, 2, 3 , ~- . ·• , c · 
. . 
. . . 1 . . 
16W10 ( j)= 2x( j)- x( j+2 )+ x( j+6 )- x( j+B )+x( j+lO )-x( j+l4) - ;:. 
' l. . . 
·. f-2"X( j+l6! 
. ' 
' 
. ' \' ' . . 
' 
.•. , 








''·; .• cn.22 ). 
, ; . 
. . . .. ~ . 
.• 
• 































• j=l 1 2 1 J 1 t o • I 
,.· .. 
_16w12 ( j)= }x( ~}- x( ~+4 )+x( ~.+a· )- x( j+i~· )+~ x( j+l6 } ·· 






o. 2 8 .s amplesLCycle: 
- .·. 
j=l.l 2 1 3,," o o - . I 
.. 
IU • . 
.;,(0.23_) 
• :. (D. 24) 
Th~ deriva!-ion of Walsh coe~fif-ents ·are based on . 
·the i. following · matrix relationship where tlle respective· w'a"lsh 
.. · , 0 f> -, I I ' 
























+ + + + + + +· x( 1) 
+ \ + + - x(2) 
+ - -·- - + + x(3) 
+ - ~ + + - x(4) 
- + + + x( 5) 
- - +- + ·+ x(6) 
- ·+- ~ + - + x{7) 
- +-+ - + x(8) 
·· The useful Walsh coefficients . c'an be derived fr~ abqve 



















w1 (1 > 
. I 
w1 (2 > 
. I 
. 1 . . 1 
= 2 x(l)+x(2)+x(3 )+_x(4) )-x(6 )-x(7-)-x(B)-2 x(9). 
1 - 1 
= ~x(2 )+x(J )+x~4 )+x(S) )-x(7 )-:x(B )- x(9 )2x(l0) 
Hence 
• . 
w1 _( j~ = ; x( j)+ x( j+l )+ x( j+2 )+ x( j+J )- x( j+S· )-x( j+6 )~ x( j+7) 
1 
. - ~x( _j+B) 
j=~ 1 2 1 3 I H.: I .. \ •. . . .. 
w • •. ·• (D. 26 ) . . 
. 1 . -. .· . 1 · 
w2.<1 ~ = 2:x(l)+x(2);..x(4 l-.x(S )-x(6)+x(B)~x(9) 
.. \ •" 
. ' 
' . 1 . 
w2 '(2_ ) = - ~ :x( ~ .>+.~(3 . )~ x( 5 )~ ~(6 )t x(7 )+ x~ ·9 )+Z,x(10·) .. .. . ... · . .. ·, ·-
. . 
Hence . ·• 
. . . 
· w~ ( j) =· ~ x ( j)+ x( j+l )- x ·( j+J )- x( j+4 )+ x( J+S )+~( j+7 >4-x< j+B ). · 
. . j=l,2.,3 ••• -
' 
·• 
,. ••• (D. 27 f 
w3.(1) '= ~:x(l )+x(2 >.~x(4 >.:x(~ )-x(B ).:..;x(g) 
- .. 
1 1 . 
w3 (2 ) = 2x (2 )+ x( 3 )~ x(s .•• +:(7 .)- x(9 )-2 x(l0 .> 
. Hence 
I 1 · ' . . . 1 
w3 (j) = 2x(j)+x(j+l)-_x(j+3i+x(j+S)-x(j+7)-2x(j+8) 
• j=l 12 I 3 I I 0 
., 
. • • • (0,'28) 
' 1 < . 1 · 
w (l) "'-x(i )-x(j )+x(S ·)-x(-7 >+-x(9) 
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. . . . . -~ .... .. ~· · . 
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_,!. ~'- ' -
•' 
,. 
' - ' 
' . : 1 . . . . 1 '' ' 
w4 (2) . =. 2x(2 )-x(4 )+x(6 )-x(S )+tx(10) 
Hence 
W'~ ( j) . = ~x( j )- x( j+2 )+x( j+4 )-.x( j+~ )~x('j+~) . 
j=l, 2, 3' ••• 
"'-' 
w5 (1) = tx(l )-x(:l )~x(7 >-1x(9) 
1 . 1 
· w5 (2} = 2x(2 )-x(4)+x(8 )~x(lO) 
Hence 
.. 
w5 tj) ... ix_( ~ >.- x~ j~2 ):t ~( j+~ )-~ x _( j+~) ... , . ··~· · . 
. . . . .' 
j=1, 2, 3 •• ~ . 
0 ' 
. 1 1 
w6 (1) = 2x(l )-x(S » :ttx(9_). 
( . 1 . 1 




j•1, 2, 3 ..... 
. ~ 
.. . . \ . 
. . . 






, . I : 
.• •• (D. 30-) 
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